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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS Is published
day, (Sunday excepted,)at 82 Exchange Street,
Portland, N. A. Fosi'Eit, Proprietor.
Teums : —Eight Dollarr a year in adyance.

C ©partnership.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, l» publiehed attbe
a year,
place every Thursday morning at

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name and style of

same

THE

invariably in advance.

Rates of Advertising.—One inch ol spaee, In
square.
length ol column, constitute
81.50 per square dally first week : 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or lew, 81.00; continuday after first week, 50 cent*
ing eyery other three
insertions or less, 75 cents; one
Hall square,
week

dispatch;
the Office or Paper promptly transacted
tion as above.

Business Cards.

-.—

A.

SON,

&

NOTES

N.

No. 3S Exchange Street,

PORTLAND

MAINE,

•

Manufhctnren of and Dealer*

m

FURNACES, RANGES,

and

OP

And

LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
kinds of Tin, Capper and Sheet
iron, in quantities to suit.

PUMPS,
all

Sole

Notices

Copartnership

The understood have this day formed
ship under the name and style ot

purchased
HAVING
Messrs. PEAESON tb
their
Carta, intend* to

DAN’L F. EMERY.

JOSHUA W. WATERHOUSE,
EDWARD A. EMERY,
FREDERIC W. EMERY,
DAN’L F. EMERY, Jb.
March 6,1866.—diw2w

have this day formed
name of

undei signed
THE
nership under the firm

City

Ross

on

tor the purpose of carrying on the SHIP BROKERAGE, SHIP CHANDLERY and GROCERY BUSINESS, and have taken the stand of ROSS BROTH-

Business

of

ERS, 73

the

Where he hopes that by strict attention ho may be
foyo ed witn the patronage of their former eosiomers.

call,

a

JB.,
ALVAN ROUNDY.
feaudSw

others wishpains will be
with neatness and

for Bread

dispatch.

dclitf

Portland. Deo 12, ISM.

HILTON & CO.,

19,1866.

For

the transaction ol a
LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA,
fc22tf

WHOLESALE AND DETAIL,
PORTLAND,

ME.

febldSm

Commission.

heretofore existing between
the subscribe* s, under the firm name of

J. EDWARD GOVE & CO.,

THE

Commission Merchants,
IN

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beaus
DRIED APPLES, Ac.
Ifo. a Lime Strut,
Portland, Me.
Special attention paid to consignment!! of all kinds
of Produce.
sepSOdlyr

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The busiwill nerealCer be oonducted by N. A. FOSTER,
who will pay all demands against the la to firm, and
to whom all indebted will make payment.
N. A. FOSTER,
J. T. OILMAN.
Wdtf
1666.
Jan.
1,
Portland,

Copartnership.
rrfflE subscribers have this day Sinned a copartnerX ship for the transaction of the Wholesale Crockery and Cites Ware business, under the firm name

JOSE

E.

C.

&

CO.
C. E. JOSE,
R.8. MAJtCY,
SMALL.
Jnl6dJm

J.C.

Portland, Jan. 1,1666.

Advance* Made.

HENRY E. WORCESTER,
GENERAL

Commission ^Forwarding Merchant
Merchandise of ail kinds bought and sold on
Northern account.

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Norfolk, Va.
(I'~ Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell Sc
Renter: Gerrtsh & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
Co. Portland Me.

CO.,

ness

PRODUCE

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

copartnership

N. A. FOSTER &

Cor. of Milk and Uoe Sc*.,
HILTON, )

Clark Bead Sc

no28d6m

BOSS & FEENY,

PLASTERERS,

prepared to make LIBERAL ADVANCES on goods in transit, m store,
for sale, or shipment. Also on vessels or any other
good security.

TIE

undersigned

STTJOGO AND MASTIO WOEKEES,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,
PORTLAND, MS.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

j attended to. Orders from oat oi town solicited.
May 22—dt 1

are

OHTTROHILL, BROWNS & HANSON.
Jan

19—dtf__
Dissolution of Copartnership.

heretofore existing between
the firm name of
A. P. MORGAN & CO.,
was dissolved Feb 13lh, 1866. by mutual consent. All
business of the late firm will be settled by A. P. !
MORGAN.
A. P. MORGAN,
1. E. HANNAFORD.
Portland, Feb’y 19, 1866._te20dtf

copartnership
the undersigned under
THE

Copartnership Notice.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Copartnership hereto

of S. K.
THE continued

existing under the

ore

ACKiSO N dfe KpN,
after this date under the style of

name

will be

PUPKINS, JACKSON &

CO.,

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharf, fbot of High Street.
Dec 21,1865—dtf

Copartnership Notice.
BRADBURY A

Attorneys

SWEAT,

and Counsellors at

Law,

once 117 Middle Street,

E* SOSES'’}

PORTLAND, MB.

Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
and will attend to any business entrusted
January,
to him,before the Supreme Court, Court oi Claims,
or any of the Departments.
dc20ti

RUSSELL BARBOUR is admitted a member
• of onr firm from Feb. 1st, 1866.
J. & C. J. BARBOUR.
Feb 9—dim

E

Coal,

Coal,

Coal.

RECEIVED and for sale by the undersigned

at their Wharf,
JUST

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial

BROKEN AND EOO

r.

Aresie
DAVIS,

and

18

Free

Woolens.

nov#’65dtf

A.

J.

BOO

PORTLAND, MB

l*. p: haskell*
DAVIS

Commission

&

Chicago, IU.

Feb 24—d6m

)

f

)

Merchants,
MILWAUKEE,

These Coals are of the very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 500 cords ol best quality of HARD a»d
SOFT WOOD, which we will sed at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part oi the city at
short notice.

QF*Give

us a

call and try

WISCONSIN.

STURTEVANT,
GENERAL

oet!6dtl

SHERIDAN & GRIFFITHS,
Successors to Joseph Gray & Co.,

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN

White

Pobtlaud,
Ie24d3m

SCHUMACHER,

Fresco and Banner

Painter,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
Psrllsad, Maine.

juneldtt

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Solicitor of Patent#,
JTe. 108 Middle Street.

PORTLAND,

J,

E.

Dealer

In

MAINE.

Also

a Fine

T,

Photographic Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.

Manufsoturer of Mirror A Picture Prune*
No. 18 MARKET SQUARE,
FoaTLawo, Ha.

)mnel2tf

THIS

SALT RHEUM,

Succoesors to

Importers

DEXTER.

Chase, LltUefiold A Co.,

of and

Dealers ia all kinds el

Hardware and

Particular at'ention paid to BOYS' CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go outoi the 3tore.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
a

LIVER COMPLAINTS,
Kidney Affections, and many other Piiea.—,
recent analysis of which shows to he similar to
the best White Sulphur Springs of Western Hew
York and Virginia, may be found at the Apothecary

And

a

Stores of CROSMAH & CO., and WHITTIER, and
will be tarnished dally, by the
quart or gallon, to
the inhabitants of Portland, at their houses.
Refers to Dr. E. Clark, J. B. Carroll, Esq M. G.
PMmer Esq., J. A. Merrill, C. K. Babb, and A. L.
Gllkey firm Byron Greenough & Co.
March 1st, 1E«6.—dtf

h 17 daw tf

■

NOTICE' TO CONTRACTORS
AND BUILDERS.
G rammer School
be built of brick,
83x80 feet,
height, will be received by the Committee, np to, and lhelnaing March
10,1866.
The Plans and Specifications tor the same, will be
open to inspection and examination at the rooms oi
George M. Harding, Architect. Casco Bank Bol ding,
81 Middle St-, Portland, Me., from the 1st to the 8ft
March incuslve, and at the office of the Chairman oi
the Commtttee, over the Poet Office. Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, on all ofher days from the date hereof, to
ami including the 10th day of March aforesaid.
BMf for Momiiij! cad CMrjxmtry work, iin*.inH<ng
all labor in each department and the torulsblngof aO
materials for each, to he made separate and sealed.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any and
for the erection at

House at Lewiston, Maine, to
PROPOSALS
and three stories to

a

all proposals not deemed satisfactory.
Bids to be opened at the office of the

Chairman ei
the Committee, MONDAY, March 12, at 16 o'clock
A.M.
Mr. Harding the Architect, will be' at the office of
the Chairman oi the Committee, on the afternoons
and evenings of FeVy 28 and March 6, for the purpose at affording any explanations asked.
1 Committee
H. C. GOODENOW,
M. FRENCH,
I
on
JOS. P. FESSENDEN, f
Schools
CYRUS GREKLY,
and
R. E. PATTERSON, I Schoo -houses
Lewiston. Feb’y 20.1866.
MldAwtomarlO

COAL, COAL,

/

^ KA TONS JOHN’S CHESTNUT COAL,

at

lOU

<13.00 per ton.

ALSO,
tons John's stove and Egg Coal.
tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal.
tons Lehigh Stove Coal.
tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal.
tOD6 Free Burning StOV6 CoftL
Well picked and screenedt delivered to any part
the city at the lowest price *>» each.

ALSO.
Cumberland Coal for Smith’s use; and all
kinds of hard and soft Wood, on hand and fbr sale by
80 Comnaerclml Street,
Head Maine Wharf.
Jan 12—dtf

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
No.

CODMAN BLOCK,

Temr

*e

Street

St.

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to (he finest fabrics.

LINEN

GENTS’ XjIN'EJN’
Got up In the Best Possible Manner,

Steam Boilers!

on

AN some boilers 700 dogs. of heat is thrown away,
U making a loss 011-3 toe fuel. The question is
often asked how can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control ot all
the heat and makes It do duty in the engine. This is
very shn pie in ito construction; after the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and tho waste
heat carded through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200 dqgs.; the heat being reduced 59 low
there can be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, Desides the saving 1-3 the Axel.
For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb

ries of

Colleges Into

International Hotel,
OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

thoroughly refitted, and famished in the

8.

B.

one

pass through the

can

MOLASSES!

NEW

MOLASSES,

GEORGE 8. HUNT,
111 Oommeroial Street.

Feb 20—d3w

Successort to 0. L. Btorer f* Co.,

Furnishing

MAKER OF

Manufacturer, of and Dealer, In

Force Pumps and Water Closets,
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Court,

t

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Thirty-Nine Thousand One Hundred and
Fifty Cigars.
The same having been decreed forteit to the United
States, in the District Court for the said District of
Maine, and ordered to be sold, and. the proceeds disposed of according to law.
DatedatPortlomLthistwenty-eighthday of February, A. D. 1868.

CHARLES

CLARE,

U. S. Marshal District of Maine.

XT IE*

mission into the Navy

TJWEBY description of Water Fixtures lor Dwells ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country (aithfully executed. All
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEEB
PUMPS
apr9dti

descriptions.

VERMIN.

SCAB,

|-

---I'
on

If larmei s and others cannot
traders in their vicinity, it will
express charge by

obtain this article oi
be forwarded free ol

JAS. F. LEVIN, Agt. South Down Go.
28 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.

March 1—dawlm

Boot. Shoe& Rubber Store,
No. 353 Congress Street.
AT

SAMTJEIi HELL’S
found one of the beet selected stocks
<rt BOOKS. SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
round in this city, which wiU be sold at the lowest
cash prioe, at 363 Congress
Street, nearOreen St.
BELL.
Oct

CAN

be

24—dtiSAMUEL

WOOD !

as

EDWIN B.
SEALER nr

HARD

AND

SOFT

IBS Commercial

WOOD,

Street,

At tho Offloe of James H. Baker, Coal Dealer.
Feb JO—<13w*

a

fam-

BOARDS

JUST

RECEIVED
-AT THE-

UP TOWN

tion of candidates for admission into the Medical
Corps of the Navy.
Gentlemen desirous of appearing before either
Board must make application to the Honorable Se 'r'tary ot thoNavy, or to the undersigned, stating
residence, place and date of birth, and belore which
Board they desire to presect themselves. Application to be accompanied by respectable testimonials of
character.
Candidates must not he lees than twenty-one, nor
more than twenty-six years of age.
No expense is allowed by the Government to candidates attending the sessions of the Board, as a
succesitul examination is a legal pre-requisite for
of Bureau.

and abuses of arbitrary power.
When
fe w blatant traitors, who were doing their utmost with tongue, pen and press to hamper and
pmbarass the government in its fearful struggle, were silenced by the military arm, what
editying sermons tve had about the sacred
right of fine speech, the inviolability of the
habeas cot pus, and the inexcusable enormity
of arbitrary arrests, ¥ot the Chicago Times,
one of the most rampant of these journals,
which was so outrageous in its treason in'MMtt:
that it was suppressed by General Burnside,
and which has ever since vaunted itseff as one
of the martyr* of the Lincoln tyranny, gives
the following precious piece of advice to President Johnson.
“We do not hesitate to declare that it is the
solemn duty of the President to command the
arrest of Thaddeus Stevens, Wendeif Phillips,
Charles Sumner, and their confederates in
Congress, and all over the country, for the
crime of treason.
In no other way can this
northern rebellion be promptly quelled, and
the public qniet restored.
And If the rump
congress shall not speedily abandon its sediand
lawless practices—if
tious, revolutionary,
it shall persist in excluding the representatives
of eleven States from their rightful seats, and
in exercising the powers of the Congress of
the United States—we do not hesitate to declar'd that It will become the solemn duty of
President Johnson to constitute himself the
Cromwell of the time, and dissolve the rump

JOHN

C.

PltOCTER,

,!,r\

Llltp

M

STBEET.

Brick House and Lot, with Stable,

on

Stable,

on

on Cumberland St.,
Wo Aden House and Lot, with

Cumberland St.,

$4,500
$3,500

WoodanHoM. and Lot, with Stable, on ...
WEmot St.,
$i;ooo
Brick House on Oak St,,
$3,00#
Brick Hone, on Pearl St.,
$3,250
Ale,, some very deeirahle locations on Conexsag,
Pink and Carle ton Streets, from $9000 to $14,000, and edverel Home* »nd Lots on Middle Stn et,
from $4,000 to $14,000, together with several deetreble Residences in Gorham, Me., and adjacent to the
City on the line or Railroad.
Feb 28—(Lw

For Sale.
The Farm formerly known as the
George Small Farm, in the town of
Liming ton, two miles fr m tl e village, and one-half a mile h orn the
1
Post Office, store, church and Acadi,
emy. It contains one hundred and eighty acres ol
good land, well divide into tillage, pasturage and
wood land. Produces fifty tons ot nay. Has a large
Orchard, good two story house and ell, finished, paint*
ed and in good repair.
Good Barn and other necessary ont-bufldings.
Also a stock oi Farming Tools, if required. Apply
A. T.

the premises.

February 28,

I860.

SMALL,

mar2d&w3w9

For Sale.
Locomotive Boiler.
ONEOnesuperior
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse
all

STATIONERY STORE,

No. U

UnionSMyorttaffiMaiae.

HOUSE

A fine lot of Letter size

French

fe8d2m

For Sale or to Lease!

Paper 1

ENGLISHED RUFFED PAPER

13 FREE STREET.

LOTS,

Frauklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Fremont,
Hammond, Winthrop, Walnut, North, Montre-

ON

al, Melbourne. Quebec. Merrill, Turner, Poplar,
Congress, Atlantic. Munjoy, Monument, Wilds Sts.,
and the.Eastern Promenade, at prices from 10 to 30

For Property In this City,

Senators could get into a conclave with these
Southern Senators any day and they would
constitute a majority of the Senate.
The
President of the United States has the constitutional option—it is his function—it Is his
power—it is his right—and I would advise him
to exercise it. He has the right at any
day to
ascertain where there are different bodies,
of
the
Senate
members
contending, which is
the true Senate. If the Southern members,
and those who are for admitting them to their
seats, constitute a majority of the whole Senate the President has a right—and, by the
Eternal! he ought to exercise that right, forthwith—to-morrow—or any oth r day, to recognize the opposition here, and the Southern
members as a majority of the Senate.”
Comment is superfluous.

BRICK HOUSES in the City ol Chelsea, and two in. the City <>r Boston.
For further particulars Inquire of
E. WEBSTER & SON,
No. 74 Middle St. Portland,
Or J. M. PRINCE, Esq., No. 32 CongTess St, BosMass.
ton,
March 1—d2w*

Caning Thing* by their Superfine Names.
Mr. Banlsbury of Delaware, with that thirst
for knowledge tor which he baa always been
distinguished, inquired last week, in the Senate, if anybody knew what authority there was

from $1000 to $5000.
MOSES GOULD, U Middle St.

Jao 20—d3m

Beal Estate fox* Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

Italian Quills,
VERY desirable residence
Cape Elizabeth,
mile from Portland Bridge, The house is
A
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
Pens and Quills, complete order. Also wen arranged Stable and outm

one

ENAMELED

CARD-BOARD,

buildings. The lot contains 50.000 fret, and Ibr
ty of location is unsurpassed in this vlcinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at
303

Julv26dtf

FOB LADIES COLLARS,

ARNOLD’S Celebrated INK, For Sale

GEVER & CALEF’S,

beau-

ConurtBM St..
Portland. Me.

Exchange

or

mFOtJR

English Mourning Paper,
NEW STYLES OF

Note,

French

City Residence for Sale.

Jjh.

The best of all Stationery
May be

UP

had at the

TOWN

Farm for Sale.

STATIONERY STORE.

Apply

to

ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham,
Or, H. C. BARNES, Portland.
Feb 27—dt»

FOB SALE!
Feb

19—M,WAF, till marls

We would call the attention of those wanting

PORTLAND ACADEMY I

TJnSTIOISr

MONOGRAMS,

HALL,

FREE STREET.
TERM begins March 5th.
ed at any time iu the Term.
Particular attention paid to Young

SPRING

OR

Pupils receiv-

Men preparing
themselves for College. Excellent opportunities offered to Young Ladles or Young Gentlemen wishing
to study French, German, Latin, Botany, Mathematics, Ac.
Pupils of both sexes received in all branches usu
ally taught m a first class school.
The services of Miss E. JONES have been secured
as Teacher of Pencil and Crayon Drawing, Ac.
'A limited number of.Private Pupil* in the higher
English branches, and in the Languages, will be attended to.
C. O. FII-W«
P. O. Box 103,
Feb. 28—d3w*

OF ANY DESCRIPTION,
To the beautiful Samples at our store executed by
JOHN A. LOWELL, lor whom we are the Agents.
*.

CHASE,

Geyer

Molasses, new crop;
superior article pr. Bark St.
lor sale

&

NICE LADIES*

city.

one

MARCH 8th,
the daily papers of the

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.

WALKING

OPERA

CANES t

GLASSES TO LET,

March 0—dtf

CALL

13 FREE STREET.

AND

LXAMLWE

needle than any other machine in the world.

JJnion Button-Hole Machine
Twelve Becend-Haud Machines,
In good order for sale at 1 ow prices,
jyAll kinds Machine Trimmings, at
137} M'ddle Street, up One Flight Stairs.

CAR

LOAD,

arrive and in store.

Also,

a

lot of

EXTEA HOGS AND CHOICE SUTTEE,
will be sold at the

LOWEST MARKET PRICES.
GEOBGE F. FOSTER,

Feb. 3.—dtf

No. 2 Galt Block.

For Sale.
years

May

1st.

For terms Ac., apply to
GEO. E. B. JACKSON. Ex’or.
196 Fore Street.
Feb. 26—3wd*

A

the old stand No. 88 Middle; Street, can he
found an extensile assortment of

AT

Fashionable Boots and

Shoes,

For Gente’, Ladles’. Misses’ and Children’s wear.
AUO,
Boots and Shoes Made bo Measure
We solicit the former patrons sod
the
In General to call and examine our stock an d public
styles susr-

the^owest.ar ^'“^““UweonMdc r«E£’low^a
T^};®
to

*})}

«nder the dl rection of Mr.

ttsuchSul?bu^er*,n"*
We
Agents for Hie Howe
Me

alto

tt*ntion 10

8 ewlng Machine.
>.,»« Middle St.

fc Cl
rwwioILi
a?THJ?OP
Wholesale Store,
Union St.

«7

FebSiSf

W’

^-I^TBnoe,,

S.K.DTEB.

The Freedman’s

Villuge, Arlington Height*
population of 927, of whom 168 are
able to read. There fire at this place 2 schools
with 5 teachers and 371 pupils.
There are also, under the superintendence of
the Bureau, schools at Fort
Strong, Camp
Wadsworth, Fall’s Church, Peach Grove, and
Leesburg, Virginia; and also Good Hope, Md.,
and at S.xth District. Co. of
Washington. SunVa.,

2

Deer

Atlantic Wharf.

LOT In Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Avenue.
Said lot is composed of two lota in ore,
very handsomely laid out. For particulars,
address Box 596 P. O.
Nov 4—dtf

For Sale.
-1 rfin TONS square Hackmatack Timber.
lOUU Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetaok
and Hardwood Plank, for sale by
lTtAYLOB, 61 Commercial St.
Oct 94—dti

successfully cultivated.—[The Nation.

The following highly suggestive statement
of facts we copy from tlxe New Orleans Daity
Tribune:
It has already been reported in ottr paper
that when Gen. Carl Schurz arrived last fall,
at New Orleans, on his tour of inspection, he
asked Gen. Can by, ef whom he was the guest,
toread a Union paper: and our commanding
general had then to tell him that In his whole

military department, there was not a single
loyal paperbut the Tribune, “which is a hegro

significant fact that the only
loyal papetfe in the whole South are all “colored papers,” that is to say edited by colored
The New Orleans correspondent ot the
men.
Boston Commonwealth did

For Sale.
A large and convenient Honee, Mo. 15
■fijil Waterville St, suitable lor two Aunllies. Terms
JkJLoI tale liberal.
Apply to W, No. 371 Middle St.
JaStdtf
AKA

Store to Let.
rrVHE Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
A Streets, at preeent occupied by Mcsert. Jefferson Coolldge A Co. Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. A S. E. SPRING.
Sept 27—dtf

Store to Let.
173 Fore Street, 3d door from Moulton St.
in Duran A Chadwick Block. For particulars
STORE
ot
WILLIAM DURAN,
No. 8 Moulton Street.

March 1,1866—dtf

us

the honor or

mentioning the Tribune as “the only loyal paper In the Southern States.” But, although
our paper is the only loyal drily, we must not
torget that, nearly In every State of the South,
there are true and loyal weeklies, edited' and
mainly supported by the colored element. Let
us do justice to whomsoever it is due.
There
is a loyal press in the South, but it Is the “colored press** exclusively.
Now let

us

tell the writer of that

corre-

spondence that-to the only dally loyal paper
published in the South, the N. O. Tribune—he
ought, in good justice, to add the whole press
of "colored weeklies,” namely:
The Nationalist, at Mobile’fAia.);
The Loyal Georgian,at Augusta (Ga.)
The South Carolina Leader, at Charleston

(S. C.);

To be Let.
T'vKSK ROOM for one or more persons, in a good
sized pleasant office, with modern conveniences
attached, on second floor, No. 27 Exchange Street,
■‘Ocean Insurance Company’! building."
J. R. BRAZIER.
March 6—d3w

For Sale.
Stock of Boota and Shoee in

THE
neighboring town.
at this office.

a

etorc In

For Sale.
GROCERY.

...

Colored

Tennessean, at

v
Nashville

mar3dlw*

a

pupils, with

The True Southerner, at Hampton, (Va.)

The whole loyai political press in the late
rebel States is, therefore, in the hands of the
colored element. Is not this fact very suggestive? Is anything more needed to show
who are the true citizens?

a

stott

schools,

teachers,

an

average attendance of S891, of
whom 527 are over 16 years of
age, 1506 are always present, 1279 are always punctual, 2363
are learning the
alphabet, 1369geography, 1349
arithmetic, 2061 writing, 189 the higher branches. The whole attendance is
391, and the average attendance 201 larger than at the last prev*
ious report There are also in addition to the
above 32
759

night
pupils.

schools with

an

attendance of

A few additional facts respecting the operations of the Freedman’s Bureau in this city may
be interesting, as illustrating the character of
that abused, aud persistently misrepresented
institution. It has established one hospital in
this city tor colored patients in which there are
now aiO, one in
Alexandria, and one at Freed-

man’s Village, under the care of one assistant,
and ten aoting assistant
surgeons. Four acting
assistant surgeons are employed by the Bureau

in visiting the sick among tho colored
population who can not otherwise obtain meuical at-

tendance. Two soup houst s have been
provided
where meals are given to the old and destitute’

equal

at present to 900 rations.
Blankets and
shoes are given at this season to the
utterly destitute. The gnat work of the Bureau is finding employment for the unemployed, of whom
more thau 30C0 have been
provided with places
since the 110th of last July. There are three industrial schools under the Bureau, where ISO

taught sewing and other domestic
arts. There are five other similar school* under private patronage. There is also a colored
women are

orphan’s heme in (Georgetown, of which lira
Senator Trumbull is president, in which there
It must be remembered tbat there are
many
thousand freedmen in this District, thrown to-

gether by the mutations of the times, ignorant,
unaccustomed in many cases to any bat toe
kind of labor, and otten to but one kind
of that, home.ess and irieudie s, and that with-

rudest

such kind agencies as f have described.of which the gTeat end and aim is to make
them capable ot self support as soon as
possi-

out some

ble, the

most appalling sufferings must have
been endured.
Nor is it possible, though I
write it wish shame, that even here, in this
loyal city, under the shadow of the
Capitol, the
freedinen be tolerably safe in the enjoyment of
their rights, without the protection 01 the Bu-

While sitting in the ofiice the other day,
note just received was handed me.
It was
from a mother who had hired out her
daughter
aged 14 years, to a white woman at six dollars
For a few months the white woper month.
nt*! paid the wages, but then refused either to
reau.
a

pay the girl or let her go, saying that she belonged as mnoh to her as to her mother. The
mother besought the interposition of the Bureau in her behaif.
And this, I was assured i»
not an exceptional case at all but only a sample
of those constantly arising. What then, one
may well ask, mast be the condition of the exslaves iu the far South with out the Very
imperfect protection offered them by the Bureau?
I may add in conclusion, that in the eleven
rebel States, there were Dec. 1st, 1865, 665 colored schools, 1286 teachers,84,603 pupil.-, besides
500 schools supported by the treeomen themselves. It may also be remarked that some ot
the colored schools iu this District are among
the best conducted and most efficient I have ever seen anywhere.
Those instructed by AHas
Lord of Maine and Miss L. A. I'lagg of Mass.,
are believed to be
worthy of special mention.
Such are a few facta illustrating the condition
of the ffeedmen here, and those most Christian

efforts now

making to relieve, educate and elethem. Though these schools and other institutions are in most instances under the pro-

vate

tection and

supervision of the Burean, they are
very largely supported by the charities of northern people.
Though much has already been
effected, this great held now opened to Christian benevolence, here and larther South, calls
for the united and untir.ng efforts of a.1 who
love their country and their kind,—of ail who
aspire to co-operate in tue sub.ime work of Him
who came to relieve and to save the poor, the
and the oppressed.
X. S. P.

degraded,

Presenting a Bouqetbt Telegraph_.
A Paris tetter in The Nation gives the following bit of gossip:
The most splendid entertainment
yet is the
bail just given at the Prussian
embassy to
Prince and Princess Hobcnzodern, who are
malting so long.a stay at the iui.enes. The
hotel ot the einoaaey Is a very handsome building, containing seven magnificent drawingrooms, opening one out ot another and splendidly tilted up. These rooms, with others adjoining, were sumptuously 01 name:.ted with
lustres and dowers, presenting a most brilliant
coup d’ceil, the orchestia ot the bali-iuom being placed in a gay tent, ornamented in Oriental style, erected in a vestibiue outside. The
beautinu Countess of Hatsleid, wite of tne
First Secretary of Legation—one of the many
fair American girls who have, of late years,
excited the ire of European mammas by carrying off the highest matrimonial prizes—waa
to have done the honors in the absence of
Countess Goltz, wiie ol the Prussian Minister;

but as the Emperor aud Empress suddenly
notified their intention of honoring Ihe/e.e
With their presence, Princess Hohenzo.iem
supplied the piace of the absent lady. Their
to aj Co ties took part in toe “Vuadride of Honor," and alter wards walked through the rooms,
admiring the splendor ot the scene. The
King of Prussia, informed by telegram of the
presence of the Imperial couple, sent a telegraphic order to Count Go.tz, directing himop
present a bouquet to the Empress in tne

King’s

name.

This order the Count lost no

in obeying, and, having done so, transmitted by tne same agency the Empress’s
time

thanks to the

(Tenn.);

fy*A correspondent of the Albany Cultivator, in talking about tight barns, says farmers
may ahoose between late cut hay, open sheds
and bone; or early hay, tight barns and fiit

Apply

MarlS—dlw*

A RETAIL
Enquire at MSOongreea St.

The

has

day and night schools are not inoiuded in the
above statement
There are, to recapitulate, in this Freedman’s
Bureau District, 45
106
5388

’powerful discourses.”

more

A
and la

quire

city,

with six teachers and 376 pupils,
average attendance 276, in alphabet 113,
geography 39, arithmetic 120, writing 77, higher branches 19.

The Jjoyei Press of the Bonth.

rpBCE Two-«tory Brick House and Lot, No.
i Street, at a ope vt bakoaitj.
Far particulars. enquire of
HEN J. KNIGHT,
octtgdtt

Georgetown has a oolored population numbering 3400, owning 8200,000, taxable
property.
There are four colored schools in that

Even wives are rapidly disappearing; men
write themselves down in the hotel books as
being accompanied by their “ladies,” whatever
In most parts of the West
that may mean.
even academies and institutes bid fair to become extinct-their places being taken by “uniNo girl ever leftves school, she
versities.
“graduates.” Inns and taverns have disappeared long ago; we find nothing but hotels in
all directions. There are even signs that barrooms will soon be superseded by “samplerooms.” The process has already begun in
New Fork. People do not teach things now;
they are “professors” of them. Corn doctors
are “chiropedists.” Barbers are not to be found
in any of the large cities, while “hair-dressers”
abound. Members of Congress and politicians
are becoming somewhat rare: they are gradually becoming “statesmen.” Some people think
in opr
we are falling off in our manners, bu.
language at least the “high polite1’ war never

of the best stands in the

en-

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers!

prices.

to

W. S. DYER.

Feb 20—eodlm

THE-

one

THE Dwelling Home and Land, for many
the residence of the late Hon. J. C.
•HdLChurchill, on Congress Street. Poeeeelon giv-

Attft.
Cj;i;

SUITABLE FOB

Leather, Clothing, Carriage Trinuning,
and Faaaily Sewing.
It will carry the largest thread with a smaller

Sept 29—eodtl

-BY

and

—

For Sale.

GEYER & CALEF’S,

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St,
PORTLAND, ME,

W. F. PHILLIPS k CO.,
Wholesale Druggists,
149 Middle Street, Portland.
Feb 24—d2w

susoessful business
to

-AT-

Dentist,

'TiHE subaerib-rs having taken the Agency for
A Doctor Buah’e Valuable Medicines, are prepared
to furnish them in any quantity at the Doctor’s

_

For Sale.

Leavitt Sewing Machine,

Hush’s Medicines.

__

For Sale.
mHE Stock and Fixtures of a long established first
JL class Grocery and Provision Store, now doing a

DRESSING CASES !

SOAP,

A LL persons entitled to Stock In the Portland and
Jt\. Rochester R. R. Cm, are requested to call at the
of the ComTvmy, No. S4 Middle St., and exchange their Bends, Coupons, and Trustee's Receipts for certificates ot Stock.
LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co.
Dee 4, ISM.
dcfitl

Dr.

11—dtf_

LADIES’ AND GENTS’

CASTIUE

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.

Dr. Fred A. Prince.

THE

For Sale.

Windsor,

THE NEW IMPROVED

office

Me.

FIRST class Stock intrude', in the STOVE and
JOBBING business. The beet location and with
better convenience than anything ol the kind In
Portland. Hae a flrst class cuetom, does principally
a CASH business. Apply to
C. B. STUART* CO..
Fsb 22—d&w9w9171 Middle St.

PURE

1
j

obtain Postage

<£- Calef’s.

Old Brown

GENTS’

of

can

Stamps at Geyer

IN

THURSDAY,

cheap

UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman Sc Co.
Not.

en

KT Ladies

Treasurers’ Office,
accordance with an ordinance of the City, a list
of all the taxes assessed upon residents, amounting to TWENTY DOLLARS, and upwards, remain.

Will he published in

BAG,

GO TO 13 FREE STREET.

The

on

Inquire

A. F. MORGAN,
286 Congress St., opposite the Preble House.
Feb 20,1866—dtf

IF TOtT WANT A

STURTEVANT,

dredge machine, constitution,
which baa been undergoing repairs in her Machinery, and the addition of New Bailers, &c., is now
WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon as the ice leaves the harbor to
commence her work for the coming season, and the
undersigned desires a share of the public business.
CHARLES F. MONT INK.
Portland, Fob. id.—dim*

lug unpaid

Calef’s,

by

DREDGE.

STEAM

HAND PRESS for sale
soon.
Size M Platan 26x28.
person at, or address by mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland,
Feb 13—dtt

second-hand
if applied for
ONE
in

City. Apply

Widgery Wharf.

Feb 27—dtf

it at

13 FREE STREET.

) Jago, from Matanzas,

CRAM &

A

RETURN BALE I
Buy

_8A L 5T

FOR

For Sale.

EVERY BOY SHOULD HAVE

Muscovado Molasses!
1 BBL.

A

__

PRIME

337
HHD3.) Muscovado
48 TCS.
(a

DRY GOODS Stock and Stand for sale at a great
bargain. For particulars inquire of
THRASHER & CO.
4 Free St. Block.
Feb 27—dtf

STAMPING,

COLORED

that city are ten in
number, with 20 teachers,
1052 pupils, and an
average attendance of 731.—
Of these scholars 292 are
learning the alphabet
248 geography, 643
arithmetic, 478 writing, and
62 higher branches.

which may be witnessed in the case of
many other terms. How few people live in houses ; how many “reside
in
residences
or
“mansions.” How tew schools there are left;
how many “academies,” and “institutes," and
“establishments." The race of women is nearly
extinct, while “ladies” swarm ad over the land.
Such a thing as a fowl js now hardly ever seen
on a dinner-table: the oldest cock that is ever
servedup Is sure ro be a “chicken.”
Mutton, too, is becoming scarcer and scarcer,
“lamb” more plentiful. There has not been for
many a day such a thing in the United States
as a storekeeper or shopkeeper; the smallest
a “merchant.”
We hardly ever
pedlerisnow
hear of anybody in the newspapera, not a day
laborer, who does not “move in the very best
and who does no boast “fine talents
society,”
and dignified manners." Nobody now delivers
a speech or an address on any set occasion; he
delivers an “oration./ The president is fast
ceasing to he president, having been promoted
to the office or “our chief magistrate/’
There
are even very few men of moderate attainments;
most men who lay claim to anything beyond a
common school education, and are not actually
engaged in business, are spoken of as “ripe
scholars,” and if they at the same time do not
spit or ohew, and- abstain from morning drinks,
they become “accomplished gentlemen.” If
anybody advocates negro suffrage, “he takes
his stand on the platform of the brotherhood of
man.” Stewed oysters and chicken salad are
neither a supper nor a lunch, but an “elegant
collation.” Sermons'are nearly all—or at least
all those that are considered worth speaking of

GOOD FARM of about 70 acres, about 1} miles
Gorham Village, on the line of the Portland
& Rochester Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms lib-

eral.

Alexandria has a colored population ot 7763
souls, owning property to the amount of <99,804,
of whom 1734 can read. The colored schools in

is one

A

primmer, 1040 in geography,
arithmetic, 1456 in writing, mud 105 in

The number of Scholars is
higher branches.
96 more thou at the last previous report, aud
the average attendance shows a gain of 73

tinge of contemptuousness which the term
“nigger” has gradually communicated to that
ip itself perfectly proper term, negro. The
process by which the change has been effected

xVfto

amount

read.

1688 in

calling negroes “colored” people. The authority is Usage, aud there is none better. The
term is a euphemism into which people have
been gradually drifting in order to avoid the

A two-story house—seven rooms and good
;; cellar kitchen—warmed by furnace, gas
iLthroughou!: hard and soft water. House pitta on Cumberland St. leps then five minutes
walk from Post Office. Lot contains 4300
square lect,
which includes a garden.
Terms $3,400; Inquire ol
F. G. PATOBRSON, 82} Exchange St., For Block,
wlth.n one week.
marldlw*

The colored

in the alphabet and

for

NICE

this

of <1,239000, of whom 7409
There are in the city £2 schools for
colored pupils, with 65 teachers, 3441 scholars,
averaging in attendance 2343, of whom 1590 are

certain who constitute the two Houses of"
Congress. The members of the Senate who
are in favor of the admission of the Southern

cents per foot.
S3TAl»o, 6 Houses

on o

erty to the

can

by military power.”
Entirely in harmony with this was the absurd and monstrous proposition made in the
Senate the other day by Garret Davis of Kentucky to the effect that the president is the
proper judge of who constitute the’Houses of
Congress, and that he ought to dissolve the
present organization of that body, recognize
the opposition and the Southern members as
constituing the true Congress, and employ the
military power to place them in their seats!
“This,” says Mr. Davis “is the President’s
right. It is his constitutional function to as-

power)
complete.
Second-hand Shaf
and Pollies.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.)
One new OadUauug Engine, (6 in. cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mil Gearing and Shafting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
13^All kinds of Machinery promptly made and

a

the colored race in this
country.

tions,

-BY-

2,1866.

population of Washington,as 1 learned during
a recent visit to the Head Quarters of the
Freedman’s Bureau, is 24^086, owning taxable
prop-

a

repaired.

Medical Officers will convene at the

of

Beal Estate for Sale!

new

13 FREE STREET.

Naval Hospital, Chelsea, Mass., Naval Hospital,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and Naval Asylum, Philadelphia,
Pa., on MONDAY, March 12,1803. lor the examina-

WOOD l
COX,

fbr

Rent moderate. RefermarS-dtf

ence

Assistant

Choice Flour, Corn and Oats,

WOOD 1

Wednesday
Morning,
-L-—-——-‘

Thf. dally nrue of the Press is
larger than the com
'»*"/ circulation
bf all the other dailies t* the city.

oonnt

Mar.

figures relative to the colored
vicinity may be of interest, as
s everything, ,n
fact, tending to throw any
light upon the great problems connected with
popu

March 7, 1866.

The undersigned being compelled (on acoi ill health) to relinquish Hotel busioffers for sale the lea e and a portion
j
[nets,
Terms $8,00 per
J
the fixtures of said house.
year in advance.
jof
Hus hotel ranks among the firBt tn the
country,
and comman is a large proportion of the travel. Mj
!££'* Heading flatter on all Four
Pages.
has one hundred twenty-five rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially tarnished. Attached to the
house are Bathing Booms, Shaving and, Billiard SaA Change of Tune.
loons, &c. In connection With toe house is a large
It is not so long ago but* that some of our
gud convenient Stable, with a fine livery stock. To
any one designs of entering tbe bote) business will
find this a rare opportunity with comparatively a readers may remember the time when the
small capital.
copperhead papers teemed with denunciaHARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.
tions of Mr. Lincoln’s administration for what
Jan JO—dt I
they Were pleased to denominate itsusurpaI

on

Surgeons.

POXTZJJfD,

TOWN

Washington,

To the Editor of the
pre,t.
Some facts and

PORTLAND.

House.

Augusta

For sale at

For the Examination of Candidate* for Ad-

Agent, for EMPIBE SEWING MACHINES for

Bawls, Brass 6l Silver Plated Cacka.

DAILY PRESS,

-OX TOTE—

*>

Wanted.
SMALL TENEMENT, suitable

of three persons.
at this office.

ily

Mains,

shall expose and offer for sale at pu lie auction, to
the higher bidder therefor, the following properly
and merchandise, at the time and place within said
District as follows, viz
At the Custom House Building, on Fore street,
in Portland, on Thursday, the fifteenth day or
March next, at 11 o’clock A. M.

CLOTHING AND CLOAMJH,
State of Maine.
M ttdd 60 Middl. at.,
Sept 7—dtf

MA

for housekeeping.
GEO. Ii, LEFAVOR,
Tress Office.

me

March 2—dtd

DeerinK, Milliken & Co.,

■—

May be bad at

Notice to Tax Payers.
CITY OF PORTLAND,

Now landing from Sch. “Warren Blake," Central
Wharf, toraale y

■..

to vend. expo, to
directed from the
GEYEB & CALEF’S,
PURSUANT
Hon. Ashur Ware, Judge ot the United States
District
within and for the District ot

CLAYED.

OF TIERCES,

ii.

n

rooms, suitable

United States of America,
District ol Maine, ss.
J

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEQAN HOUSE.

NEW

'■

■

THREE
A ddress
M arch 2

course

IT. S. Marshal’s Sale.

■

or more

the other Continent; and that my

without obtaining a thorough conn ting-room education.
| W Mr, Brown would present to the Citizens
of Fortlant and vicinity, his worm gratitude tor
their kindness and liberalpatronage the past fi<tsen
years; and with the promise oi faithfulness, solicits otherftuors!
R. JT. BROWN.
Portland, September 18,1865.
sepl9deod«wly

no

BREWSTER,

Mr, Brewster would bo happy to meet hie old
blende and the public generally.
Portlrnd, Feb. 2, IMS.dtf

p8T,neoW>*-

Rent Wanted.

9c., offer as/aif, thorough, complete, practical ana
expeditious facilities for BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any CoUege in the U. S.
This is the only Commercial CoUege in the Stale
where a foil and complete Scholarship in Book-keeping, Writing, ike., is taught without copying, so that

24—dly__

Goods, Woolens,
PLUMBE R! Dry
foods!
And fonts'

TICK,

Is open Day and Evening, for a Ad] and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
Nat 161, opposite!!. H. Hay Sc Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years’ experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Se-

Nov 4—dtf

Improvement

Commercial St.

*

1

.■■■

And Satisfaetien Guaranteed in all Cases.

C. PARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and
Mattress licks.

Lost l
City Hall, or between
on Tuesday afternoon.—
be rewarded by le tviug the saaaeat
HERSEY, FLETCHER & CO’S,

CHILD’S

MUFF, at
A there and Brackett
St,
The finder will

SMITH wanted. Apply at E. H.
AJfebCARRIAGE
LEMONT’S Carriage Manufactory, Preble St.
20—d3r

Short Notice,

At

JOBBERS OF

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.

ANEEESOJi,

Hanover

36

wholesale establishment or Lumber
References given. Address Portland P. Ot,
Feb 28—2w*
J. M. G.

Wanted.

300 tons

BAUD ALL, McALLISTER & 00.,

BY
Iradr.

experience, actuation as Book-keep-

°¥or*a,pb^nr£y

medical Boards
of

a man of
er in some

Found
Bridge, a gold Bracelet set with iet;
owner can have tac same by
ONtheDeering
applying at the
ind

Feb 28—dl5d

00
600
200
300
2UQ

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Should be uaed by .11 Karmen

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER
OFFICE,

nolBti

Friday, the 2d Inta, a log of hard
have it by'apnltixuir to

on
owner can

LIAM McARTHUR, 22 HammonOt, and
paying expenses.
Portland, Me., March 6th, 1866.—d3t*

Mar 1—dlw

Diplomas aad foil scholarships, are good all
over this great world; but Ido claim they win
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) n
any part of the United States
of America-, and also that our COUNTING Rooms
for inductive train!-,ig (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Ifatire Writing, Mercantile Late, $c,

Nearly opposite Post Office.

Wanted.

Wanted.

Would hereby inform bis friends and the public that
continues to manufacture and keej) for sale upright Cabinet Organs 01 every description, and Piano
style Mclcdinos.
These Organs all have the veverberating SoundBox or Wind-Chest, with other improvements, such
as Knee Swell, double bellows, two Wow pedals, &c.
Feb 28—eod&wtf

MUSCOVADO,

Window-Glass,

1 IB Middle and lit Federal Ste.
Oct 2, *65—d6m

JOHN F.

Furnishing Goods.

Gents’

HHDS. PRIME
250
108 HHDS

SCROFULA,

ot all

KING &

asssortment of

Stone-Cutters

TT7ANTKD Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cut▼ ▼ tore to cut abutment and
pier stone.
Apply to
JAMES ANDREWS,
Bbo 37—dtf
Biddeford

HASTINGS

~

Sulphur Spring,

PORTLAND, ME.

PICKET

JP.

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed fer style and make in the city.

Work executed in erery part oi the State.

Aag 25—dtl

W.

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

most elegant style,

valuable Mineral Water, which has had a
local reputation, for years, for curing

Me.

iy Prompt attention paid to all kinds of Jobbing
line.

TEMPLE ST., PORTLAND, Me.

5

No. 90 Exchange Street,
recently oooupied by Messrs MCCARTHY & BER
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES

S. ROUNDS & SON.

Near Saccarappa Village.

AND Ornamental

CHAS. J.

,

This excellently located Hotel has been

WESTBROOK, MAINE,

STUCOO AMD MASTIO WORKERS,

No. # South Straet,

CHISAM,
Merchant Tailor,
oiMVMd » FIRST CLASS CLOTHING
at
HASSTORE,

And la New Opened te the Pnblie by

POBTLAND, ME.

....

STOREf

NEW

W. F.

us.

GRAB! &

Wldgery’i Wliart,

our

SIZE.

White and Bed Ash Coal.

Commission Merchants,

in

STOVE

200 TONS LOBERY,

Jan tsth—dtf

CHASE,

AND

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds of

CO.,

94 MICHIGAN STREET,
DAYM b DOLBY,
14 end 86 La Salle Street,

SIZE.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

Street,

E. chapman.

St,

275 Tons Hazel ton Lehigh,

Importeriand Jobberi q)

Goods

Wo.

he

BLANCHARD’S

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL A 00.,

I>ry

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

fel4dtf

~

Dissolution.

AN

Cove,
FB-*
wood: the
WII

MANUFACTORY

ISO Middle! (Street.

Portland. Nor. 8th. 1868.

SONS,

Grocery and Fishermen's Outfitting Eusines*.
Portland, Feb. H, 1866.

PRODUCE,

f
)

Cents.
White ALL WOOL FLANNEL
A few mor. of those all Linen Army Sheets for
1.40. Pillow Slips 36 cts.
„„„„„
A complete and g neral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.

copartnership

ot

DANA &

L.

a

Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
eell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing fur a rare chance
to make money should call on, 01 add rests,
J. HANKERS ON Ji CO..
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

Found Adrift.

CABINET ORGAN

share of patronage is solicited.
the place
No. 98 Exchange Street,

Notice.

formed"

have

name

Groceries, Ship Stores,

8. K.
J. P. pebkins,
C. 8. F. HILTON,
Produce Sold on

Woar.

Remember

DEALER* IX

AND

MELODEON

35

reasonable,

undersigned
THE
under the ttrm

all
respectfully inrite
as no

He would alse
ing Bread to gite him
snared to dll all orders

WM. ROSS.
Feb

Copartnership

Ne. 18 Willow Street,

At

Commercial Street.

Portland,

BUSINESS !

BAKING

copart-

Roundy,

Sc

SMITH, together with

cany

a

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

®By

15 to 25 Cents.

Prints,

American

NEW STORE,

EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO,
for the purpose of carrying on the Hardware, Cutlery aau Window-Glass business.

Wanted.

Letter from the federal
Capital.

—

6f

toves*

Ketail

the

Spring

Terms $8 per annum, in advance.

For Sale and to Let.

a man and wife, no children, a
good oonreaient rent in a central location—on a Street
traversed by the Horse Cars preferred. Ben*
150 to <250. Have lived- in one house fifteen
years; may oc-upy another as long if satisfactory.
Address box 1753 Post Oflice.
fe22dtf

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

copartner-

a

Copartnership Notice.

COBB,

c.

WOOLEN GOODS, for

1866.

7,

Wanted.

X
NEW LISTS OF

A

rr\HE firm of EMERY & WATERHOUSE ia this
1 day dissolved by mutual consent.
DAN'L F. EMERY.
JOSHUA W. WATERHOUSE.
Portland, Me., March 3,1866.

Me

TABLE COVERS—Every Variety.

MARCH

Wants, Lost and Found.

LINEN DAMASK and

A. M. BENSON.
mk6d.m

E. B. HOUGHTON,
Portland, March 1, 1866.

HP* Orders from the Country respectfully solicitaugbdtl
ed. Job Work done to order.

w.

lot of

COTTONS!

WHARF.

MILLS

BERLIN

Agents In Portland for the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and

new

DeLaines and Ginghams,

WOOD,

hand and ior sale at the lowest market
Constantly
rates, delivered in any part of the city.

Portland,

entire

Fine, Medium and Heavy Brown and Bleached

on

IRON.

HEAVY

SOFT

AND

HARD

Oaokinff, Office and Parlor Stores,
WORKERS

Busmesii

ding

Forwa

Bpruco, Pine and Hemlock Lumber, Taflu,
Clapboards, Shingles, Sto.

I

an

Rich Dress Goods I

And for the sale of all kinds st

applica-

on

Have just received

THE BEST is the CHEAPEST

t-h* transaction of a general

Commission

$l!u0:

alter.
60 cents per
week.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
or
insertions
three
less,
$1.50.
per week;
“Sfecial Notice*,” $1.25 per square first inserfor
each
cti.
and
25
tion,
per square
subsequent insertion; >iali a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
each subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in everypar©f the Slate) for $1.00 per square for first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
jy JOB PRINTING, ol every description, executed with
and all business pertaining to

EASTMAN BROTHERS

<£ HOUGHTON,

BENSON
For

copart-

a

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Business Notices.

every

MORNING,

WEDNESDAY

PORTLAND,

Vol. 5.

Established June 23, 1S62.

King.

The Saturday Press.
The latest number of this wide awake weekand greatly
comes to U3 in a wholly new
form. The paj>er is now twice the

ly
enlarged

size it has hitherto been, bas a new and very
fimdful heeding, and altogether presents an
extremely neat and attractive appearance.—
The publishers hope to be excused if they
“take the liberty of dting their present issue
"
as a successful case of ‘reconstruction.’

ITEMS of 8TATB NEWS.

A Democratic Argument in favor of Negro

“One More Fair.”
A writer in the

Suffrage.
We havr already a luded to the speech
of the Hon. Bios Bsadbcby before the
Democratic Ratifying Committee in session
at Mechanic’s Hall. On

Argus, who adopts

dress goods In the New York marko^ and holders will
have to sfikmlt to a reduction.
DUGK—In consequence of the decline in the raw
material,prices ot Portland duck have been again
reduced to #100 for No. 3, and 65c for No. 10.
FISH—The market f >r codfish is rather more active,with soipo inquiry from the West, and an improved local demand, though at lower prices. Mackerel rule firm with light stocks. Pickled herring
have declined to $5^6 p brl
Box herring steady,
sales 2509 boxes for 65c delivered in New York.
FLOUR—There is now a fair consumptive demand,
and sto. ks are steadily decreasing. Large orders have
been sent to Canada to be filled before the.expiration
of tt-e Reciprocity treaty.
White wheat flours
are scarce an 4 higher.
Choice Western brands, In
particular, are nearly out of the market. Low grades
are dull and tending down Buckwheat flour is
selling
at 6@7c p lb, and corn meal
at90(^95c p bu.
FRUIT —Sicily green fruit Is firmer. Lemons
are now selling at $4
p box, and oranges have advanced to $5 60a)6 75. The market for Malaya raisins
is steadyat $4 50^4 75 p box for
bunch, and $47&g5
for layers.
GRAIN—The corn market fs still very dull. Western mixed is now
quoted at 90a>95c; there is little,
if any Southern
yellow in market. Stocks ample for the
present demand. Barley is dull at the recent decline.

the sig-

IF “There,” said a Union soldier resting on nature, “Tbtte
Chabity,” has repeatedly
his crutohes, when the Democratic
rejoicing urged upon this community the duty of makbegan in Bangor last Thursday with a feu-deing some effort to relieve the wants of the
joie from muskets that never saw other than
widows and orphans who have been left in
Saturday evening
sporting service—‘‘There ! that’s the first rebel
we wore surdestitution by the lortuae of war. To the
•‘
turning to the document again,
irun I have heard since the surrender of Lee's
which
brave men, who in the hour of need came forprised to find the following paragraph,
army." The Jeffersonian reports the &ct.
its
to
its
conclusions,
marches from
premises
ward with their lives in their hands, the Re8yAt the great concert at Lewiston last
it must l>e confessed, with an unfaltering
public owes a debt which can never be disa chorns of three hundred voices
Friday
night,
tread. We quote. The italics are our own:
puted. For them and for ail who were dear
was
with
an
orchestra
of
together
produced,
W« say WB ara a restored nation, aud wo ut preparto them, a grateful country has already made
all
under
of
the
direction
thirty performers,
ed now 11 admit at once to Congress tlie ltepresen taprovision, to a limited extent This public
Prof W. K. Eminger.
t vjs of these men. Is not this a wise policy? In the
first place it is due to tne loyalpeopleof the South, men
tyThe Machias Sepublioan says Jesse L. provision is no “charityit is the payment of
who hare always stood by the Government. (Applause.; Aud again to men who have been persecutFloyd of Columbia Falls, who has been under a debt, and it is only a partial payment. Evthe
Government owes au obligation.
ed and pursued,
examination under bail for some weeks, before ery community owes to the disabled soldiers
The Government was bound to protect them during
tj. S. Commissioner Downes, on a charge oi de- and to their widows and orphans in its midst,
the war, but it had not the power. Now that it has
the power shad the Government refuse to stand by
frauding certain widows out of various sums such aid as is needful to establish and secure
them? But. there is a principle involved in this issue.
We prono.c to tax the bljckt as well as the whitet,
of pension money which he had collected, was,
their domestic comfort.
au l .f thev are to be
taxed, may they not be repreto give bonds in the sum
sented? VS as it not a principle of our fathers, estab- on Tuesday, ordered
There is no room for two opinions on this
his
for
lished a id carrie 1 nut by
appearance at
them, that there should be of three thousand dollars
If the writer who has reminded us
subject
n» taxation without
we
tax
?
Shall
representation
the next term of the Cirouit Court of tho Unitne l/lackt &h‘j not admit their ltcprescntattvcs to
of our duty, will come forward with some
Congress? There is a fundamental principle, strik- ted States, to be held in Portland.
and go to work, we can
ing at the very roots of the Constitution. But thoie
ty Eagle Engine Co. No. 3, in Bangor, con- practical suggestion
is another principle involved. U is that of good will
of hearty co-operation. Several
template the addition of a library to their hall. assure him
and love to our brethren of theof the managers of the late Freedman’s Fair
A good proposition.
‘'human race” we were about to say, but we
£3^” Steamer Katahdin will leave Boston on have expressed their willingness to assist in
perceive with regret that there is something her first trip,
Thursday, Mar. 15, and will there- this other good work, and we doubt notal
out of joint here.
The sentence as printed in after, until the
opening of the Penobscot, make who contributed in any, way to the charity,
the Argun, ends with the word “South.” And
one trip each
week, leaving Boston every named will be equally ready to meet the new
on looking back, we perceive that it will be
Thursday and Winterport every Monday.
requisition upon their time and means. If
nece33ary to substitute “South” for “blacks.”
tdP~The Johnson “ratification” meeting in “'True Charity” does not choose to move him“North” for “ vhite?,” and “States” for “men,” Bangor Thursday last, having been hailed as a
self, we hope Bomehody who Hide inmoce
where we have italicised these words. Mr. “grand affair” by our neighbor of the Argus
than an assumed signature, will take the mat;
Bradbury’s argument was, after all, merely de- the Bangor Times takes pains to refer to the ter in hand.
the
said
matter
and
readmisslon
to
tbe
meeting
pronounce
again
Congress of
signed to Civor
We caunot dismiss this subject without ada more “fizzle.”
the Representatives of the white population
to the invidious tone which pervades
verting
|^“Mqjor 'Whiting, who was removed from
of the South. It u a pity he did not choose
“True Charity’s” communications'. He urges
draft
rendezvous
in
this
of
the
the
command
it
broader
in
it3 application, for as he
to mike
for alleged disloyalty of speech, is now this claim, as if the collection of moneys for
properly says, “this a fundamental principle.” city
the education and physical relief of the fkeeda hearing on the charfee before a court
having
he
further
means by
What
representing this martial at Annapolis, Md. Several witnesses men were a
downright fraud upon the deprinciple as belligerent and “striking at the have been summoned from this State:
class of whose cause he is the self-conserving
of
roots
the
must
leave
very
Constitution,” we
$jf“The elevator in the ornamenting depart- stituted advocate. “They have passed,” be
to Mr. Bradbury himself to explain.
ment of the Shaw & Clark Sewing Machine
says, “through an inclement winter unheeded
Factory, in Biddeford, fell on Friday, 23d nit., “and unthought of,
enduring pennry and inAmerican Affairs in Europe.
severely injuring Mrs. Robert MoKnight, one ol'
“digence in this cold northern- latitude while
The following extract from a private note
the operatives.
“charity was being extended to the sunny
from Rev. Dr. John Proudlit, at Nice, FebruC3f~The State assessment for 1866 for York
South.” Alas 1 this kind of “True Charity”
much
interest
is
now
felt
ary 7th, shows how
by county has been fixed at $133,647 52, of which
all classes in Europe in American affairs and
Biddeford pays $34,464. Saco, $22,44846, and is of an old, old pattern. Readers Will remember how Judas Iscariot proposed that the
events:
Keucehunk, $11,705 63.
ByTlie Democrats of “Ferry district” in cosily ointment of spikenard should be sold
“The eager interest with which the American
war, "the irrepressible conflict,* the black race
Saoo, bad an illumination and celebration on for three hundred pence and given to the
and the red man, aud in fact 'the universal
“
Saturday evening last, in honor of the veto poor.
Not,” says the sacred writer simply,
Yankee nation,' ail its elements and interests
included, are now regarded by Europeans, gave mossage j.nd President Johnson’s 22d of Feb- “not that he cared for the poor, but because he
me a fine anditsry, and the good folks took so
The house of nearly every “was a thief.” If the
ruary speech.
object of this writer was
much interest in my loose recollections and
Democrat in the distriot was illuminated, tar to
bring odium upon the fair he has signally,
thoughts, that at overy dinner and evening par- barrels
burnt, guns fired, &o. The same men failed. If he would retrieve his own character
ts, whsie we have been since, I have been called
would have celebrated the viotory of their parupon for ‘more’. I have had for eager questionbe must now do something besides attempt
ers anu listeners the
princes and nobles of the ty at Bull Run, had they dared.
to depreciate the benevolence of his neighold wortd. It is impossible not to see that our
ing
ty-Tbe Biddeford Union says that the £ncountry has become a far more conspicuous obbors. And we can assure him that the sense
Roller
of
Company
Biddeford, of
ject atul polental clement in the affairs of the glis Spinning
justice which feels the claims of a long opworld iuconsequcnco ofits recent terrible strughave declared a dividend of 4 per oent.
The
gle.
pressed and miserable race at the South will
dividend is declared for a period of about five
The magnificent bravery of the American
not be slow to recognize still higher claims at
people during the unprecedented conflict, the months, ending with tks year 1865,—and during
unfaltering courage and unanimity with which this time the company have l. bored under the home.
they tougnt aud suffered till complete success disadvantages incident to a new
organization
was assured,
their ‘uobio’ humanity to the
The Opera.—Deering Hall was filled in
and to removal to new quarters, but suffered
South as soon as it bowed to the national authand galleries last evening, with a
parquette
from
a
of
their
in
so
that
laek
for
water
for
the
some
time
reority,
generosity
providing
only
lief, the instruction, the eievation of the blacks half their machinery oould be run. The reoent fashionable audience, to listen to the original
since the war, cad forth warm plauuits from
comic opera of Don Bhbo, performed by the
amendment to their charter grants permission
many unexpected quarters.
R. F. Society.
It was highly gratifying, and
to change the name to the Hardy Machine
The visit of our ueet tc these waters has made
a most happy impression. The splendid condithe audience expressed their pleasure by reCompany.
tion of tuo snips, the courteous and polished
i3r-A company under a charter from the peated tokens of applause and frequent enmanner of the offloers, and still more their urncores.
We shall have something further to
blemished and exemplary deportment while on Legislature, has been formed at Watorville for
shore amidst the tempfat.onsof vice, are
spoken the purpose of developing the water power at say about this performance to-morrow.
o.

‘A more cultivatof young men I
never had the pleasure of falling in with" said a
noble foreigner here.”—(Evening Post.
tvitu

general admiration.

ed, intelligent, Christian

set

On the Fence.—The following resolution
was introduced at a mass meeting held in Chicago on Monday night, to indorse the views of
the majority in Congress, and is an admirable
burlesque of the expressions of a certain class
of the community, who are waiting “to see how
the cat

we approve the provisions
Bureau Dill, we nevertheless
rejoice in the manly course of the President in
vetoingit, and noiwithscauding we perhaps regret the v.ef a ot the bl, we nevertheless cannot ant pansy coincide witu the cogent reasous
of me President in withholding his approval,
although we think bothCongreiS and me President are right, still we hardly approve the
CjUrSe Ot CHUCI, oml null---1-1sure tuo represeutat.ves of the people in Congress that the loy .1 masses sustain their patriotic course, we nevertheless hope they uphold
the Union-loving Executive of the nation.—
There is, perhaps’ no radical dilference between
Congress and tho President, and the people
may be with them both; and if there uui’ortunareiy is to be a difference in the future, then
the true men of the country wifi probably indorse them both, and trust them a little
longer,
but as yet we are not excited.”
r

reed men's

--—

Davy Yard and Other Matters.

Pobxsmouth, March 6, I860.

themselves.

Oldtown and

some

other

took the same course.

places

tous

OBIOINAX. AND SELH9TED.

Tj the Editor of the I ren:

The very intelligent commissioners deputed by the Massachusetts Legislature to in-

quire into the matter of reducing the hours of
labor, declare in their recently submitted report a conviction that “the change desired can
be better brought about by working-men outside the State House than by legislators inside.’’

63f”We are in reoelptof a catalogue of the
University of Miohigan, an institution which
seems to be in a flourishing condition.
Its list
of students in all the different departments includes over 1200 names.
8y An English paper says the trichinae cannot live at the temperature of boiling water,
so that thorough cooking, by boiling, of infected pork, is all that is required to render it
harmless. This reminds the Hartford Preu of
the old lady’s advice : “Alwuz eat your chest-

biled, my
nobody.”

son.

Biled worms don't never
<

63f~The St. Louis Democrat mentions the
Work at the Navy Yard is a little more active
than last month. The “Piscataqua” will be arrival at that oity of the Veteran Eighteenth
United States colored Infantry, commanded by
ready for launching by the first of May. The
Lieutenant-Colonel Sears. It says the men all
machinery for the iron-clad is now being put looked
hearty, and bore themselves like solin. The disastrous effects which are said to
diers.
he produced by salt water ou this class of ves|y California is bidding for the Montana
sels are not discernible In this one which has
trade. A train of fifty wagons is organizing at
been in the water some months. If by the
Sacramento for the purpose of opening up a
time she it finished npne are perceived, it is
new road to Montana. A train from Denver
that
several
others
which lie at arrived at St. Joseph last week, having been
thought
League Island will be transferred here, that twenty-two days on the trip, owing to the sethey may be ready for use at any time; the verity of the weather.
extreme cold cf this winter has shown the
HT" At Adams, Mass., on Thursday, MrrElizabeth Powers attempted to rescue her
danger of their being frozen in.

Shipbuilding at the private yards in this vicinity is rather dull. Two small fishing craft
are being built on the Kitlery side, and one on
this.
Work

on

Fort Constitution is suspended,

except the removing of the old fort to make
room fbr the foundation of the new, and the
digging of the moat. If Government required the officers in charge to locate their office
near the works, and to be themselves on "the

work in working hours, a great deal of money
and time would be Baved.
As the State election draws nigh the interest does not increase. The friends of Manton think to carry the

young child from the railroad track while a
train was advancing, and both mrther and
child were instantly killed. She was a widow,
and leaves eight orphans.

CT’There is

fectly

ohild in Detroit with two performed noses—one Bom an and the other
a

Grecian,

jy English

papers speakof a boy preacher,
thirteen years old, who oollects orowded congregations to hear him.

fcyThere

very good, substantial,
handsome houses in New Haven, built with

previous.
Large quantities of copper ore are being
brought over the Concord and Portsmouth
railroad for shipment.
Stbvjs.
Supposed Indications of Oil in Porsonsfleld.
To the Editor

If you

(tf

the

Prees:

any of the readers of your valuable
paper, can cast any light upon the following
facts, or account for tliom in any way, such information will he thankfully received. During
the severe drought in
1864, and within
or

oyster-shell conorete. A mortar is made with
quick-lime and one-half hydraulic
lime, into whiob the oyster-shells are thoroughly work ed and then takon up to the walls and

one-half

Juljf

three successive days, two of which were the
warmest we had for the season, fire kindled up
spontaneously in seventy different places onmy
farm. We cannot account for It. The ciToumstances were such, that it was impossible for the
fire to be communicated from any other fire, or
to be set by any person Jiving. The scent of the
smoke was very strong, and could be perceived
almost install'ly, in any direction twenty or
thirty rods. The smell was anything but pleasant, and unlike anything I ever smelt before. I
am satisfied in
my own mind, that tbo fires
were caused
by somothiug in the earth, that
made its way to the surface, when the earth

very dry and warm. What that something
was, wo know not. Tf any of your readers have

was

visited the “oil regions,” or any mineral
regions
pShaps, they could shed some light upon the
John Oakland.
subject.
Parsonsfield, March 2,1866.
The Norway Election.

Hobway. March 6, 1860.
To tht Editor of Ok Prett:
The result of our town

meeting to-day is

very gratifying to the friends of Freedom
and

Right.
The Copperheads brought forward their
strongest men and exerted their utmost to
elect them. The resalt is the Republican
ticket is elected by 110 plurality.
This is glory enough for to-day.
Hobway.

learns that a number of the planters still indulge in the hope of making sugar crops, although it may not be for two or three years.

Gen. Butler and the New Orleans
Gold.—The statements that have been going the rounds of the copperhead press that
Maj. Gen. Butler had been obliged to deliver
over to Smith & Co. of New Orleans the sum
of $80,000 in gold, seized by him while in command of the Department of the Gulf, together with interest, poundage, Sheriff’s fees and
costs, are totally untrue. The facts are brief-

ly

these:

Some three weeks since ex-Judge Pierpont,
counsel for the plaintiffs, wrote the General
that his clients were satisfied that he (the
General) had reasonable grounds for making

the seizure, was fully justified in his course,
and that if he would satisfy them that the
gold had not been sold or speculated with, but
bad been religiously held intact, and deliver it
to them, they would receipt therefor in full,
make no demand for interest or costs, and
pay his counsel fees. Gen. Butler replied that
a3 he was now a
citizen, and had for three
years held this money subject to theordei of
the
Government, who had never made a decision in the
matter, he should accept their
offer.
their letter he sent
proof of the fact that the money was, and had
wen since its
seizure, in a bank of Bostou.—
This proving
satisfactory to the plaintiffs, an
order was forwarded to the bank to
turn over
the money to them, and full
receipts were ext

Accompanying

changed. Not

sum

a

dollar

more

seized was either asked or

than tbeexac-

given.

Municipal Eleotion in Bath.
very little

excitement in Bath
Monday. Mr. John Hayden, as our Bath correspondence has already stated, was nominated at a meeting of citizens without distinction of party. The nomination was afterwards endorsed by the Republican caucus,
while the Democratic “ratification meeting”
Saturday night adjourned witnout making
There

was

any nominations. Under these circumstances, Mr. Hayden walked over the course and

elected by 827 votes, with 1 scattering.
In Wai-d 2 there was some
rivalry for the
offices of aldermen and
councllmen; the candidates were aU Republicans,
however, and as
a matter of course the
city government js. entirely and perhaps monotonously harmonious.

was

ey,

us one

ot

Shelley, Bishop Heber, and

few

OE

APPLES—Sonnd winter fruit Is growing scarce,
prices have advanced to $6 00@7 00 Obrl. Sales of
unpicked fruit are still made as low as $4 S4 60
Dried
dull at 14®15c :p lb for Wes tern and 17
—

apglesare

^-Pot

Mhes ar. quiet and

steady

aboat$*8a25

BOX SHOOKS—The market has been very dull

durmg the past week. Shippers are holding at 86c
and offering abont 78c. There havo been no
transactions of

any amount.
BREAD —Is steady and we continue to
qnote
square pilot at 8j@10c, ship at 7@8c ®lb, and erack^ 10°' Ilound Pilot has declined to

*10®Ucp^’5C

BUTTER—Receipts
40®45c

of choice family batter have
>an'" Prices are firmer and a shade higher
p ft. Store butter la quiet at 24®28c.

CANDLES—Moulds

aye steady at 17@18c V lb.
Sperm are in moderate demand at 40®42c.
*t,h'8 8ea80n “* "0mlnal at

*2?KNVM.ri“S

forCVeEmonraIndflNewa,VdortkndlnS UP “ 203220

V

COAL—Dealers have reduced their prices for Lehigh, Red and White Ash to $14 * ton,
Cumberland remains steady at $12.
COFFEE—The market is quiet with a light consumptive demand. Java is now quoted at 4t>7?43c
^
v
lb, and ltio 2&s30c.
COOPERAGE—There Is nothing new to notice in
cooperage. No shipments have been made this season, except to fill orders. There are no transactions
to report, and prices are entirely nominal, as quoted
elsewliore.
COPPER—The market is rather weak, though without quotable change, Copi er sheathingis
quoted at 55c
Yellow metal sheathing is selling at 40c. and
yellow metal bolts for 43c.
CORDAGE
The market is quiet, and unchanged.
American at 20*$22c ** fb, Manila at 23g
XL
40(1 boltrope at
231°,SSI
2&§25£c.

deUvered^-

—

Bicarb

The market Is

more

active.

lb. Opium
SrS^d^t»
<-’*mP“or Is shade lower.
Other

artclesari6.7^?'
8t°aJy “d unchan^d‘ See quoSSta.
Th*re
In the
nrie^nf
k? ‘general reduction
of all cotton
price
will be
manufactures,
bv
a

as
seen
are Verv
In
win be a farther decUne

quotations.
purchasing, supposing there
while holdersare becoming impatient
onr

But jobbers

at short notice.
A large assortment

CAW ALWAYS BB

SHORT

cauSia
b“k’

at tho
wardness of trade. The New York market is fail of
purchasers, but they hold o(T for lower prices and will
obtain them unless there should be an advance In the
price of cotton In Europe. Woolens are dull and
without change. There Is a large amount of foreign

&

Bookseller* and

FOUND

Wistar’s

And every

The

affection of

Throat, Lungs, and
Including

even

Chestl

CONSUMPTION.

Pamphlets containing

seeds. Cana-

address.
PRICE

testimonials from many well

reliable persons, will be sent free to any
ONE

DOLLAR

PREPARED

SETH

W.

A

BOTTLE.

BY

FOWLE

& 4SQN,
Street, Boston.
fel7'66sNeodAeowly8

IS Tremont

FELONS, CHILBLAINS, Ac.
GRACE’S CELEBRATED SALVE
Is prompt In action, removes pain at once, and reduce, the most angry looking swellings and Infla-

WOOD—Hard wood brings at retail £Ht£12
soft wood $6 50(0,7 50. 4i an u tact u e did d filing wood is still auoted at 35^50c ty box (containing about a barrel) (hr soft and hard.
WOOL— The market is very slack. Sales of Maine
fleece have been made during the week at 62@65c
lor fine wool. Coarse and medium fleece is still dull
and heavy.
FREIGHTS—We notice the following engagements
since our last:
Brig Lincoln Webb, hence to Caidonas, with box shooks at 17c; hark Ada G. York, to
Havana, box shooks at 17c; brig Hattie S. Bishop, lor
Matanzas, with assorted cargo, cooperage, &c. In
coastwise freights we notice charter of schooner Ram
for New York, with hoadings at 6c per pair.

matlons In

a very short time.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A MOA.
(Sentby mail post paid for 35cts.)

SETH W.FOWLE *

SON,PROPRIETORS,
St., Bobtok.
and
dealers generally.
F7*Sold vby Druggists
18 Tremoht

Feb IT, 1606—S»oodieowty8

CHAS. A. KACKLEFF &
301 Congress Street,

CO.,

GOODS.’

Men’s Amerlesn

A.

Kip Boots, former price

Now offer st 6.40.
Men’s French Kip Boots, former price
Now offer st (5.25.

will be a Special Meeting of the Irish American Relief Association at their Rooms, in Fox Block,
on Thursday evening, March 8th, at 8 o’clock.
A
Car Ordor,
prompt attendance Is requested.
JAMES CUNNINGHAM, Secretary.
Mar. 7—2t
There

(6.04
4.54

4.64
Kip Boots, lonner pries
Now offer at (6.00.
Men’s Thick Boots—Plated Heels—former price 5.60
Now offer
Boy’s Boots in the same proportion.
Feb 24—SNeod&wtf
Men’s African

Immediately.

Perry+e Moth and Freckle IiOtien.
Chloasma, or Mothpatch, (also called Livejrepot,)
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very anr. jyics,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the faco ot a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation that will effectually remove them witltout injuring the texture or
color of the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a speciality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harm-

Ad active,.industrious, honest Boy, from 17 to 19
years of age, (one who has had some cxperlnce In the
business preferred,) who resides in the city, and wh.
desires to learn the business of an Apothecary.
mh7sMtf
Apply to 177 Middle Street.

The Old Established
Boot and Shoe Store of T. E. MOSELEY & GO, Summer St., Boston, continues to mako to order the best
class ot goods for Ladies', Gentlemen's and Children's
w«ar.
mh7siidit

less.

Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist,
No. 4 > Bond Street, New-York, and lor sale bv all
druggists; price$2 per bottle. Call for PERRY’S

ITCH! ITCH!
Scratch, Scratch I

MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay, Wholesale
oct31sn mw&f&cq
Agents, Portland, Maine.

Ointment
HASHEESH CANDY I
The attention of the public is invited to Hasheesh
Candy, which Is recommended to them as the best
medicine known for the care ot all diseases of the
Throat, Lnngs and Nervous Systom. The proprietors, hi thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
fully sustain the high reputation it has already acquired in various parts of the United States. To those
who always let their prejudices blind their judgment
it is useless to present facts or arguments, hut to others we feel that it will be sufficient to say that we offer
no new discovery or experiment; our goods are standIn the East, Hasheesh is the beginning and
ard.
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless dis-

Will Curelhe licit in Forty-Eight Honrs.
Also cares SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions qf tin Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS Sc POTTER, Sole
Agents, 1T0 Washington St., Boston, It will bo lorwarded by mail, Bee of postage, to any part ot the
United States.
Oot 25.1855.—a » dAwlyr

H9U ft.! ***£$

eases, aud that it is used with success we need only
refer our readers to the unlimited.testimony of trav-

TO DYE EASY
Is very desirable. Mathews’ Venetian Hair Dye is
the best In the world. Complete In one bottle. No
wash, to stain, no trouble. A child can apply It.
Persons wishing to avoid the publicit y of having tnoir
hair dyed in public, can
DYE AT HOME
better than any barber can do it, by using the Venetian Dye. It docs not rub off or make tho hair appear dasty or dead, but imparts new life and lustre,
■lives a beautlul black or brown, as prelerred. Price
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Deilsj Bsjsnes Si Co., New York, WholcsalAgents.
mayl2s»eodly

elers in all ages. Thai it should so long have escaped the practical science of the Western World, is an
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such
a form as to make It pleasant, safe, and above all, effective, there can bo no doubt that it is destined to
obtain the confidence of the public, and especially ot
Invalids can
those for whose relief it is prepared.
be assured that It contains not a particle of opium,
or anything else that is in any way Injurious to the
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent
tonic.
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
Box 50 oents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all Druggists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and m&nuiactured solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY. 151 Washington St.,
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston, Mass.

REMOVAL!

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

DENTIST,
Has Reu«r«d hia Office to 13 1*2 Free St*

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Feb 15—SNd&w1v

Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary
Store.
mar28NdAwti
.1

OTITOTE.
This excellent Remedy is an iniUlible core for Deepness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
Head.
This wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
moans of restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
after trying everything and everybody, had given up

Chilblains Can Be Cured!
USE CHARLES’ LINIMENT. Follow the three
tiont ttrietly and wo warrant a cora.
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
BUBGKSS, FOBKS & CO.,
Gksekal Aqeets,
80 Cemmercial Street, (Thomae Block,)
decX7dtfsit
Portland, Me.

hoping

ever

to hear

a

aln.

opperatea like a charm upon offensive dischargfrom the EAR, no matter what may have caused

It
es

it, or how long standing.
Noises In the head disappear under its influence
as if by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by d. C. GOODWIN A CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb 21—sxdiwly

WABBEU’8

BALSAM I

Has been found by experience to be the

BEST REMEDY
For the various diseases of the Lunge and Throat,
as

ty A Physiological View or Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of tho Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a Treabco on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
npon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment-the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A

DIPHTHERIA,
Asthma, Branehltia, Consumption, Croup,
Influenza, .Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Lungs,
and Whooping Cough.
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it 1s perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all egee.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage ofbelng at once valuable as a curative and Invaluable as a pr, iventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is cliallenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy anti safety.
Prepared aid sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Blook East Market
noUsndttwdm
Square, Bangor, ye.

Welt,

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Will not stain the finest linen

or

the

nicest bonnet.

comparison with all other preparations.

it

and you will always

use

New Advertisements.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer I

To the Honorable the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court begun and holden at Portland. in and
for the. County qf Cumberland, on the third Tuesday qf January, in the year qf our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.

Manchester. N. H.

i Place of U. S. Int. Rev. Stamp,)
Value 50 cents.
I
I
mH£ Petition of James N. Winaljw as Mechanic
A and Machinist, doing business in said Portland,
under the name and stylo of Joseph L. Winslow A
Co, re spec t mil y represents that he has a lien on a certain Steam Engine called he Betsey, tor work and
labor by him performed as machinist and mechanic in
amounting to the sum
repairing said Steam
ol Three Hundred and Eleven Dollars and Seventy
Eight Cent*, and for storage of the same, which work
and labor was performed in the years A. D. 1861 and
1862, and which Steam Engine is in the possession oi
the petitioner, and has been in his possession ever
since the work and labor was done on the same, and
and any
the whole amount of which remains
part thereof; that the said Steam Engine is supposed to be the •property of O. D. Miller A Co., th* residence of whom your petitioner does not know, neither of whom reside in this State.
The said petitioner therefore prays that the proper
prooess may forthwith issue from your Hon. Court
to enforce their said lien, and that due notice be given
by publication in *ueh newspaper as they may order,
fourteen days before the next Term of said Court.—
And that an adjudication in hi> favor bo had, and the
property sold, according to law, and the proceeds
paid over to the said petitioner, deducting legal fees
of process, and as in duty bound will ever pray.
JAMES N. WINSLOW,
./
By Deblois A Webb, hlsAtt’ya.

H. H. HAT, 'Wholesale Agent, Portland, Me.
21—8Neodxw3m

Dec

J. H. J. THAYER,
APOTHECARY, 313 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Stand formerly occupied by Geo. W. Hayden St Co.
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, Family and
Patent Medicines, Pertumery and Toilet Articles ol
all kinds, and all articles usually kept by first class

Engine,

iy Strict personal attention paid to the compounding of Physicians' Prescription at all hours,
fe22aNdlm*
day or night.

unpaid,

SKIXXEjrSEULMOXA LES
Cure Coughs, Colds, and Influenxa.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Sore Throat and Hoarseness
SKINNER’S PULMONALES

Breathing.

SKINNER'S PULMONALES
Cure Whooping Cough in Children.
Public Speakers and Singers find thetfi effectual for
clearing the. voice. Prepared by E. M. SKINNER,
M. D., 27 Tremont Street, Boston.
Sold by H. H. HAY, Druggist, Portlandeod&weow 3m
January 31,1865.
Boston Stock Lilt.
Sales at the Brokers Board, March
American Gold.....
United States Coupons,
....
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.....................
United States 7 3-10tiis Loan, let series..
2d series....
do
3d senes.
do.
do
small.....
United States Fire-twenties, 1862.
U nited States Ten-iorties, (Coupons off)/.....
smaJl......
do
United States Debt Certificates, Nor.
Eastern Railroad....
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds..'.....
~
=f-gr-r—- ■■
..

State of Maine*
Cumberland, ss.
At the Supreme Judicial Court bepun and held at
Portland, within andfor said County qf Cumberlan*. on the third Tuesday qf January,

C.

Anne Domini, 1866.
that the
Upon the foregoing petition Ordered,
petitioner give notice to all persons interested therein
Judi-

133

192
104
99
99
99
99
702
90
SO
99
101
80
85

to appear before the Justices 01 our Supreme
cial Court to bo holden at Portland, within and for the
ol
County of Cumberland, on the third
copy of said peApril next, by publishing an attested
weeks
successivetition, and this order thereon, three
ly In th. ATaitio State Press, a newspaper, printed iu
Portland, In said County of Cumberland, the last publication to be thirty days at least before the sitting of
said Court, that they may then and there, in our said
Court appear and show cause, U any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not bo granted.
Attest:—D. \V. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
A true copy of the Petition and order of Court there

Tuesday

|

MARRIED.

on.

Dissolution!
rnHE firm of WALKER & MITCHELL was disX solved .Tan. 20th, 1866, by mutual conaent.
Geo. H. Mitchell Is alone authorised to sign in liquidation.
GEO. H. MITCHELL,
F. F. WALKER.

DIED.
In Bellast, Feb 11, Mrs Rosetta J, wife of Capt
Jas H Wing, Aged 35 years 6 months.
In Belmont, Feb 25, Mrs Huldab, wile ot Thomas
Mahoney, aged 69 years.
In Searsport, Feb 11, Mrs
Mary, wife of Capt Sam’l
Matthews, aged 69 years 16 months.

truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt oi 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats either personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—e N d*w6m

FROM

NAME

FOB

Notice.
subcribef will continue the LIVERY BUSINESS at the old stand of C. B. Varney, No. 9 Silver
Street, where good teams may at all times be had,
at fair prices
BP Particular attention paid to boarding and baiting horses.
Thankful lor past patronage so very liberally bestowed, he hopes by strict attention to the wants of
his customers, to merit thesametor the future.
GEO. H. MITCHELL.
March 7, IMS.—dtl
The

DATS.

Cuba..... .....New York.. Liverpool...March 7'
Allamenia..New York. .Southampton.Mch 7
Eagle.New York. .Havana_March 7

North American... Portland...Liverpool...March IQ
Henry Chauncey..New York..California. ..March 10
10
10
York. .Bremen.March 10
Hermann.,
Asia.-J..Boston..Liverpool... March 14
Tonaw&nda...Boston.Havana_March 15
Louisiana.New York.. Liverpool.. .March 17.
Arago..New York..Liverpool ..March 17
North America... .New York..Rio Janeiro March 29
Corsica.. .**.......New York. .Havana.... .March 31

MOTT’S

Edinburg...New York. .Liverpool.. .March
Erin.... .New York.. Liverpool... March

Wholesale Meat Market!

f..New

Miniature Almanac.March 7*
AM
Moonfteta—....
| High water.2.40 PM

Sun rises... .V.......6.26 I
Sun sets.5.57

MAR 11ST E

Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN,Clerk.

wSwlO

In Georgetown, Me, Jan 24, David Dixen and Elvira A Harf >rd; Feb 4, Washington Campbell and
Mary Me Madden, all of G.
In Pir tston, James P Wheeler and Geira S Sturgis,
both of P.
In Rockland, Feb 20, Addison R Darts, of Appleton, and Mrs Lois K Hall, of South Thomas ton.

MEWS

Oppos'te the

GRAND TRUNK FREIGHT STATION,
PORTLAND,
open and will continue until further notice.
Ten toes of the most beautiful BEEF received
wce>.
every
-Butchers and other Dealers supplied at rates much
lower than they can obtain the same quality elsewhere.
Hotel and Boarding-house Keepers, as well as private families, will finu it greatly to their advantage
to buy
the quarter at
Is

now

t>y

AlOTT’S market.
PORT

OF

PORTLASDi

N. B.—Give him a call and sec the beet show of
BKKF you have met with since the war.

Tuesday* March 0*
ARRIVED.
Stoamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Sch Gloucester, Coombs, Bristol.
CLEARED.
Barque Ada G York, York, Havana—George S
Hunt.
Brig J B Campbell, (Br) Anderson, Port an Prince,
Geo S Hunt.
Sch Mazeppa, (Br)Forbes, La Have Banks—master

Hoyt’s Premium Patent Stretched, Jointed
and Riveted Oak and Hemlock

SAILED—Barque L T Stocker; brig Minnie Miller ; schs Chattanooga, Warren Blake.

Leather

OUR

OORBEBPOITDENT.]
BOOTH BAY Feb 27—Ar, sch Angelina, Hlx, Bos(FROM

ton for

Rockport.

Feb28—Ar, scbs Cape Ann, Smith, Deer Isle for
Boston; Lolla Montez, from Wairen tor Boston.
March 2—Ai, schs P G Maddccks. Bennett,Pbrtland: Only Son, Tibbetts,-.
Sid, schs Cape Ann, ana Loila Montez, for Boston.
GREEN'S LANDING*, March 1-Ar, ech Union,
Rosebiook, Rockland for Cranberry Isles
March 2—Ar, brig Douglass, (Br) Bradley, from
St John NB for Boston; schs Ileletia, ;Br) Callahan,
and Ariel, (Br)-, from St John NB lor Portland;
Rambler, Bisset.do for Providence; Georgianna, Bisset, and Alwilda, Graham, do for Boston; Alloe, Seaman, do tor do ; Essex, Robinson, Gouldsboro for
Rockland; Odd Fellow. Gove, Eastport for Boston.
List of Vessels
year 1865.

built

at

Stockton during

the

Name.
Rudders.
Toms
Bark Lorena... .N G Hichbom. 500
L Willis Rich.. 2 .Mudgett Ss Colcord. 500
4<

Brig
44
44
44

Schr
44

Alcyone.NGHichborn...629
Henry Flitner.... Mr.dgett Ss Libby. 460

M T McGuire... .C S Fletcher & Co.400
Arthur Eglcso... .Mudgett St Libby.360
H Houston.Alex Black.375
L Staples.Stowers & Staples.400
Sylvan.......... .N G Hichborn.. 200
160
Lena_•.H W & J French..
Daybreak....OS Fletcher Ss Co... 225

Total,

Portland,

J. & C.

mar"—lw

J.BARBOUR,
DEALERS IN

Belting-,

Rubber Belts, Hose, Packing,
Gasketts & Clothing, Hemp Packing, &c.
Manufacturers and Retailers of

BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS,
AT NO. S EXCHANGE STREET,
JOHN BARBOUR,
PORTLAND,
Maine.
C. J. BARBOUR,
wSmll
E. R. BARBOUR.

Choice Oil Lands ibr Sale.
subscribers odor for sale five thousand

•f the
THE

Best Oil Lands in

acres

Canada West,

Situated in 'BothweU and vicinity.
Painted maps, of our lands for sale or to lease, w>ll
be sent anv address on receipt of two dollars, showing
the situation ol our lands, Ac.
Parties wishing to buy lauds to stock Companies
with will bo liberally dealt wit h.
For further particulars and circular address, with
stamp enclosed to pay return postage,
ANDliEWS, ELLIS & CO.,
Box 143 BothweU, Canada West.
mli7dtf
Office in Exchange Building.

NOTICE
f

ALL
my

BOSTON .March ft—Sch West Wind, Harrington,
from Elizabethport of and (or Portland, with a cargo
of coal, sunk off Chatham this morning. Crew saved. (The W W was a good vessel ot 181 tons, built
at Brewer in 1856, and was owned in this city by
M Sampson, Capt Harrington, and others, and was

6,1$«6.

Leather & Rubber Belting

4179

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

March

V'

persons

are

--

forbidden trusting

or

harboring

son

...

WALTER S. HAMBLIN,
my aocount, aa I shall pay
iractiug after this uate.

on

debts

no

Westbrook, March 2,18CC.

uninsured.]

of his

con-

O, D. HAMBLIN.
w3w*10

Fop Sale.

A2 laig Ellas Dudley, of Hampden, where she was
1848, ol 149 tons register, has been sold to
parties in Bangor for $4000.

built in

The report of the abandonment of brig C B Allen,
from the Boston papers, la contradicted.

copied

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
The Shovelful Light Vessel has been moored 1]
miles from her former position, and is now moored in
20 Ikthoms of water about ] of a mile from the breakers of the Shovelful Shoal, with the following bearings by compass, viz:
Stone Horse NK-pass Can Buoy EJW.
Monomoy Light House W by E,
Shovelful Spar Buoy WNW.
Handkerchief Light House SW by W.
By order of the Lighthouse Board,
Boston, Viarch 6,1866.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Bid- Jan 7, barques Hamlet,
Sydney, NSW; Camden, Mitchell, for Puget
Sound; 9th, ship Ella Norton, Norton, Boston.
At Port Ludlow, Jan 17, barque Oakland, Batchelder, for San Francisco, Mg.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 22d, barque Nineveh,Stackpole. Havre.
Ar 26th, barque Chilton, Stafford, Cardenas.
Ar5th, Ships Italia, Whitmore, Boston; Canova,
Snow.

desirable lot of Land, situated

on

very
THAT
Pearl, between Cumberland anl Oxford St., hav(1 contalnli
about seventy feet front,
six

ing

a

thousand square reel, sufficiently large
class houses.
For particulars enquire of »ANIEL

g

over

for two first-

W. C. MEA3SS.
Portland, March 7,18C6—dlf

PLUMMER,

or

Horse for Sale.

Cld 28th, barque Mary Elizabeth, Crockett, for

ships Freedom, Bradley, tor Havre;
Martha Cobb, Butler, for Liverpool.
APALACHICOLA—In port 15th ult, barque Frank
Maria, Stinson, ldg; and others.
CHARLESTON—Ar 2d, brig Rolerson, Scott, from
Boston.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 1st, brig Altavela, Reed,
Porto Rico.
GEORGETOWN DC-Ar 2d, sch Ellen Forrester,
Wairen, Portland.
BALTIMORE—Cld 2d, brig Wm Nichols, George,
_

4th. schs Hattie Ross, Po°rfnfibADELPHTA—At
Prince; E G Willard, Parsons, do.

land, Port

an

NOT ICR

wet/a.

their adverti.ement.

To-Day

COLUMN.

A. K. A.

AUCTION COLUMN.

Auction Sales—Henry Bailey & Co.
Hale Postponed—E. M. Patten.
Vessel at Auction—John P. po.
Corn at Auction—Henry Bailey Si Co.
NETT

ADVERTISEMENT

COLUMN.

Choice Oil Lands for Sale—Canada West.
For Sale—Land.
W anted—A go u is.
Hois* tor Sale—J. Plummer.
No'ice— John W. Ureely.
Petition—Jag. N. Winslow.
Leather BelLug—J. oii.J. Barbour.
Dissolution—\> alher Sc Mitohml.
Nutt’s Wholesale Meat Market.
For Eastport—Sch J. H. M. Brewer.

Lost—Portnionnaio.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
CRIMINAL

TERM—TAPLEY, J., PRESIDING.
The criminal term of the Supreme Judicial
Court opened yesterday, Judge Tapley presid-

ing.
After prayer

by Rct. Mr. Bolles, of the Con-

gress Square Universalist Church, the grand
jury retired to attend to such matters as may
be

brought before them by the new County
Attorney, Nathan Webb, Esq. The traverse
jurors do not come in until Tuesday, the 20th
instant.
MUNICIPAL COURT. MAR. 7.
Hannah Me Farlin and Phillip Welch'werc

brought up, charged with maliciously and wilfully injuring the dwelling house of DanielHaye3, on Centre Street, by throwing stones
and breaking the windows.
There was all
sorts of evidence pro and con, and the counsel battled manfully in the case.
The Court
decided that Hannah was clearly guilty, e,nd

fined her $5.00 and costs. There was a doubt
as to Welch’s guilt and he goi the benefit of it
and was discharged with an admonition to 1>«
careful of his conduct in ftiture.
J. H. Williams, Esq., for State; Howard & Cleaves for

respondent.
Court Matter.—In the

cases

of John A.

Waterman, Judge of Probate v. Jeremiah Bakir & als., aud the same r. Samuel Bucktjam,
Administrator of the sstate of the late JereBaker, of Yarmouth, which were on trial
before Judge Tapley for several days, the decision of the Court was rendered on Monday.
The amount claimed by plaintiff was about
$19,000. Amount admitted to be due by defendants was between $5000 and $6000.
In deciding the most impoitant points between the heirs and the Adminisrrator, the
Court held that irf&smueb as the Administrator, elected within the time prescribed by law
to take hh portion of tbe estate t> certain
vessels, together with the other goods and
chattels of the deceased at tbe inventory value,
he should not be held to accountfor their earnings, to tbe amount of some thousands of dollars, atter so taking them.
That the Administrator should not be held
to account for certain notes against James
Parsons, claimed by tbe plaintiff to be outlawed through the fault of the Administrator, inasmuch as it was shown that he caused them
to be seasonably put in suit.
That the Administrator should not be held
to account for certain demands In favor of the
estate, in the hands of, and duo from, a part
owner of the vessels before mentioned.
That the Administrator should be allowed
for the amount shown by him to be expend ed
in building a monument to the deceased.
That the Administrator should pay inter at
on the amount found due, from the time of
miah

demand upon him by the new Administrator,
and that ho could not be allowed a sum sh own

by him to have been paid to certain heh a beyond their distributive share.
The judgment of Court was for the sum of
89.3C6.61.
E. 1 F. Fox for Plff.; Holden <fc Peabody
and A. A. Strout for Deiits.
Official Vote fob Mayor.—The Board
of Aldermen met yesterday afternoon for the
purpose of examining the official returns of
the Municipal Election. The retufiis were
precisely the same as those published in tbe
Prest, with the addition of the Islands, where
the vote stood 32 for Stevens, and 18 for Shurtleff.
The whole vote of the city was as follows:
A. E. Stevens, 2029; A. K. Shurt leff, 934; A.
H.

Waite, 190; Scattering. 2.

The

of Mr. Stevens over Mr. Shurtleff is

majority
1095; over

everything, 90S.
The following

Is the vote in Ward 6 for Alderman and Councihnen: Alderman William

L. Southard, 347; Nathan Cleaves, 177. Common Council, Edward P. Gerrish, 357; Chas.
Staples, 356; Charles R. Milliken, 864; Alvah
Libby, 177; J. M. Knight, 155; Joseph Hale,
154; F. H. Randall, 24; W. P. Merrill, 24.
An Old Stand.—We refer our readers to
the advertisement of Messrs. J. A C. J. Barbour, and take this opportunity of raying that
in 1801—sixty-five years ago—this, house was
established by their late respected father, RobBarbour, at No. 8 Exchange Street. In
1880 he retired (Vom business, and his sons
took the establishment, since which time it
has been entirely remodeled.
No other case
of the kind can be found in this city where
one family has occupied the same
shop for a
period of sixty-five years.
ert

Case or Jones,the Incendiary.—Ii* the
Supreme Judicial Court yesterday mor nin^i
Mr. Drummond brought the attention of the
Court to the

case

of State

vs.

Jones, the tncen-

diary, moving that the prisoner be ordered into the custody and care of the Superintendent
of the Insane Hospital at Angusta, to be detained and observed till the farther order of
Court, that the truth or labity of the plea
of insanity be ascertained.
the

The Court granted the motion and the
stands continued until the July term.

ease

Postponement.—In consequence of some
through with at tto Custom
plated silver ware, advertised to be sold at auction to-day
by Mr. Patten,
can be taken out of bond, for w hich the owner wa3 entirely
unprepared, tie sale is postponed until farther notice. Due notice will
be given of the time of sale.
forms to be gone
House before the

Beautiful Picture.—Messrs. John Haukerson A Co^ No.180 Middle Street, have for
sale a splendid engraving entitled “ Beading
the Emancipation Proclamation.” It is a picture that should adorn the mansion of every
true lover of liberty.
Agents are wanted for
the sale of it See advertisement.
Good Samaritana.—All citizens who arc
to contribute refreshments for the
table, or money for the funds of this home

disposed

A vahnnSie FAMILY HORSE; six years
XVrtfNold next May. Perfectly sound and kind.
Weight, eleven hundred pound*. Color,
■ dark sorrel.
■1*
Enquire of
Capt. J. PLUMMER, Lisbon St..
Mar 7—d2w*
Lewiston, Maine.

chanty, will find the Samaritans in attendance
the hall on Thursday
evening. It is to be
hoped that a bountiful supply will be furnishod
at

them.

Notice
rs herebv given that I have given to my minor son,
A Roswell F. Greeiv, his time to do business for
his wages, nor
himself, and that I shall claim none o
pay any of bis

b.Uscontractedjdtor ^

Portland, L'ecomber 13,1865.

wSw*10

Wanted.

Last Chance.—To-day is the last opporour citizens will have to view the
splendid collection of paintings at the Union Club
Koom. Let no one miss this opportunity of
seeing the handsomest collection of paintings

tunity

ever

Roberts, do.

Boston.
In port 25th.

thenueht., at

■NXERTALNMfiNT COLUMN.
Ellinger and Foote—City Hall.

Aspinwall.

It.

Is sold by Druggists everywhere at 1.00 per bottle,
or sit bottles lor 5.00.
Cali for I)R. CLOCK’S EXCELSIOR HAIR RESTORER, and takeno other.
Or. F. B. CLOCK, Praprielor,

Relieve difficult

from

SPOKEN.
No date, lat 22. Ion 160 E, ship Golden Horn, Rice,
from Melbourne for Hong Kong.

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!

nse

Special Meeting—I.

AntilTn-.

Cld at St John NB 27th ult. sell Halatia, Callahan,
Portland.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Stands above

SPECIAL

Wiaweli,

Sld fin Aspinwall 20th ult, barque Fannio, Partridge, Carthagena.
At Demarara 7th ult, brig Myra, (Br) Bircha, for
Portland.
At Kingston, Ja, 21st ult, barque Joseph A Davis,

Clock's Excelstor Hair Restorer!
V.7arranted to restore gray hair to its original color, stop hairfrom railing ojf, ai*d restore hair on bald
heads where the disease is not hereditary.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.

Offer their Stock of MEN’S and BOY’S KIP BOOTS
at
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
FOR A FEW DAYS, to make room for SUMMER

SPECIAL NOTICES.

such

Restorer!

Used and recommended by the Clergy and the

faculty.

SALVE

Works like magic in cases of
CUTS, SCALDS, BURNS, WOUNDS, BRUISES,
SPRAINS, BOILS, CHAPPED HANDS,

cord, and

GOUGH

to

--

quotations.

Uil’j

Clock's Excel-iot Hair

f»ll«

Apothecaries.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY.

The following explains itself. It is but one among
the many letters of like import constantly being received by the proprietors:
Fairfield, Me., April 28, 1864.
Messrs. Seth W. Fowle A Co.
Gentlemen: Seeing numerous certificates in the
Maine Farmer endorsing the merits of that Great
Lung Remedy, WIST VR’S BALSAM OF WILD
CHERRY, 1 am induced and take great pi easy re in
giving publicity to the great cure it accomplished in
my family in the year 1856. During the summer of
that year my son, Henry A. Archer, now Postmaster
at Fairfield, Somerset County, Maine, was attacked with spitting of blood, cough, weakness of
lungs, and general debility, so much so that our family physician declared him to have a “Seated Consumption." He was under medical treatment for a
number of months, but received no benefit trom it.—
At length, from the solicitation of himsell and others,
I was induced to purchase one bottle of Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry, which benefited him so much I
obtained another bottle, which In a short time restored him to his usual health* I think I can safe y recommend this remedy to others in like condition, for
it is, I think, all it purports to be—the great Lung
Remedy jor the times !
The above statement, gentlemen, is my voluntary
offering to you in lavor of your Balsam,and Is at your
As ever, yours,
disposal.
ANDREW ARCHER.

VARNISH—Prices remain steady, with moderate

tttrvi-',.,

The money refunded, after a fair trial, ii it
give perfect satisfaction.

as

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness. Sore Throat,
Influenza, Whooping Cough, Croup,

buoyant.

;'l

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!

Balsam of Wild Cherry !
—FOR—

TOBACCO—There is a steady demand from the
trade at about our quoted rates. The market is firm

:

only perfect Hair Restorer and Hair Dressing

Once

Stili maintains its long established reputation
A RELIABLE REMEDY

price.

Wheaton’s

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
combined.

LORING’S,

GRACE’S

Scratch t

the merits claimed for It.

in

the day.

Boots mid Shoes—T. E.
Moseley & Co.-Boston.
Wanted Immediately—Boy.

Sea, Lee,

At Port Chalmers. NZ, Jan 15, barque A W Stevens, Brown, fbr London Jan 20.
Ar a! Callao 7th ult, ship Geutoo, Freeman, from
San Francisco (and sld 12tl» lor Chinchas.)
At Honolulu Jan 20, ship Blue
Jacket, Dillingham,
from San Francisco for United States: Georges, Eustis, rang.
At Callao Feb 13. ships Marv E Campbell, Morse,
disg, for Chinchas, to load for United Slates: J&s t
ratten, Kenney, for Chinchas; Melrose, Barstow.
for do, to load lor United States; No Plus Ultra,
Martin, for Chinchaa: %arques Pericles, Snow, and
McGilvery, Nichols, ter Chinchas; S H Waterman,
Bates, disg; Sunbeam, Jordan, do.
Ar at Smyrna 8th ult. brig Wm Mason, Small, fin
New York, to load for Boston.

tendin',

New Advertisements

FOREIGN PORTS.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!

Clock’3 Excelsior Hair Restorer!

Stationers, 58 and 58

TIN—English pig remains steady and quiet at 45c
^ lb. IC plates are scarce, and very hrm at our
quotations. 1C and odd sizes command on extra

ITCH!

l%TiId.|(c«I Hair Be

VICINITY.

tv Advertiser, will benefit
accommodate at, by
U an early hour in

sebs

The only Hair Restorer In the world possessing ail

The

—

Much 7, 1866.

PORTLAND AND

Cyclone,
Loyalist, Stranger, Fannie Builer, ^lary A Chase;
Mary & Emma, Pioneer, Leesburg. Walton
Shooting Star, and Flying Cloud.
Ar 5th. brigs Goo Harris, French, Savannah for
Boston; Wm A Dresser, Hatch, Philadelphiafirdoschs St Lucar, Oxton, Providence for Belfast: Marv
J
Kelley. Ilced, New York for Machias.
BOSTON—Ar 5th, schs Clarisa, Burgess, Belfast;
Sparta, Uardy, Frankfort.
Cld 6th, brig John Freeman. Loring, Cardenas ;
sch A P Howo, Burgess, Charleston.
Cld 6th, ship Marcia 0 Day, Chase, New Orleans;
brig Valencia, Small, Barbadoes.
SALEM—In port 5th, (wind NW,) schs Pioneer,
from Boston for Deer Isle; Adaline, from do for Belfast; Excel, Antelope, Charlotte Ann, and Marv
Hall, do for Rockland; Texas, and Bramliall, do tor
Portland; and others.

So. 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

TEBBKTT8 BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
Sold by W. W. WHIPPLE and W.F. PHILLIPS,
Portland« and by all Druggists.
ia228»3m*

AT

Kxchnuse St., Portland, Me.
February 24.18d6.
sNlm
\\

And for sale by all Druggists.

Wanted

Ai 4th, brig J M
tor Hew York; «ch White
Portsmouth for do(aud both sailed.)
SailedI 4th, barque Isabel; eiies

A single trial convince! the most scepticalof its Dolus.

of

at

R>

HOLMES'S HOLE

Chaw, M&chla.

generator* This article is unequalled in iniEmsic merit.
It will not soil the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, ami highly perfumed.
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair
to its orignal color.
Will purify the head from humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is
bewitchingly desirable.
Everv bottiu is warranted or money reminded.

FASHIONABLE STATIONERY

at

in eo°d supply and priceB are
and without change. We quote white pea steady
beans
“ 426°®2 75 vb“>and blue
Pod* at

at

Monograms Cut to Order.
Wedding and Visiting Cards Engraved or Printed

known and

A.

jalUndtf

Wednesday Morning,

Providence tor do.

THE-

POBTLAHD PHOTOGBAPHIO GALLEBY

age extra.

TEAS—Stocks are light and prices are well sustonpd. We quote Souchong at 15^9oc D1 lb, Oolongs
K
95c@*l 15, and Japan at $120p 30.

rates have to be charged.
In auother column.

and

Stamping

AH Stationery bought at this store will be
stamped
plain free of charge.
Stamping done in Red, Blue, Purple, Brown,
Black, «c., at twenty-five cents per quire, or Pack-

da herd grass is quoted at $4 25(&4 50, and Western
at $4&g4 25. For clover, Northern New York is selling at I4$e, and Western at 12c.

MARKEL8.

Gold opened Wednesday. Feb. 28, at 136}, and
gradually declined up to March Bth touching 32},
whan a slight rally took place and it was soon as
high as 31, opening on Tuesday at 33. Cotton has
frilly declined ljc cent V lb during the week. Government stocks are in demand at slightly increased
rates. The stagnation In the merchandise market Is
somewhat less, though buyers are very cautious, and
are evidently waiting tor further concession.
The
money market remains quint and borrowers are accommodated up to their demands on undoubted securities at fair rates. The Spring trade
opens with
light demand for articles save the necessaries of
life.

Vegetable Soap.

Plain and Colored

quotations.

I.

-AT

McClblan.
weekly without

superior Toilet Soap, prepared from reined
Vegetable Oils In combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nurscry. Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all DrjgEktsfolO’MSKdly

extent.

filling small orders, highor
quotations

Aromatic

3J E S !

LOOK ! !

A

SOAP—American Castile is a shade lower. Leathe
& Gore’s have reduced their prices for family soaps
See quotation*.
SPICES—Prices are firmer without change. Sales
limited to small Jobbing lots. See quotations.
SUGARS —Refined sugars have been selling
during the week at 17®17jc for crushed, granulated, and powdeied. Box sugars are in limited demand at this time, and prices are nominal to a great

Notk.—Oar quotations represent prices of large
lots from first hands, unless otherwise stated, and in
see

Colgate's

—

sales at

or

r

and Produce bought, stored ‘knd Insured at
liberal rates.
marl3sneodly

—

Week kkdiko Maeoh 7,1866.

For figures

Eagle,

Champion,

—

and

Warren,

n.

Market Reports sent daily

charge,
Flour

_

W

PORTTAND

Best,

Oabinrt,

MOLASSES—The market is still very dull, find
prices are reduced 5c per gal on the better qualities.
The new crop con tinues to come forward, and is selling
in small lots at our rates. Jobbers operate very
cautiously, baying only from hand to mouth. See
quotations.
NAVAL STORES—Southern turpentine is selling
In small lots at *1 20 p gal. Rosin
ranges
trow 89 for common to 820 for No. 1. Southern
pitch
is now in the market at 87 50®8. New
Hampshire
tar Is held at$5@5 go xnd
<29
Wilmington at $7
* A
Oakum steady at 12®15c p Jb.
OILS
Portland kerosene has declined to 75e for
1000 gals, 77 Jc for 5 brls, and 80c for 1 brLfrom the
factory. Prices of crude fish oils range fr om 830®
37 4? brl for Pogie. Shore and Bank. Linseed oil
haa dropped again to 81 37 tor raw, and 81 13 for
boiled. Whale Is a trifle lawer.
PAINTS—Desirable brands of dry leads continue
scarce andflrm.
Pure ground lead is still quoted at
816 60. Rochelle yellow has shaded to 4c ® lb
Other paints aro steady and without change in price.
Demand light.
PLASTER—Stocks of soft rock plaster are very
light now, and prices are Arm at 83 75 » ton
from the wharf.
Ground plaster la held at 89 76®
10 with large enquiry.
PRODUCE—The supply of fresh meats is still very
good. Beef is selling at 10®14c p lb by the side,
and veal, which is coming in quite freely,
brings 12g
14c. Poultry is steady. Chickens are quoted at
26@30c, geese at 20®25c, and turkeys at 25®
30c. Eggs are tower at 28,o 32c 4> doz.
Potatoes qontinue to bring 70®80c
bu. Onions have declined
to 82@2 25, and cranberries are dull at 811®12
4? bri
PROVISIONS—The market here is quiet,with light
stocks and * moderate demand.
Beef Is firm
We continue our quotations of extra mess at
Wo
$26®28. Pork is dull but unchanged.
quote prime 823®24, mess $31®32, clear 833®34, and
extractor 834®35. Hams are worth 19®21c. Receipt* ot round hogs are tailing off, but prices rule
without change at 14® 15c 4> lb. Lard Is a shade
higher at 20J®21 Jc for kegs.
RICE—Is steady at 12@14c for India and Carolina.
RUM—Portland distilled is dull and declining at
$2 40 4i> gal.
SALT--Stocks are ample, and prices are nominal

bon are among the chief writers. Book Sixth and
last includes letters of “Moral and Devotional Reflection," selected from writers as widely different as
Humboldt and Oliver Cromwell, Thomas Jefferson
and F W. Robertson.
It will at once be perceived that this volume possesses In large degree the merits Of
comprehensiveness and variety. It is a charming book for the comof
panionship solitary journeys, or brief, unoccupied
hours. Every letter is a gem complete and polished
in Itself; and while you canuot open to a page without finding there food for reflection, for mirth or for
fancy, yet it makes no continuous demand upon the
attention, but may bo taken up and laid down at pleaIf we might be allowed to employ a common
sure.
and often absurdly used phrase, we should say the
book meets a want, and therefore can hardly fail to
be successful.
The external appearance of the work is pleasing.
It makes a small octavo volume of some five hundred
pages, is elegantly printed and handsomely bound.
Bailey and Noyes have it.
REVIEW

Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Bert
Pork. Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands oi Floor on hand:_

now quite light, bnt prices
nominally unchanged at 81 76® 1 80 p cask.
LUMBER—Is in steady, moderate demand, at
prices essentially unchanged. Shipping boards are
quoted, at 821,^4. Spruce $ ngloTHemTock $13«18.
Clapboards $26,iril7 for extra spruce; No extra pine
In market. Laths at 83 25®3 50 for spruce and 3 26
@3 76 for pine.

voted to “Literary, Biography, Anecdote, and Criticism,” and Milton, Newton, Hume, Burke and Gib-

i«^

G9 and 71 East Water St.,

MILWAUKIK, WISCONSIN.

LIME—The demand Is

Fourth takes in letters on “Public History,” some of
which are rare and curious, and boar such names as
Olivor Cromwell, Anna Boleyn, Lord Howe. George
Washington, and John Adams. Book Fifth is de-

-■■

BROTHERS,
PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS

Bertsht’s

NEW YORK—Ar 4th, ship Golden Fleece, Hubbard, Manila: scbs Forest, Men ill, Baltimore for
Roc land; Giraffe, Joy. Brilliant, Carter; Peucini&n, Turner, and Mary Ann, Bryant, Elizabeth port
lor Providence.
Ar 6th, brig Leonard Myers, Wicks, fin Baltimore;
sen Mattie Holmes
Tapkv, Arroyo PH.
Cld 5th, barque Gratia,' Small! Cienfuecos; brigs
II Houston, Eiencli,
Sagna; Peucinian, Fickett, for
Apalachicola; John Bernard, Jameson, Elizabethport; schs Carrie, Davis. Cicnftiegos: Amanda PowFrovidcnce; Pointer. Nichols, do.
NEWPORT—Ar 3d, schs Vigilant, White, ftn Fall
River for New \ork; Hattie
Coombs, Drink water,

25 Gem Ambrotypes* 50 cents*

WDf. TiUbrtt.’

BICE

are

good demand lor

Croup Syrup,

And taking according to directions.
Jan 18— sxd2mo«

165.

Book

more.

DR. BASCOMB’S

30.
Oats are firmer
lower and selling at

a

Cough

Coufrh and.

steady'at $125@1

SEEDS—There is

N~-~TY

T I

—----.

Rockport.

25 Tin-Types for 50 eonts*

CAN BE CURED by going down to Ufa. 15 Middle Street, and getting a Bottle of

—

the most

a

That

A G Cat tell, Watson, Sag ua: DO
€ld-3d,
Castner, Schwartz,Trinidad; scb M B Roaves, Green

Metcalfe’s Great Rheumatic Remedy
Is certainly the wonder offhe age. Thousands can
te3tifv to its magical cftect, and tbo first doctors of
this city are
recommending it to their patients as the
only sure euro lor Rheumatism ever known to man.
March C—dliusN

LOOK I

IRON
Bar iron is In better demand at 5@51o
IP lb for common, and 5J®6 for refined. English
pheet Is steady at 7|®8}ct> tb. Russia sheet to lower and we reduce our quotations.
Cut nails steady
*
at *7 50@8 p cask.
i LEATHER—The market is still dull, and prices,
though nominally unchanged, tovor the buyer.—
Hemlock sole Is quoted at 34®41c
B> for 11 hi aDd
medium weights. Finished calftkins dull at 81358

title,
delightful
books which have issued from the press for a
long
time. It contains something like two hundred letters from the pens of a great number of different
writers, all of whom were persons ot distinction in
some way.
These letters are selected from a mass oi
literature so extensive and varied as to have been
quite appalling to any collector less' industrious and
enthusiastic than Mr. Holcombe; and they are almost without exception, interesting and valuable,
either in themselves or as illustrative of the character or stylo of the writers. They are arranged under four heads. Book First contains letters of “Gossip, Society, and Manners,” by Madame de Bevlgnn,
Lady Mary Wortiey Montague, Lord Chesterfield,
Horace Walpole, Byron, Jeffrey, W. H. Prescott and
others. Book Second comprises letters of “Pleasantry, Sentiment and Fancy,” by Pope, Swift,
Sterne, Franklin, Scott, Miss Berry, Lamb, Sidney
Smith, Landor and others. Book Third embraces
sketches of “Nature, Art and Travel,” In letters
from Lady Morgan, Dickens, Daniel Webster, South-

are some

larger part of Rockingham county and Stratford; those of Clark the placod inboxes or molds where it soon hardens
much quicker by using water lime.
middle of the State, while Rollins counts on —probably
ty The Sugar Planter, published at West
support from certain towns through the whole. Baton Bouge, thanks the Freed men’s
Bureau
Mr. C.’s course is not generally indorsed, for the absence of idle
The Planter
negroes.
which rather fends to carry the conviction
that some new candidate not named will be
elected U. S. Senator to fill his seat.
More stores have been built and fitted up
here within the last ten months than for years

is offered

Feb 26—SNdlm

Catfjktas

Literature is Lbttebb; or, Manners, Art, Criticism, Biography, History and Morals, Illustrated lu
the Corres,.ondcnce of Eminent Persons. Edited
by James P. Holcombe, LL.D. Now York: D.
Appleton & Co,
Under this singular, and not In all respects felici-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

to which all p.rsonsare subject in Spring and Summer. Sold by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover St., aud by all Dealers in Medicines.

—

Beoent Publications.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

“Buy Me and I’ll Do You Good.”
USE DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT and HERB BITTERS for Jaundice, Costiveaors, Liver Complaint,
Humor?, Iu'ligcstion, Dyspepsia, I’ll- 8, Diaainess,
Headache, Dro w siness, andnii diseases a ising from
Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, and liad Blood,

55;g56c. Shorts one
$25^30
P ton.
GUNPOWDER—Is steady at $6 50 for blasting and
*8 50 for spotting.
HAYi-Prossed hay still roles very dull at about
813®14 t> ton. Loose hay has been selling for about
81313115, and straw lor $10®12.
HIDES AND SKINS
The market has been
quiet, and shows no material change since last week.
We continue to quote Buenos
Ayres at 27®28c,
Western dry salted at 18®19c, and slaughter at 9®9Jc.
are worth
22^22. Lamb skins steady

at our

rarxho town of Newport, has cleared off
all its debts and has now a balance of assets
over liabilities of $5,022 55,
(Including the town
property). The people had courage enough
last year te assess a tax of ten per cent,
upon

nuts
hurt

remains

at

that place.

jumps

“fiesolvad, That if

of the

Rye

~M

;

mh7d*wlw4

.

rN

or near

Lost /
City Hall ,on Monday,a portmonnaie con

tain mg §20 and two tickets to the opera.
The finder shall be liberally rewarded by leaving it
at the Press Office.
‘mh7d3t

For

Eastport

fast

and Eubec.
N. M.

BREWER.

sailing Schooner J.
For freight apply to J. S. WINSLOW, Central
THE
Wharf.

Wharf;

or

Capt.

March 7—<13t*

on

board, Commercial

gathered

in this

city.

Buckley’s Serenaders.—This troupe will
give their first performance this evening in
Deerlng Hall, which will, no doubt, be crowded on the occasion, as the performances of this
company always attract a crowd.
We are under obligations to Hon. James G.
Blainefor valuable public documents; also for
some packages of pure Havana tobacco seed.
To our own representative, Hon. John
Lynch, we are indebted for repeated favors.

Town Xileotions.

TEIEGRAPH,

BY

Gobham.—'Town Clerk, C. H. Paine.
Selectmen, 4c., James Phinney, Edward
Files, 3d, Charles Johnson.
Treasurer, Stephen Hinkley, Jr.
Collector,'Ervin Small.
School Committee, A. K. P. Files, J. B.
Webb.
All Union Republicans, and elected by over

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

Wednesday Morning, March 7, 1866.

hundred majority.
Wuttbbpobt.—The whole Union ticket la

XXXIX

one

CONGRESS—First

elected.

Washington,

Falmouth.— Selectmen, Bela Blanchard,
James Anderson, Alfred Hicks.
Treasurer and Clerk. Peter Ramsdell.
School Committee, Ferdinand Wiuslow.
Collector and Constable, Albert Winslow.
The
Adi Democrats. £Last year divided.
vote was very

light,

SENATE.

Joint resolution for the establishment of
quarantine regulations to .prevent the spread
of cholera, was introduced and referred.
The Committee on Commerce reported a
bill to establish telegraphic communication
between New York and the West Indies.
The bill for the reimbursement of Missouri
for expenses in equipping and paying the mil-

and ths Union men were

itia,

considered and passed.
The bill to extend the time for the withof
drawing
goods from the public stores was
taken up, the pending motion being to reconsider the vote by which it was passed.
At the expiration of the morning hour, the
joint resolution to amend the Constitution on
the subject of representation, was taken up.—
Mr. Saulsbury ma le a speech against it
At the conclusion of Mr. Sauisbury’s speech,
Mr. eumner said he desired to address -the
Senate n that subject, but not being prepared
to do so now, he moved the postponement of
its further consideration until 1 o’clock tomorrow.
The motion was adopted.
A message from the President in response
to Mr. Sumner’s resolution of inquiry in regard to tjva organization of Governments in
the lately rebellious States, was received and
ordered to be printed. Also the report of the
operations of the Freedman’s Bureau. Both
the message and report were referred to the
Reconstruction Committee.
Mr. Clark called up the joint resolntion to
give the consent of Congress to the annexation of the counties of Berkeley and Jefferson
belonging to Virginia, to the Stale of West

ney.
William Moulton.
Selectmen, Ebenezer Libby, Freedom Milliken, John F. llean.

Clerk,

Treasurer, George Sweetser.
Agent, F. S. Frost.
Superintending School Committee, Granville

McKenney.

Collector,

Johnson Libby,
All Democrats. Same last
year.
Harrison.—Town Clerk, S. L. Lyford, Re-

publican.

First Selectman, Joshua Howard, Democrat;
2d do., C. C. W.
Sampson, Republican; 3d do.,
Thomas Ingalls, Democrat.
Town Treasurer, T. R. Sampson, Dem.
Town Agent, Geo. Pierce, Rep.
Superintending School Committee, Silas

Bullard, Rep.

New Gloucester.—Moderator, C. P. Haskell.
B. F.

Sturgis.

Selectmen and Assessors, G. W. Morrill. H.
A. Foge, N. S. Sliurtleff.
School Committee, Rev. R. W. Cross.
Treasurer and Collector, Gilman Martin.
All Union.

Mr. Kiddle moved to amend by adding a
proviso that the question bt determined by a
vote of the people of these counties.
After debate, Mr. Riddle’s proviso was re-

jected.

The Joint Resolution was then passed—32
nays against 5 nays.
The nays were Messrs. Davis, Guthrie, McDonald, Riddle and Saulsbury.
The Senate then went into executive session.

Kennebunk.—Moderator, James M. Stone.
Clerk. Edmund Warren.
Treasurer, Andrew Walker.
Selectmen and Overseers of the Poor, S. E.
Bryant, John A Lord, JeremUth Dutch.
Collector, Joshua Thompson.
AU Republicans except the Treasurer.

Adjourned.
HOUSE.

The Senate’s Southern Pacific Railroad and
Telegraph bill was taken from the Speaker’s
table and referred to the Committee on the
Pacific Railroad.
Mr. Uoutweh from the Committee on Reconstruction reported in part, evidence relating to the States of Arkansas, Mississippi,

Kennebunkpobt.
Town Clerk, E. G.
Moody.
Anthonv
Treasurer,
Luques.
Selectmen, Ac., G. R. Carll. Thomas [Stone,
—

What has been Needed for a long time
In Portland was a Ladies’ Hair Dressing
Boom. Tbe want is now supplied by J. M.
Todd, 74 Middle Street, comer of Exchange

Street,

where he intends to

give

his

personal

attention to the business. He has there fitted
a sales room where he intends to
supply and
sell his Hungarian Balm.

Anyone who may be troubled with diseases
of the scalp will do well to give him a call.—
He

can

be consulted from 9 A. M. to to 12 M.

and from 2 to 4 P. M.

Portland,

,

March

7th, 1866.

Dining Rooms.—We take the greatest pleasure in recommending ladies and
gentlemen
visiting Boston to the City Hall Dining Rooms
They arc light and always clean in every part
The best food served in the most approved
style. Connected with the ladies’ apartment
is a nice drossing-room, where ladies will find
every convenience for arranging the toilet,
rendering this one oi the most desirable places
in the city for taking meals. The rooms are
No. 10,12 & 14 City Hall Avenue, Boston,
and Messrs. Chas. D. & Isaac H. Presho are
7eod2t
proprietors.
Cheap Building Lots.—On anotherpage
will be found the advertisement of M. Seavy,
offering building lots at Cumberland Mills tor
sale, much cheaper than similar lots can be
bought in any other locality in this vicinity,
affording equal facilities to get to and from
the city. Cumberland Mills possesses all the
elements to make one of the first manufacturing places in the State. Its resources are
Just now being developed, and real estate
there, will no doubt double the present value
in a very short time.
New Meat Market.

We are glad to
hear that a wholesale meat market has been
opened in this city. If well sustained we
have no doubt it will prove of great advantage to the inhabitants, inasmuch as it must
tend to moderate tbe price of beef and bring
it within the reach of many who find it difficult to pay 30 to 40 cents per pound for a

good

—

steak.

Kennebunkpobt.—A post office has been
established at Cape Porpoise, in the town of

Kennebunkport, and Jeremiah Towne, Esq.,
appointed Post Master.
This will be

great convenience to the numerous vessels which frequent that harbor, as
well as to the citizens of that flourishing loa

cality.
Was Tbophies.—We are informed by Mr.
Stevens, who had charge of the Trophy Boom,
at the Freedmen’s Fair, that several articles
left there yet remain uncalled for. They may
be had by calling at the office of the
Sanitary
Committee, in the new City Hall Building.
Articles left with I. Washburn, Jr., may be
found athis office in the Custom House.

Notice.—The thanks of the members of
Sumner Street Church, is hereby tendered to
the citizens of Portland for their kindness,
liberality and sympathy, through which, they
were made the recipients of a Bible and Stand
from the Fieedmen’s Fair.

was

Virginia.

Lewiston.—The municipal election occur-:
red in the city of Lewistou on Monday. Hon.
William P. Frye, the Union candidate for
Mayor, and all the Union candidates for Ward
officers, were elected without opposition.

Leonard Hutchins.
Agent, Enoch Cousens.
Democrats, same as last year, except the second Selectman, who Is a Republican gain.

March 8.

A

divided upon candidates.
Sc abbobo’.—Moderator, Granville McKen-

Clerk,

Session.

i

Georgia and Alabama, which was ordered to
be printed.
Mr. Kelley introduced a bill allowing compensation to maimed soldiers and sailors who
are entitled by law to artificial limbs, in lieu

Referred.
The House reconsidered its order in reference to the Military Academy hill, that Mr.
Scbenck migut offer an amendment, providing
none of the money appropriated he applied to
pay of subsistence of auy cadet from any
State declared in rebellion against the Government of the United States, appointed alter
the 1st of January, 1366, until such State has
been returned to' its original relations to the
Union by an act of Congress..
Mr. Blaine opposed the amendment and of“
That no part of the mofered a substitute.
thereof.

ney hereby appropriated shall be applied to
the support or pay of any cadet hereafter appointed net in conformity to the express provisions of the law regulating appointments of
cadets at the Academy.”
Mr. Blaine stated that hi3 substitute was
verbatim from the bill of 1864, designed to
cure the evil of foisting upon Southern Districts toys trom Northern States.
He opposed Mr. Schenck’s amendment as
“
saying in substance to the President, we cannot trust you to appoint a single cadet from
the South. If you desired to nominate a son
of John Minor liotts or Gov. Brownlow, you
cannot do it.” This amendment would cut
off from the President the power to appoint a
boy from the South, even though the father
and all the male relations have fallen in the
He considered the
service of the country.
amendment most illiberal, narrow and prejudicial to good feeling.
Mr. Scbenck replied that he could not stop
His amendment warned
to bandy epithets.
the President and Secretary of War not to violate the law. His amendment did not refect
on either the President or Secretary of War.
Mr. Stevens supported Mr. Schenck’s amendment which was adopted, 89 against 93, and
the bill then passed.
The House was occupied in the District of
Columbia matters until the expiration of the
morning hour, when the Speaker presented
a report trom the President relative to the
distribution ol rewards offered lor the arrest
Laid
of the assassins of President Lincoln.
on the table and ordered to be printed.
Also a letter from the President transmitting a report trom the Secretary of State in
answer to a resolution of the House in relation to Provisional Governors of the States.—
Also a report from the State Department as to
the cost of printing and advertising for that
uepartment for 1865.
On motion of Mr. Morrill the special orders
were postponed and the House took up the
bill regulating trade with the British North

American Provinces.
The House then went into Committee of
the Whole, and Mr. Morrill addressed the Committee in support of the bill.
Mr. Pike accorded with the general objects
of the bill.
Mr Washbume also approved the bill, par-

ticularly

the section

abolishing fishing

boun-

ties.

A long debate ensued, which

participated in by Messrs. Washbume, of Illinois,
and
Banks
Alley.
Pike, Elliot, Blaine,
was

Mr. Grinnell then addressed the Committee
in an hour’s speech, and gave notice that be
would, at a proper time, offer the following
amendment to the bill:
“
On wool 10 cents per pound and 10 cents
ad valorem; on cleaned wool 25 cents per
pound; and on shoddy 50 cents per pound.”

Mr. Francis C. Thompson addressed the
Committee m opposition to that feature of the
bill admitting coal from the Provinces at fifty
cents per ton.
Mr. Kelly obtained the floor, wh$* the Committee rose and the House adjourned.
Xeto

York Election,.

Utica, N. Y., March fl.
At the Charter election to-day, the entire
Johnson ticket was elected in every ward.
..

Colonel Joseph McQuade, Republican, was
elected Mayor by 46 majority.

Elmira, N. Y., March 6.
Mr. Nicks, Republican, was elected Mayor
to-day by 60 majority.
Auburn, N. Y., March 6.
At the charter election to-day, Franlen, ReTurnvebein Exhibition.
So repeated publican, was elected Mayor by 400 majority.
have been the demands upon the members of
Rochester, N. Y., March 6.
the Portland Tumverein to repeat their exhiMoore, radical Republican, was elected Maybition, that they have consented to do it next or, by 1063 majority; again of from 900 to
1000.
Friday evening at City Hall.
A Promenade
Oswego, N. Y., March 6.
Concert will take place after the exhibition.
Richardson, Republican, was elected Mayor
over
40
majority.
Desirable Lot of Land.—See the adver- by
Troy, N. Y., March 6.
tisement of Mr. Means,
offering for sale an
Flagg, Democrat, was elected Mayor by 311
eligible lot of land on Pearl street.
majority.
Ballston, N. Y., March 6.
The whole Republican ticket is elected.
BY TELEGRAPH
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., March 6.
TO THE—
Taylor, Republican, was elected Recorder by
346 majority.
EVENI NO PAPERS.
—

From
From South America.

New Yobk, March 6.
One of the Valparaiso newspaper states that
instructions to prevent the bombardment of
that city, if it'shall be attempted by the Span-

iards, have

been

given by

the

English

govern-

ment to its Minister in Chili.
A final decision against the owners has been
rendered by the Ecuadorian Supreme Court in
the case of the American steamer Washington which, some time
since, while engaged in trade on one of the rivers of that
Republic, was captured by outlaws and converted
into a river pirate. On the vessel
being subsequently seized by the government authorities, they claimed her as forfeited, alleging that
the pirates came into possession
through collusion of the owners, and this claim it seems
has been sustained by the highest judicial tribunal of the country. As a sequel to this controversy it is mentioned that the Washington
one night recently, while lying at her wharf’
caught fire and was burned to the water’s

edge.

JTtesouri State Debt.

St. Louis, March 5.
Gov. Fletcher has signed the bill which recently passed the Missouri Legislature, providing lor the consolidation and payment of the
bonded debt of the State.
liy the provisions of this bill all overdue interest is to be funded aud
incorporated with
the principal in new bonds, and the
payment
of interest is to be resumed on the 1st of January, 1808. The bonded debt of Missouri, including unpaid interest, amounts to $30,000
000. It is estimated by the members of the
committee by whom this bill was reported
that under its operation the entire State debt
Will be liquidated in twenty years.'
_

President'* Menage
tion

of disunion exists at the South as before the
war. The people of the States
lately in rebellion would have been much better satisfied had
they achieved their independence, and now
hope to procure the repudiation of the Feder-

al debt.
These witnesses think the Southerners will
do their utmost to escape the payment of taxes; that they would be glad of an opportunity
to become engaged in a foreign war, for this
would give them a chance to renew their struggle again for independence, and that the freedmen of the South have great affection for the
_

Washington Correspondence.
A special Washington dispatch says Gen.
Fremont and others are urging Congress to
endorse the new Mexican loan of five hundred millions.
The belief is general among well informed
members of the bar of the Supreme Court
that the trial of civilians
by military Commissions will be pronounced
the test case now

unconstitutional,
being argued.

in

Richmond,

The amended city charter

Financial.
New \ obk, March 6.
The Commercial's money article says the money
market exhibits rather more ease. Discounts are a
shade easier, owing to freer operations of banks and
a large amount of paper is taken at 7 per cent.
The stock market exhibits more activity. Prices

Washington, D. C., March 6.
Pbesidbnt:—“ The Secretary of
State to whom was referred the resolution of
the House of Representatives on the 12th of
January last, requesting the President, if not

108$ lor sixty days broker's bills, though nothing
portant is doing at tho inside rato.

To

the

by him incompatible with the public
interests, to communicate to the House copies
of all messages, proclamations and other documents issued by the Provisional Governors
deemed

was

submitted to

Council.

_

are

irregular,

but

the wholo firmer.

on

Governments continue firm; 6-2>'s of 1862, $ better: 7-30*s in more demand; 10-40's $ lowtr.
Gold woak and ranging between 32} @ 33$.
Foreign Exchange moderately active at 108$ @

New

im-

York Markets.

March 6.
Cotton—dull; sales 1,000 bales; Middling Uplands
at 43 @ 44c.
Flour—State and Western 10c lower for common
State at 690 @ 8 30; Round Hoop Ohio at 6 30 @
1100, Western 6 80 @ 8 35. Southern without deNew York,

of any State that may have been proclaimed
at any time to be in rebellion, of all acts, or- cided change; sales 850 bbls. Canada easier for comand steady tor good; sales 300 bbls., at 7 05 @
dinances, resolutions and proceedings ot con- mon
11 50.
ventions, or of Legislatures held in such
Wheat-common dull and heavy; good lc better;
States under the authority or at the call of sales 32.000bushels; Milwaukee Club, old, 1 60; Milsaid Provisional Governors, of all the returns waukee choice, now, 176} @ 1 77.; Amber State, new,
of elections for members of such conventions 2 35
Corn—declining; sales 39,000 bushels; Mixed Wesand Legislatures, together with the qualifica- tern
at 77 @ 79c m store and deUveied.
tions required for voters at such elections,
Oats—heavy; sains of Western; tonnd, at 51 @ 54;
unsound,
at 31 @ 43.
and for members when elected, together with do.,
Beef—n'eaay.
such other information concerning the public
sales 8,500 bbls.; new mess at2690
action of such States, tending to throw light @Pork—lower;
27 31, closing at 27 50 cash
as
be
in
their
may
Lard—heavy; sales 800 bbls. at 16 @ 18}.
upon
political condition,
Butter—gtea y.
his pose sion and to communicate further copWhiskey—nominal; Western at 228 @2 30.
ies of all proclamations issued by the PresiRice—quiet.
dent or his immediate predecessor, relating to
Sugars-quiet; sales 429 hhds. Porto Rico at 11};
Muscavado at 10} @12.
the subject, whether issued by him directly, or
Coffee—steady; sales 878 bags Rio at 20}.
through the Secretary of State, and the papers
6alea ot 3J0 hhds. Demarara at
accompanying the same, has the honor to 431Molasses—quiet;
@66.
state that a copy or original of all the volumiNaval Stores—firm.
nous papers called for by the resolution have
Petroleum—dull; crude at 27; refined bonded at
bbls. at 18 @ 46.
been, with the reports from this Department, 1,(00
TaUow—sales 135,000 ibs. at 11* @ 12}c.
of this date, been laid before the President to
Freights to Liverpool—dull; cotton per steamer }d;
enable him to answer a similar resolution of com 4}d.
the Senate.
New York Cattle Market.
As these papers will undoubtedly be printed
New York, March 6.
for the use of the Senate, it is presumed to be
Beef }c higher; range of quotations from 12} to 20c;
unnecessary to have another copy made to
Receipts 4.2Q0 head. Cows dull. Veals in fair deenable the President to answer the resolution mand at 10} @ 15. Sheep and Lambs firmer at $4 75
d@ $13 00 per head. Receipts 14,600 head. Swine in
of the House of Representative).
fair demand; quotations 10 @ 11}. Receipts have
Respectfully submitted.
been 6,100 head.

W. H. Seward.
In a similar communication sent to the Senate, Mr. Seward says:
“It will appear that all the persons appointed Provisional Governors were required to
take the oath prescribed by Congress except
W. W. Holden, appointed Provisional Governor of North Carolina.
The ommission of
the requirements in this case was entirely accidental. He, however, took the amnesty oath
prescribed by the President’s proclamation of

(Signed)

Stock Markets.

partment of oaths which were taken by the
several Provisional Governors.”
In a supplementary report to the President,
Mr. Seward says:
“It now appears that the foregoing report
was prepared in the office on the 22d of January, by the Acting Secretary of State, William
Hunter. The delay of transmitting it was due
to the fact that it was held tor revision by the

New York. March 6.
Board.—Stocks steady.
Ameiican Geld.
133}
99}
Treasury7 3-10.......
New York Central...90$
Erie.85$

Hudson.

UDdersighed,—Secretary Seward,—but neither
the preparation of the report nor the passage

of the first resolution of the Senate became
known to the Secretary of State until they
were brought to his knowledge after the passage of the Senate’s second resolution.”
The papers accompanying the President’s

103

Reading.

92}
71

Michigan Soutlioi a

Chicago and Rock J sland.

106$

Miscellaneous.

ONE
AND

PRICE!
ONE

ONLY!

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

LIISTENS,
DOMESTICS & WHITE GOODS,

Just Received.
despatches, proclamations
and communications, many of them heretoAnd now opening at
fore published, relative to the restoration of
the government of North Carolina, from May
29,1865, to January 13,1866; of Mississippi
from January 13,1866 to December 4,1865,
the latter communicating the rejection ot the
Constitutional amendment by the Mississippi
Legislature; of Georgia, from October 17th,
No. 5 Free Street
1885, to Dec. 28,1865; of Texas, from Dec. 9,
1865, from Provisional Governor Hamilton,
A complete assortment of
promising to lay before the Legislature the
Constitutional amendment prohibiting slavery; of Alabama, from June 21st, to Dec. 20th, BLEACHED AND BROWN
1866; of South Carolina, from July 21st, to
Dec. 16th, 1865; of Florida, from July 14tli to
Linen
Dec. 20th, 1865.
Among the South Carolina dispatches is one
of Nov. 6th, from Secretary Seward to Gov. Brown and Bleached Covers,
Perry, declaring that the President is not sat-

message, embrace

ELDEN & WHITMAN’S,
Block.

Damasks,

isfied with the action of the Convention and
the Legislature, and that adequate ordinances
were necessary declaring all
insurrectionary
action unlawful and void, and an objection to
the last clause of the Constitutional amendment was querelous, and that an acceptance
of the amendment was necessary to restoration.
On Nov. 9th the Secretary
telegraphed
again that the early adoption of the amendment was deemed important bv the
President,
who regretted that neither the" Convention or
Legislature had pronounced the State obligations for the rebel debt null and void, anu that
the State seemed to decline the acceptance of
the amendment to the United States Consti-

tution.
On Nov. 20th the Secretary again urges the
President’s request to repudiate the rebel debt.
On the same day Gov. Perry declared that
the State had passed the Constitutional amendment, and hoped the doors of Congress would
be open to the members from South Carolina.
On Nov, 87th he telegraphs that the Convention has adjourned, and therefore could
take no action relative to the reiiel debts.
On Dec. l'Oth, Gov. Perry announces that
the Government of South Carolina is complete and the people loyal, and asks a fulfillment of the promise to withdraw the United
States troops.

In all qualities and sizer.
A lull line of HUCK and DAMASK TOWELS.
DIAPERS, HUCKS by the yard; AMERICAN
and RUSSIA CRASHES; a Tory suporlor article of
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Barg a in.—
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, In common, Medium,
and superfine qualities.

Colored

Tablings!

Embossed and Feinted

Wool

Covers,

Piano Covers.

QUILTS,
In all grades Iran those Heavy American Quilts to
the finest FOREIGN GOODS.

7-8, 4.4, 9-8, 5-4, 9-4 and 10-4

Bleached and Brown Cottons!
Bought before the

reeont

Lowest

advance at the

I*rices !

-Pram Mexico.

New York, Match 5.
Brownsville dates of the 23th nit., state that
Gen. Getty has assumed Command of the Rio
Grande district, vice Col. Brown.
Military matters remain quiet there.
Cortinas was lurking about some twelve
miles sbove Matamoras, on the Mexican side.
Tbe death of the Liberal chief Mendez is
confirmed.
An Imperial decree has been published,
which seems to do away with that which made
the ports en the Rio Grande free ports of entry, duties being paid only when the goods
were sent into the interior.
Reports of murders and robberies on the
Rio Grande continue.
;

Bteamers Burned and Lore »/ Life.

Cairo. I1L, March 5.
The steamer Diamond, laden with 820 bales
cotton, was burned on the Tombigbee river
last Thursday. The cotton was insured. The
boat was valued at $2,000; not insured.
Memphis, Tenn., March 7.
The steamer Lockwood blew up and Was
burned last night, 18 miles below here. Twenty persons were killed and 25 injured. The
boat was valued at $60,000; not insured.
CnrcuwATi. March 0.
A special dispatch to the Commercial
gives
some particulars of the disaster to the steamer
Lockwood.
The steamer Memphoni, which
was going down the river at the
time, saved
every person not killed by the explosion.—
Among the killed are James King, of Staten
Island, New York, and Mr. Graham, second
engineer, of New York.
north Carolina Legislature.

Raleigh, N. 0., March 5.
Thomas Settle, Speaker of the Senate, resigned to-day. The Senate balloted all day
for Speaker, but without result.
8peaker Settle has accepted the office of Solicitor to which he was elected by the
Legislar
tore.
Mr. Ferrebe has entered a protest in the
Senate against the second clause of the Con-

stitutional amendment.
It is said a telegram has been received by
Gov. Worth, from (President Johnson,
saying
that the treedmen’s code ought to
pass without
the proviso declaring that It shall not go into

effect until the Bureau is removed.
Various Items.

New York,Marche.
Over $300,000 m Fenian bonds are said to
have been subscribed for since Saturday.
It is reported that Arch-Bishop McCloskey
will soon take action in regard to the violation
of his admonitory circular, and that it will be
announced that no absolution will be granted
any member of the Fenian organization.
John K. Hacket bas been elected Recorder
of the City, by the Board of Supervisors.
Seizure of Cigars.

Louisville, Kt., March 6.
revenue officer to-day seized
27,000 cigars exposed for sale, with counterfeit
stamps, making 100,090 within the past two
The internal

weeks.

Capt J. G. Harris, late a United States army detective, has been arrested for dealing in
cigars in fraud of the revenue law.
Heath of Col. Harrows.
Garrison’s Station, N. Y., March 6.
Col. Barrows, Adjutant General on General
Grant’s staff, was Wiled instantly by falling
between the cars, while
attempting to get on
the train just as it was
starting from the station of the Hudson Railroad this afternoon.—
Gen. Grant has ordered the remains to be sent
to West Paint, in care of
Maj. HilL

Yobk. March 6.
,
Twelve house; in the business part of Highsburned
were
on
N.
J.,
town,
Monday. The
fire originated from the sparks of a passing locomotive.
Loss from $85,000 to $100,000._
They were mainly owned by E. D. Hutchinson.

Onr White
*

Qi

Goods Department!
l—r
Tj

y„.

Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED OAMBICS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured
MUSLINS, TARLETANS, White and
Chintz Marseilles,—small figured,
STRIPED and BROCADE
BRILLIANTS, at

One Price!

and

The Markets.
*

'll'

Miscellaneous.

'■■■

...

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Press, to Msnft 6.

Apples.

7J@

Pot.

Si

Beans.
Marrow ^ bu. 2 50 @ 2 75
Pea.2 60 @ 2 75
Blue Pod.2 00 @ 2 25
Box Shooks.
Pine. 86 @
Bread.
Pilot v 100 U> 6 58 @10 00
Ship.* 00 «« 8 00
Crackers pbrl 6 00 @ 6 50
55
Crackor»*>100 60 @
Butter.
Familvt* lb... .0 @ 45
Store.". 24 @ 28
Candles.
18
lb-. 17 @
Mould
Sperm. 40 @ 42
Cement.
V brl.2 70 @ 2 76
Cheese.
Vermont 4» lb 2) @
22
New York.... 21 @ 22

Barrel, 4? lb.. 19t@
Kegs, «>lb.... 20j@

Lead.
Sheet ft Pipe. 1« @
Leather.
New

York,

Light..

weight
Heavy.
Slaughter
Mid.

34
38
38
47

@

..

21}

38

37 @ 450
25 @ 3 37

One Only!

—

..

Kerosene.

76
I Sperm.2 92
Whale.A 70
Sank.35 00
Shore.33 00
22 Pogie.30 00
23 Lisseed. 1 37

Copper.

Cop. Sheathing 66 @
Y.M.Sheathing40 @
Y.M.Bolt*... 43 @
Cordage.

'-O.oi
23 @

@

Ex Mo,a. .26 00

FOR THE NEXT THREE DAYS
WE WILL SELL

STACKS OP BREAKFAST SHAWLS,
STACKS OF CLOUDS,
STACKS OF HOODS,
STACKS OF SONTAGS.

1

Utah.*1''

C<Large<^hote6
LargeBank

00 @ T 50
6 00 @ 6 50
Small.......450 @5 00
Pollock.4 00 @ 5 25
Haddock.none.
Hake.3 50 @ 4 00

Herring,
Shore, -p bl.5 00 @
Scaled,^bx. 55 @

6 00
60
60

No. 1. 45 @
Mackerel $bl.
Bay No. 1.. 17 00 @18 00
Bay No. 2..16 00 @17 00
Bay No. 3. none.
Shore No.1.22 50 @23 50
none.
none,

ExtraClearSt 00 @35 00
Clear.33 00 @34 08
Mess.3100 @32 00
Prime.23 00 @24 06
Bound Hog.
14 @
15
Hams. 19 @ 21
Bioe.
Itlce,4? lb.... 12 @ 14
Bum.
Portl’d dlsi l’d2 40 @
Baleratns.
Saleratus lb 11® 12
Balt.
.1
Turk’s Is. V
hhd. (8 bos.K 25 @ 5 00
UveipooL_4 00.® 4 60
Cadiz.4 00 @ 460
Gr’nd Batter. 33 @
Seeds.
Herds Grass. A 00 @4 60
West’n Clover 12 @
14}
Bed Top.4 00 @ 460

Canary.6

50 @

Shot.
Drop,4? lOOtbs
Buck.

Soap.

flour.

@14 00
@1q 00

Spioes.

9 25 Cassia, 4? ft..
9 75 Cloves.
@12 59 Ginger.
@13 50 Mace.1
@ 7 00 Nutmegs.1
@ 95 Pepper.

M

65®
48 ®
30 ®
36
Extra.11 50
60 @
Double Ex.13 00
40
1
46
00
@
Buckwheat,..8
30 @
40
Corn Meal.... 90
Pimento. 30 @ 33
fruit.
Almonds—Jordan ^ lb.
Staroh.
Soft Shell...
@ 35 Pearl. II @ 12
Shelled.
@ 65
Sugar.
Pea Nuts.3 75 @
Muscovado... 13}@ 141
15 @
Bav. Brown
Citron, new... 40 @
15}
Currants.
@ 17 Hav. White... 16*@ n
Date3.
@ 164 Portland A A. none.
Figs, new. 20 @ 25 Crushed. 17 ® 17}
Granulated... 17)@ 17}
Prunes,new.. 25 @
Powdered.... 17|,@ 17}
Raisins, new,
Teas.
Bunch,Vbx4 50 @ 4 75
75
00
5
Layer.4
@
Souchong_ 75 ® 90
Lemons,box. .4 50 @
Oolong. 95 @ 1 00
Oranges,box. .5|50 @ 5 76 Oolong, choieel 10 <3 115
Gram.
Japan.120 @ 130
Tin.
Corn, Mixed.. 90 @ 95
South Yellow 90 @ 1 00 Banca, cash..
@ 61
Rve.'....120 @125 Straits, cash..
@ 48
Barley. 90 @ 1 oo Englsh.
@ ’46
Oats. 55 @ 58 Char. 1. C...16 60 @17 00
Shortston.28|00 @30 00 Char. I. X.. .19 60 @20 00
Tobaooo.
Gunpowder.
Blasting.6 60 @ 7 00 Fives ft Tens,
Best Brands 70 @ 80
Sporting.8 50 @ 9 00
Medium.... 60® 65
Pressed
Common... 55 @ 60
@14 00
Loose.13 00 @15 00 Half tbs. best
brands. 75 @ 80
Straw.10 00 @12 00
Hides and Skins.
NatTLeaf, ihs.l 00 @ 125
Buenos Ayres 27 @
28 Navy tbs. 75 @
86
Western_.. 18 @ 19
Twills.
91 Cotton Sail,..
Slaughter.... 9 @
@108
Calfskins.... 22 «
22 Flax..
@ 75
Lamb Skins. .1 00 @ 1 50
Varnish.
Damar..3 60 @ 4 50
Iron.
Cemmon. 6 @
51 Furniture... .2 75 @ 3 00
Refined. 51@
6
@ 660
Swedish.
8j@
9
91
retail.11
00
Norway.
@
Haru,
@12 00
Cast Steel.... 27 @ 30 Soft.6 80 @7 50
German Steel. 20 @
60
25 Kindling pOxix 36 @

(tKenl^'oO

Coaeb....^35<>

Eng.Blls.Steel

Spring Steel..

Sheetlron,
English.
It. G.
Russia
a

25
12

@

@

7j@

10 @
35 @
Russ.Imit’n 25 @
...

15 Fleece. 57 @ 60
Pulled... 60 @ 70
81 Lamb Skins..1 00 @ 1 80
Zino.
11]

40
30

Our Own

16}®

Dress

Silks

Goods,

•«

And
la

Shawls I

lull and carefully selectod, and marked at prices
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.

30

Hatidkfs., Hosiery,
GLOVES ANI> SMALL WARES,
IN

AT

ONLY.

5 Free

St. Flock.

N. B.—Fovjtb in our store and subject to tho
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breatt Pin, Kid
Olovet, Sun UmbrcUat, and a variety of othe articles.
EIiDBjr & WHITMAN.
v„,
....
...
Feb
21, I860—dtf
_

F.

LA 1ST

3D,

Successor to S. B. Waite,
No, 04 Union St.,
Portland, Me.,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

35
40
30

20

STRIPED SHIRTING.

Heavy Striped Shirting,... r.30.35 @
Heavy Striped Shirting,.27.28 ®
Medium Striped Shirting,.27. 20.®

40
31
25

China, Crockery,

Glass Ware
And TABLE CUTLERY.

Also, CHANDELIERS and LAMPS of every description ; KEROSENE OIL and FLUID.

Heavy Ticking,.45 @

55

COTTONADES.

Heavy double and twist,.50®

80

Heavy Denims,...45 @
Medium Denims,...35 ®

65
40

DENIMS.

Havipg sold my Stock to Mr. J. F. LAND, I take
this opportunity to thank my old customers for their
patronage, and hopo a c mtinuance of the same may
be extended to my successor.
S. B. WAITE.
__...
B. I. HULL would inform his friends and the public that he may be found with J. F. Land.
Feb 27—dim

New England Screw

Steamship

A

Third—To see what farther action. If any they
7’
7
take In regard to Issuing bonds
Fourth—To attend to any other business that may
legally come before them.
Per Order.
HENBT FOX, Clerk.
,ue
Feb
will

1800.fe27dtd
For Sale.

*'a,rhanks’ Scales, 2nd hand,
leTari on wheels, capacity
ot™
2500 d.“r’p
lbs.; as good as new: to be sold
by
TUKEY & WATSON,

58 Union St.
HfScales of all kinds takon and repaired and sold
on commission.
mhSdtf

Blank Books.
ROBINSON, No. 51 Exchange Street, has
made an

A
arrangement with
Book Manufhct
to

the B ston Blank
be supplied with a full line ol
>ry
CHEAP BLANK BOOKS, made of good, heayypaper, and bound in a subetantlal manner, and sold at
greatly reduced prices Those In want wll ao well
to look in before purchasing.
marldlw
.

DELAINES.

®

CRASH.
20

BATTING, WADDING, RC.
Cotton Batting, & ft,.... *.25 ® 37}
Cotton Wadding, & lb,.80 @ 35

Union

White Oak Ship Timber.

TONS best N. H. White Oak suitable for
AVJkJStems, Transoms, Bitters, Kooks, and Fat
tocks- Alto 100 tons Plank stocks, best quality and
7
L. TAYLOB,
rery long by
Jan 24—dtt
01 Cemmtroial St.

THE

BEAST,”
a

Promenade Concert!
CHANDLEB will be present and tarnish Music.
will he served In the Beception

^ty-Befreshmouts

1.50

our.

own.

TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS,
For sale at Owren A Barber’s, Short A Lorlng’s, S. H.
Coeeworthy’s, J. J. Hubert'*, Paine** Ma*ieSto.e,and
at the door.
Doors open at 6A o’clock—Tableaux to commence
at 7 j o’clock.
marSdtd

i.-F

All Goods
Feb 15—dtf

Repcllant, 6-4,.137}®150

Blue Mixed Twilled Flannels,.37}® 60
Blue and Scarlet,.....42}® 60

White, plain,.3-4.46 @ 55
75 @ 87}
White, plain,. 36
45® 60
Printed,..
Fancy Woven Colors,.50® 62}
Portland Daily Press Stock List.

COBRECTEB BY WB. K. WOOD * BOX,
Stook and Exchange Broker, Exchange St., Portland.
For the week ending Mar. 7.
Par Palue. Offered. Atked.
Dfcriptimu.
Government 6’s, 1881......104..106
Government 8-20,.103.104
State of Maine Bonds,......86.86
Portland City Bonds.84.86
Bath City Bonds..89. ......91

Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.89.91
Calais City Bonds. 89.91
Cumberland National Bank,_40.42.44
Canal National Bank,.100.101.103
First National Bank,.100.101.103
Casco National Bank.100.103.106
Merchants’National Bank.75.76.77
National Traders Bank,.100.100.... 101
Second National Bank,.100.90. 96
Portland Company.100.100
105
Portland Gas Company.50. 63
65
Ocean Insurance Company,_100.106
io6
At. A St. Lawrence R. R.,.89
89

St.LawrenceB.R.Bonds,100. 88..'‘' ’.90
...100...'. 1..9.11
80.86
Stock,.....'. 60.".'.

At. A
A. A K. R. R. Bonds.
84
86
Maine Central R. R. Stock,.
Maine Central R. R. Bonds,.
Androscoggin R. R.
worthless.
Androscoggin 1st Mortg’ge Bonds,.76.85
Ken. A Portland R. R. Bonds, .100.P6.
100
Portland A Forest AWe R.
100.70.80
...

B.,

Portland Glass Company,. ;oo.100.102
Shovel Manuflic'gCo.100.nominal.
Richardson’s Wharf Co.100
....90_ 100

Port.

Dividend*.—The Casco National and Merchants
National, dee are Dividends inApril andOotoher: the

Scales.

Shovels,
Spado*.

Scooi a,
Sales

gtooli,

Carpenter,
C-impasses,
Chois Lines,
Chisels,
Counter,
Drawing Katie,
D«s»s,

Raws,
Short Jointer.
Smooth Plane,

Spirit Level,
Piles.

Saw

Scrsw-Drlvor,

Funnel,
Foot Shackles,
Fore Plane,
Floor Plates,
drain Shoots,

Steel Sauare.*

Shea".

Tin Cans,

Tat

s

Ltne,

Tj ucks,
Tin Pail,

Hamm re,
Hay Hooks,

Tab’s,
Hoisting Blocks,
Wrench,
Hand-Caffs,
Wheelbarrows,
Hand Axe,
Wood Saw.
Iron Square,
Terms, Cash In Government Funds.
The U. S. Steamer ‘'Tyro” wlT leave Custom
House Wharf, at) o'clock A. M., ou the day of the
•ala.

HENRY INMAN,
Capt. and A. Q. M., D. 8. A.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auct’rs.

mo be (Old by Auction at FrankHn Wharf, on the
I 10th Inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M., the U. S. LightHouae Tender kranklin
to, ether with her
•ells, binnacle and oompase, chains, anchors suers,
rigging and boat. Said Schooner it about 81 t ns old
measure, is ropnered. and has been recently put in
good repair, and can be examined at the above nam »
ed wharf Payment to be made in U. S. currency on

JOHN POPE,
L. H. Inspector let Dist.
mhTutd

Portland, March 6, I860.

GYMNASTICS!
To be followed by

a

Concert,

—at—

HALL,

Valuable Brick House at Auction.
Tl.ESDAY, March 13th, at 3 o’el.ek P. M

ON

we shall soil ar public auction House No. 3 Fore
street, near the c truer of Atlantic. It is the weetern
half cf a brie't hi tek of two bouse,. 11 is three-stcrles,
thoroughly finished with 11 flnlehed rooms. Abundance hard and soft water; in an excellent
neighborhood ; commanding a fine view of the city, the entire
Harbor, the Islands, the Ocean. I- la pleasant Ira
residance, ana dts ruble as an inrsstmen Tills clear
—sals posture. Possession given immediately.

HENBY BAILEY A 00.,
Auctionean.

March 7—dtd

-OX-

Com at

Friday Eve’ng, March 9, *66.

148 and 150 Middle St. Portland.
will be Marked in Plain Figures.

Auction.

March 13th, at 11 o'clock, A. M.,
ONatTUESDAY,
Stores No. 6 and 7 Central Wharf,
shall

luie By Ckudler'i Kilt Quirille Bud.

we

sell

Notice

to the Ladies!
C. W. JORDAN,

MRS.

Tbkef g Fifty Centa each, or three for one dollar; to
be had at Davn Bros., Crosman & C i'», J. E. Fernald
& Son’s, at the door, and cf the Committee.
Doors open at ^-Exhibition to commence at 1 o’el’k.
COMMITTEE.

removed her Goods to the corner of Dow and
HAS
Brackett Sts., where stamping will be executed
Mid needle

work as formerly.
She will add to her former
articles for ihmfly use, each as

Dress

Dinings,

stock

a

Trimmings,

Furniture!
Reduced
AM

Prices,!

OUR HEW ROOMS AT

LANCASTER

WUl Mtbe reudT for occapancy for the next TEN
DAYS, we shall continue, during that thus, to sell
from our large

—

TBB

and Oth.

8th

OZLBBKATXD XX D O-RIOIXAL

Minstrel Hall, Boston.)
(From Buckley,*
Brilliant and Varied 'Attraction.
THE BEST ORCHESTRA,
THE BEST QUARTETTE,
THE BEST BRASS BAND,
And the most talented Corpt JSEthiopc ever organXOVELTY

OX

Congress

Maine.

i
L.

Fortes,

satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS A CO.
March 8—dAwtt

FOR

B.

HOSIERY

city.

M. SslAVllI, 98 Exchange St*

March 8—dif

Ladies’ & Children’s Uoderflannels,
WHOIESALE AND RETAIL.
DmU—d3m

ASSETS. Fefc’y 1, 1808,.81,429.469.
Company divide* three-quarter* olthe net
profit* to tho Policy Holder in *cvip bearing Interest, without liability to the insured.
It also fund, the surplus. Instead of dividing to the
Stockholders, thereby giving policy holder* greater

THIS

seciuity.

*>
C. NORWOOD, Preet.
JOHN C. KILLS, Secretary.

COFFIN

CASCO STREET SEMINARY 1

Term of this excellent
rpHE Springwill
commence March

JL

for Boys
For
nineteen weeke.
dress the Principal.

DR.

House for Sale.

For Sale, to close a concern.
The Carleton Eatatc, at the corner of Congross and

Carleton Stree s; meisurina nhn.it
CuUStreet,
three-story Houao thereon
About one-hall of the value may remain
on mortem,
* number of yeara.
For further in ormatlon
* HAY£S'
March ».
and about 120
JiitM ftetOTL
withCongwj,
ton
the

W.

N.

DEWING,

Electrician

Miedical

"m MIDDLE STREET,
Vearly Oypeiite the Called Steles Betel
he would reepectlully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he hu
permanently located in this city. Luring the three

yean we have been In this city, we have cured eouie
oi the wont forma of dlaeaie in persons who have
tried other forms oi treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question la often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay eared, we wlU
doctor the accord time without charge.
Dr. D. has beer, a practical Electrician for twentyone yean, and Is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity Is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
t'le head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, lup
diseases, white swellings spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, dlstortsd limbs,
Vitae* Dance, deafness, stampalsy or orparalysis, St. el
speech, dyspepsia, indigesmering
hesitancy
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—ws cute
that
can
be
case
presented;
asthma, bronchievery
tis, strictures ol' the chest, and all forme eT female

complaints.

“Circulars," etc., please

ad-

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lasv
leap with Joy, ana move with the agility and elaetioity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten liiube restored, the uncouth deformities removed: faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to aee, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishesot
youth are obliterated; the acciderts of matun lite
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
"
L A D I E S
Who have cold hanns ana tret: weak stomachs Upland weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dullness end swimming in tho bead, with
indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain in the skle and backleucorrhoea, (or whites); foiling of the womb with Internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will And in
Electricity a sure means
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and ail oi those long line oi troubles
with young Adies, Electricity ta a certain
epeelAc,
and will in a short time, restore the sullerer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH! TEETH 1 TEETH 1
Dr. D. stUl continue# to Extract Teeth by ElxcTmiciTY without PAIR. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed Tbr resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Ma-hires for sale
tor family use, with thorough lnstrn tfons.
Dr. D. can accommodate e tew patients with board
end treatment at hie house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. k. to 13 M.; from t
to • P. M., and 7 to »in the evening.
Consultation free.

Clayed Molasses.

430

HHD9.
I Psimo Clayed Molasses
44 TIERCES j the “Resulta" Estate,
landing from brig “Minnie fuller,” for sale by

H. I.
Feb 14,

lrom
now

MARINE

rasftflStfaffi&wasssK
COMBINED CAPITAL,

ROBINSON,
1 P0rtUlld

LOOK AT THIS!

Second-Hand Clothing,
FOR SALE
No. 91 Fedora! Street.
BBOWN.
Wit.
By
Is
nd

Clothing of nil kind. Cleanaed
good style, and at abort notice.

PORTLAND

B*y*'t*l

mar3dam

OBSERVATORY

INSURANCE.

PAN1ES ofN.w fork and Bo*ton, r*p,e„ntlng a

#25,000.0<
Are now

TOHE tliree-story Brick House No. 70, corner o*
X Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the mod
ern Improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland, Nor. 8, 1865—istf

prepared

to

IS

Molasses

No. 1 Portland Pier.

rrtHE annual nubucripti in lor aienaUxlng Vends a.
I the Portland Obaerratorr haring expired, Merchants, Ship owners and othera lntereatad. will be
called on to renew their anbacrlptlonx.
ENOCH MOODY.
Feb. 24, I860.
MrSS-dSw

For Sate or Hire.
FIRST CLASS RODMAN MARINE STEAM
terma, die, apply t» ,
"
O. M. DAVIS A CO.,
117 Commercial St.
Portland, Fab. 2Jd, lMS.-isdlm
For

OF

)

effect Insurance

O.
on

VESSELS.

Tl

CARGOES,

and

FREIGHTS.
IN ALL ITS FORMS.
From our large experience in matte • relating to
Marine Insurance, we feel confident of being able to
satisfy all who may favor ua with their business.
We shall also eontinu* the

SHIP

BROKERAGE,

And Commission

_

BBLS. SCPEBIOB MUSCOVADO UOLASSES, now larding from brl£ “J. PelMo,” (or aale by
H. I. ROBINSON,
Feb 10—fflml.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

_

_

Hbl8. Muscovado

Home School
21, and continue

WARREN JOHNSON. A. M.

Feb 22—fgw

Pure

Spring Term of this School tor Young l adles
rpHE
A and Misses will commence Monday, March 5th,
and continue ten weeks.
Children, Miss ELLEN
M. FREEMAN, Teacher.
For particulars inquire at No. 15 Preble Streot.
MARY C. HALL, Principal.
leb 20—2w*
Portland, Feb. 24,1856.

Uw-gg™*

School l

BOYS.

TOPS HAM,.MAINE.

MAINE.

Artificial Teeth Inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulbate. Teeth extracted without pain by the
Nitrous Oxide Oas, Ether or Chloroform. All opera
nous warranted to give satisaction.
Aug 11,
eodlsAwly

f,r

SWAN,

Family

FOB

8qnaro,

canite

^Portland,

&

AGENTS.

Franklin

to weather.

HENBY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
Dee 14—dtf

By Electricity

$1,000,000.

Cash Capital,

FOYE,

PORTLAND,

CORSETS,

March 6—dlw

O. H. OSGOOD,
DENTIST,
Market

GLOVES,

OE NSW YORK.

LOTS within a few rods of
rxV7 the Portland and Rochester Railroad Dopot.
at Cumberland Mills, 5 miles from the
city. These
lota wary tn price from $85 to $860, on very accommodating terms to the purchaser.
As soon as the P. A R. Railroad can bs pat in
thorough repair a Dummy Car will ran to the above
named village for the accommodation of thoee who do
business in the
Also, 2 acres of land on which is a large two-story
house, extensive out-buildlrgs an barn, which may
be repaired and made into a Hotel or boarding-honae.
at a moderate outlay.

Clapp’s Block,

A2TD

HOOP SKIRTS AND

\ BUILDING

No. 8

FOLLETTE,

The Lorillard Fire Insurance Co.,

SALE.

regard

WHERE

331

Partlaad,

<£ Song, of New York.
All instruments told by us are warranted to give

can be stored and Horses bovrdsd It
to or alter the sals.
Thsss sales will be under coyer, and held without

desired, prsviuus

TBB BBAIX.

Everything Newt
SWA1NE BUCKLEY, PET* LEE, and JL
BISHOP BUCKLEY,
In their mirtb provoUng Oomicalitle*.
Admiral n38 cents, heeerved boat* 50 cents.
Mar t did

FORTES.

Steinway

Every Saturday Mil o'clock A. M.,
Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lima Sts.,

U.

|

the modern improvements, which they can
sell m LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, of the
same quality. We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York ana Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are

At

where Carriages

BUCKLEYS' SERENADERS
New

The undersigned begs le&re to announce that they are
manufacturing and
.keep constantly on hand

Piano

Auctioneer*.

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &e.t

FRIDAY EVENINGS,

,MA»CII 7th,

GEO. T. BUEEOUGHS & 00

with all

This Corn will bo sold in luts to
than Ons Hundred n hale in one lot. The
sale will be peremptory. It can be spouted directly
into ears If desired.
not lass

AT AUCTION!
D^ERING HALL.
shall sail Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes,
WEDNKSDA yTtHURSDAY and WEHarnesses,
Ac..

AT REDUCED PRICES.

PIANO

Cora.
snit purchasers, ef

Mar 7—dtd

of Furniture I

Stock

s

HENRY HAILEY & CO.,

C. H. Sawyer,
Thos. McEwan,
Howe.

__

ised.

HALL,

5,200 Bushe

Geo. M.

<4

^

EMBROIDERIES, &0.
17* Order, for Stumping will be reeelred, for tho
of customers m the vicinity, at MBS.
Free St.
27th
Portland,
Feb’y 1266.
fb28dti

At

John L. Shaw,
J. C. Dennis,
‘A. t». Beeves,
March 3—dtd

variety of

convenience
BENTS, 25

87}

Meltons,.76 @100

Black Union Cassimeres,.80 ®1 00
Black all wool Cassimeres,...166 9,2 00
Black Doeskins,.150 ®2 00
Fancy Doeskins,. .1 25 ®150

Pump Clmin.

Picka,
Fails,
Padlocks,
Pump, Iron,
Plane*,
Pipa, iron,
Staves,

delivery.
By Order of the L. H. Beard.

EXHIBITION

CLOAKSl

Respectfully,
FITZGI.RALD * HODSDON,

a ana.

Pierce,

WILL GIVE ONE MOBS

CITY

Measure*. Dry,

Vessel at Auction.

PORTLAND TURNVEREIN

Promenade

king Pot7

Mai

Oil

Brooms, Rattan,
Brooms,
Brooms. Hickory,
Brushes, Hone,
Chains,
Coal Sifter,
Cushions,

More !

THE

vicinity,

Ladner,
Lanterns,
Lamia,
Money Cheat,

Bifctt*.
Level,
Blit Stock and Bitta,
Brushes, W. W.,
Brusbos, Paint,
Brubhes, Coal Tar,

Marl—dtd

Once

Notional

Fitzgerald & Hodsdon return thanks to the citizens
of Portland and
for their liberal patronage
the past year. We will endeavor by close attention
to the wants of oar customers, and a uniform courtesy to those who may lavor us with their trade, to
merit as heretofore your approbation and kind tavors.

32}® 62}

Satinets..60 @

HALL,

AND

Iron Pots,

< -heat.

IclAC

March 8th, at

And other pleating amusements, to conclude wllh

100 New Style Embroidery Sets, Sleeves and Collars, for $1.33 a set. An invoice of New Style Buttons, just received. 600 boxes Palm Soap, 12 cakes
for 37 cents. 50 dos Ha r Nets, at 10 cts each.
20
doz. Shirt Bos ms, all linen, from 20 to 75 cents.—
Black Lace Veils from 15 cents to $5.00.

WOOLEN GOODS.

Kentucky Jeans,.

on

IN £IH 0T THE P00B OP OUB CITY,

EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

75

WOOL FLANNELS.

Co.
MEETING of the Stockholders of the New Engird Screw Steamship Company will he held at
their Offlco on Brown’s Whari,
Portland, on Thursday the 15th day of the March neat, at three o’clock
P. M. for the following purposes:_
Flrtt—To sec whethor they will accept the act ol
the Legislature changing the name ofthe
Company.
Second—To see whether they will amend the By1
Laws of the Company,

2»,

Colored Cambrics,...18 @ 21
Best Prints,.4.91 ® 21
Medium Prints,.18 @ 18

Widdng,...7rTr....,.55®

Eutortai ament

CITY

Beits and Buckles, former price $1.00, for 50cts.
100 doz. Ribbed Hose tor 22c per pair.
AU our Gloves at Cos

TICKING.

.....25

ASSOCIATION!

give an

95

$1.00

Male

TUy-HoieSaw.

Balia and A.haina

Thursday Evening next,

20

Heavy Cotton Flannels,.27}@ 32}
Medium Cotton Flannels,...22® 27}
Bleached Cotton Flannels,.40® 50

Crash,.15 @

SAMARITAN

Augurs,
Benches,
Buckets,
Braoo,

Brandt,
Brass Cock,

St,

Heavy Drilling,...30....30 @ 32}
Medium,.*.30........25 ® 374
Corset Jeans,;........................ ....22}® 32}

DeLaines,.

mhfi—Ot

-OF-

Price.
Heavy Sheeting,...37.24 @ 274
Fine Sbeetipg,.*.36.22}® 25}
Fine Sheetfc
40..... .21 ® 26
Medium Sheeting,... .37. ...V.. .22}® 25
37.81 @ 20
Shec
Light
dng,.

CAMBRICS AND PRINTS.

J.

on

k-

-I-A/.

in the

will belound Mau ve
T.iA.mi1!*
^8,c
SoUdly
Fated
Utah Covet a, Comer Li.abes,
elegant dee oa <A
Tea and coflee service., Tabla Kettiea and stan,
a.
Bread and Cake Baa .e s, Toast Kacra, Liquor and
Cruet frames, Claiet Jugs, Presenuu< n Cure and
Services, Plated Covets, Salad#, Muswaids, Gravv and
Soup Ladles, Table, Dessert and Tea Spoons, tor La,

BY

THE

each;

March 3—dii

COTTON FLANNELS.

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

House.

75

Skirts!

CLOAKS,

on

8EBVICJEABLE AND UN SEE VIOE ABLE

of this week, from 10 o’clock A. M. till 9 P. M.
A'lmission 28 cents. Tickets may be procured at
Lowell A Senter’s, Croaman A Co.'*, and at the Club

SPECIAL BARGAINS.

CLOAKS,

Shepherd,

b7 auction

Auction

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

45

Pins—American and Howe’s, 6c per paper.
Needles—Milward’s Gold Eye, 6c per paper.
Dress Braids—10c piece.
Corset Clasps—sc piece.
Gants’ Paper Collars—25c per box.

600

of Mr- Thoma.
** *°ld

WEDNP^I ay7L?V’ ,*?,

ALSO,

club

Will be opened

• o

Will

importation.

17}

drilling.

GREAT VARIETY

OIVJFJ PRICE

1.25

CORSETS /

Yankee

Inches.

BLEACHED
f
Good Bleached Sheeting,.36. 32}@
.35 ®
Good Bleached Sheeting,..... *.. 2-8.
Medium Sheeting,.36.. r.-25 ®
Shirting,.....2* to 32..20 ®

76

Genuine French Woven, $1.73 and $2.00,

Cutlery,

authority from tho War Department, I shall
asllst Public Auction, on THUHSDAY, Maiih
but, IMS, st 10 o'clock A M., at Port Pi able, Maine,
the tallowing articles ot Quartcrmssior'.
property,

“BEAUTY

CORSETS,

and

The exhibition of

54)0

Trade 1

COTTON GOODS.

to 30.16®
Shirting,.,.27
SHEETING.

j.Oo

Hoop*, 6 Tepee, 3 inch,
Hoope, 8 Tapes,3 inch,

20

PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 18 Exchange St.
and Modern Silver Ware

Antique

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.

Skirts ?

CPU STOCK OP
Portland Dry Goods Market.
Expressly corrected for the Press, to Mar. 6.

$1.26

Manufacture—Unequalled

Adjourned

Fi®o Table and Pocket Cutlery, made by Mr. Shepherd, bearing hia name and trade-mark.
CF^Cadics and Gentlemen are invited to examine
the articles previous to aale.
Open Xueeday aftermarjdtd
noon-__

To consist pf the Fairy Tableaux from

Hoop

is

THREE DAYS MORE

uisuoisr

QUESTION—Who Reduced the priee ot

Hoop

Sale

uC.

the,original

PICT UPES

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!

Sheet Moeselmann.

talent Is

QUARTETTE.
D. W. FRANKLIN, J. H. SMITH, H. M.
ROGERS,
A. W. WOODWARD.
MASTER ZACK,1 he Musical Prodigy.
MASTER WILLtE, the Youthful Comedian
Doors open at 7—commence at 8 o’clock.
Adinia.-ion 30 cts. Reserved Seats 5o cts.
Admission to Matinee 30 cents; children 15 cts.
Mar 7~dtd
P A. CLARK, Agent.

PRICE LIST !

Western.

Canada,
Superfine .9 00 @
Fancy. 9 50 @

curiosity and

ot

t.ui

AT

Castile. 16 @
Superfine...? 50 @ 8 00 Crane’s. 14}®
9
Soda. Ill®
Ex.
9
ii5
50
@
Spring
Cnoice do. 9 75 @10 25 jOline. 14 ®
00
00
Ex. No. 1,4? lb 13}@
KedWinterll
@12
White do. 11 50 (&U 50 Family do.
lll@
11 j@
00
No.l.........
60
St. Louis,..12
@17

great f male character dancer.
with the above mammoth array

o

All consignments, and must be
sold—bring #hat
they will-give ns a bid.

Pork,

Nic.Wood....
Peach Wood..
(Quercitron Bk
Red Sanderslted Wood....
Saoan Wood..

LargeNo.3.

@28 00

>

COtfrfSteflTAL

1

Mesa Beef.

Chicago,.. ,13W@21 00

E. M.

COLO.VfclL SMALL,

T

Remember Every Evening!

..

This

Until Further Notice.

The whole world Is challenged In the snm of Filty
Thousand Dollars to produce the equal ot Commodore
irooto and sister, in
weight, size and education.

Remember Every Morning,

doz. Breakfast Shawls,
Former prlco, $2.00
10 doi. Breaktaat
Shawl,,
Former price, $5.00
10 dei. Breakfast Shawls,
m
Former price, $8.00
20 doi. Sontags,
Former price, $1.23
14 doi. Sontags, hand made,
Former price, $2.00
12 doi. Hoods,
Former price, $1.00
15 doz. Hoods,
Former price, $1.25
20 doz. Hoods,
Farmer prioe, $1,(0

Feba8-5wN"

THX-

charming singer.

10

rjJ'Jff*****

_

00

..

Fustic,.
Hypernic.
Logwood,
Cam peachy.
St. Domingo

-AND

The three smallest human beings in existence.
COMMODORE FoOTE,
Tbc smallest man in tbe world; tbe wonderful little
and dancer.
actor
comedian,
MISS ELIZA IS ESTELLE,
(The Fairy ‘dueer,) tbe b.autlfal .little dancer and

Remember Every Afternoon,

@37 00
@38 00

uard.2 uO @ 2 26
do
@
Jllve.2 26 @ 2 76
Drugs and Dyes.
Jastor.3 75 @
Alcohol gal 460 @
Seat
afoot... .2 00 ®
38
Aloes p lb
@
Onions.
Alum. 6J@
Arrow Root... 30 @ .70 Siv’skinsP bl.2 00 @ 2 66
Paints.
Bi-Carb Soda 111@ 12
P irtl’d Leai-16 60 @17 00
Borax. 4u @
ure Ord do.16 60 @
7
Brimstone, roll, 6J@
Pure Dry do. 16 60 @
.128 @
Camphor
60 Am. Zinc,... 1350 @14 00
Cream Tartar 35 @
Indigo,..,,...150 @ 192 Rochelle Yel.. 4 @
Logwood ex... 18 @ 19 dng.Ven.Ked. 4}@
18
20 Jed Lead..... 16 @
Madder. 19 @
Magnesia.. 48 @ 55 Litharge. 16 @ 18
Plaster.
Naptha *>gal. 50 @ 80
Opium ro. 8 75 @ 9 00 Soft, 4? ton.. .4 00 @
Tard.3 75 @
Rhubarb.6 50 @
5 ffl
Sal Soda.
5j Gro-ind......7 50 @10 00
Produoe.
Saltpetre..... IT @ 32
Beef, side 4? Eb TO @ 14
Sulphur.%.... 8 @
14
12 @
Veal.
Vitriol.......... 20 @
Duok.
Lamb... ltf@ 14
@100. Jhlckens. 25 @ 30
N0.3,.
No. 10,.
@ 65 Turkoys.. 26 @ 30
Cleese. 20 @ 25
Ravens.none.
Eggs, 4?doz.. 28 @ 30
Dyewoods.
Barwood. 3 @
Potatoes, 40 bn 70 @ 80
Braitl Wood.. 13 @
Oranb’r’s.brl 1100 @12 60
Provisions.
Camwood_
Russia

2 1-2 o'ol’k,

at

CONTINENTAL VOCALISTS,

Remember Every Day,

@188

@

Afternoon

-7

occu^ieu by
Liausou,
hTV,.
Svockiii »aia
store, rc-M.BiiDgol Medicines In gitat
Iii /’ ^®ibsiu pidiudou, BoiLt# dambucl \v\na
Wine in bols,—with tho en.u# t urx.itur%
orsalu Store;
hcalcs, Leaks, Diswers, Lamps,Steve,
'o oneWino Press and
£'\.
Mill, Show Jars, on#
Modioiue M K, d:c. Also one live kox.
Y BAiU:-V * C0- Al“ti<“M*"-

ELLINGER & FOOTE,

@

@32

Tuesday Evenings,

Tue-day

■

*

ONLY!

For tho accommodation of families and children.

—

(0

25. Bailed do.113 @

MauiiaBcltrope25 @

Matinee

Again!

148 & 150 Middle St.

>
Laths;
Spruce.3 25 @3 50

Jask...... .7 50 @ 800
Naval Stores.
T.tr
brl.. .5 50 @ 8 00
Pitoli (C. Tarl3 00 @ 3 50
Wil. Pitch...8 00 @8 50
Rosin. 9 00 @20 00
turpentine 4?
gal.120 @
Oakum.
American_ 12 @ 16
Ofl.

at

_HALL!

and

■' ■

Apothecary’s Stock at Auction.
Mar 7tli, at 10 o*clcck at Store
fWN WJb&NC8D4Tt
5 *or« fct,
Mr.
all tL*

Th« most attractiT. amusement traveling.

AmberSyrup,^66

Cooperage.

H'ud. Sb’ks & Hus,
Mol. City...2 87 @3 00
Sng.Clty.. .2 60 @2 75
Sug. C'try.. 75 @125
C’tryftlft Mol.
Hhd. Sli'ks.l 50 @ 176
Hhd. H’d’gs,
Soft Pino... 20 @ 22
Hard Pine- 30 @ 33
Hoops,(14 ftl.40 00 @42 00
K.OakStavesSO 00 @55 60

ShoreNo.2.

Wants to Buy !!!

Sales.

An

Maroh 12th and 13th.

Old Prioes Have Oome Back

Spruce b.x.28 00 @27 00
Piue E*....
noue.
Cedar Ext. .4
Cedar No. 1.3

Monday

MONEY, MONEY,MONEY,

Clapboards,
Shingles,

CITY

TWO NIGHTS

18 6 6!!

Who

Auction

•*=>—r.1-

for February!

16}

Pine.3 25 @ 4 00
Coal—(Retail).
Cumberland.il 00 @12 00
Molasses.
Chestnut-.. 11 50 @12 50 PortoEico.... none
Lehigh.13 50 @14 00 Aeufaegos.... 60 @ 70
RedAsb.13 60 @14 00 i'riahted. 65 « £8
White Ash.. 13 50 @14 00 Juba Clayed.. 45 @ 60
Coffee.
Clayed tart. 35 @ 40
Muscovado. 50 @ 66
Java V lb. 40 @
43
Rio. 28 @
30
@ 1 00

American tb
Manila.

Bill

29

@ 41
@ 41
(a) 81
Am. Call.135 @ 185
lame.
Bockl’d,cask.l 78 @ 180
Lumber.
Clear Piae.
Nos. It 2..45 00 @50 00
No. 3.38 00 @42 00
No. 4.18 00 @2u00
Shipping ...21 00 @21 00
Spruce.17 00 @19 00
aemlock.13 00 @15 00

Entertainments.

=r=^-0)-

148 and 150 t 148 and 1501

Lard.

$» brl. 6 00 @ 7 00
bu.l 73 @ 2 00
Cooking
Dried V «>•— l«r3l 18
14 @
13
Western do.
Ashes.
Pearl ^ lb.none

Green

....

Second

There is no record in this De-

May 29,1865.

Fire.

qualified voters to-day and adopted by 60
majority. The Mayor, hereafter, is to bo
elected for four years instead of annually and
other city officers to be elected by
theCity

San Francisco, March 5.
By the Overlaud Mail New York dates of
the 8th ult have arrived. Legal tenders 731-2
a 74.

The following message was received to-day
bv the House.
To the House of Representatives:
In answer to a resolution of the House of
Representatives of the 12th o( January last,
requesting information in regard to the provisional governments of certain States, I transmit a report from the Secretary of State, to
whom the resolution was referred.
Andrew Johnson.
(Signed)

J-'ro-m Hiehtnond.

March 6.

From California.

Resolu-

Washington,

A large mass of testimony was reported today from the Committee on Reconstruction.—
The evidence includes the opinions of Generals Thomas, Grierson, Fiske and Howard and
others, both military and civil, and is almost
unanimously to the effect that the same spirit

the

a

Washington. March 0.

Washington, March 6.

government.

in Answer to
of Congren.

Business,

As before.

C. M. DAVIS *

CO,

117 Ocmmerolal Street.
Portland, March let, 1SW—ladfint

For Sale.
A two story frame House, and about Jroo
feet of La .u, on to* corner ot l'earl and CumStreet*.
Plenty of hard ard soil water L the pr*m.s*s. Enquire ol

Ag*
Hji'l

.■ULbetland

Feb U-lsdtf

C. RICHARDSON.

Insurance.

Poetry.
liOvc Div ..ao.
Translation of Francis Xavier’* “O Deiis, ego
Te.”

amo

Oil God ! my spirit loves buf Thee !
Not that In heaven its home may be,
Not ti'.at the s *uls that love not Thee
Mart burn in lire eternally;
But Thou, on (he accursed tree,
in mercy hast embrceod me;
For me the cruel n:iils, the spear,
Countless, unutierabi-.- woes,
The bloody swea death's nangs and throes;
These, Thou didst boar, ah these for me,
A sinner, and estranged from Thee,
And wherefore no afleetion show,
Jesus, to Thee, wholov’st ir.e so?
Noi teat in heaven my home may bo;

7“~

INTERHATIOML
INSURANCE COMFY
No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

$1,000,000■11 pail !■•
Surplus,201,188,4:0

Thi* Co. is the FIRST and ONnY Co.
ed on this Continent, with

Amen.

-OF-

—

very exalted estimate of the consoling powers of saintly osteology, is it not clear that he
takes a proportionately humble one of connubial biiss? If the Christopher of the catacombs be not a worthy successor of Christopher tlie general, the gift would savor of an
unfeeling plaUantcrie. Why recall the personality if not to replace it?
The well-known song tells us, with less
gnl-

One Million

I am
prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

a

poor

thing,nothing to

not, in their
estimation, impose upon themselves a
sacrifice.
If
all
that
heavy
the connubial
state offers cau be replaced by the
catacombs,
the Pope is better off than the Sultan._

[Blackwood’s Magazine.
Hi

...

—

.—.

a-

a,

A minister in Morayshire, of rather eccentric habits, wound up his sermon one Sunday
with the following sentence:—“On account of

the warmth of the weather and the
ripeness
of the berries, and because I’ve lo
go to Ardivant to dine, I will say no more at this time
And at another time, wben he had read his
sermon through, he shuttle Bible with a
clap,
remarking, “And uoyv, brethren, I have done.”
A Scotchman put up at au inn, was asked
in the morning how he slept. “Troth, man,
replied Donald, “use vera weel either, but I
was muckle better aff than the
bugs, tor deil
ane ’o them blinked au e’e the hale
night.”

CHARLES

TAYLOR, President.
BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY.
OFFICE, 16G Fare Street. Portland. Me.
HAMILTON

John W.

Hunger,
Agent.

fe!9eodly

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!
INSURANCE

HOME

CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

CASH

HAVE

35 Vials, Morocco Case,

20
20

CASES.
and ih/ok,

15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15> and Book,

are

sent to

anv

part of the

$10

00
6 00
5 00
3 00

SPECIFICS.

Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
Single Vials, with directions,
J3F*These Remedies, by the Case

$10 00
1 00
or

by
country,
of the

finale Bok,
Mail or Ex-

press, free of charge on receipt
prloe. Address,
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
IIOM(EOPATIIIC medicine company.
Offioo and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Da Hcmphheys is consulted
daily at his office,
personally or by letter, as above, for all forms of

_n- H.

IIAV, As«nt,"Portland. joly2«’66eod1y

Jffarine

Insurance f

JOHN E. DOW &

Surplus,

176,859.07

FREIGHT AND CARGO

SON,

RISKS,

and to effect Insurance npofi IT-,?}*, In the following
responsible Offices. Open Policies issued.
Commercial Mutual ef Sew l ark,
Alien 81'100,000
Mclropolitaa of Sew York,
1,640,000
"
Manhuilan
1,110,000
»*
«A
Phcnix,
1.000,000

Fire, Life, and Accident Insurance,
TO ANV AMOUNT WANTED,
AT mum £00918

28

Portland, Feb 8,

Exchange Street,
JOHN E. DOW dc SOH.
l.- CC.

(CSTlIyouarc luwnntofany
gall at tbs T>rrily Prest Office

teet Gem—the handsomest of any kind we have ever
had the pleasure of viewing, and so extensive, being
34 feet front, five stories in height, and over 200 feet
deep. It indeed affords us much pleasure to know
that he has been so successful, and it is ample evidence ei the merits of his articles—as in otfr
we

have not known of the

of any articles without Merit—advertising
merely bringing the name before the peeple."

Policies issued for one

or

Are years,

on

Fulton,
Norwich.

Insurable

Agency!

Of New York.
Of Norwich.
Of Worcester,

*

Peoples,

•

[Boston Herald.]

see an

$1,176,859.07

_

LIFE COMPANIES.
Connecticut Mutual,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Cenneotlcnt General,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York.
The underelgned, Agents end Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

*37,000,000.
prepared to carry the largest amounts desired In
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, at well as Fire risks bound at
onco.
Losses equitably adlusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
1ST" Marine Risks placed In any Boston or New
York Office desired.
Portland, Feb. B, 1866—dtf
are

Life Insurance

advertiser like Mr.

Helmbold,

BESlI-WEKKLY

The Writer reluctantly inserts the above, and would
do so were he not a stranger to many; and concludes ty stating the names of his articles, and the
diseases for which they have been used by many
thousands with complete success.
not

[ADVERTISEMENT.]

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU

HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU
Cures Gravel and Dropsical Swelling existing in Men,
Women or Children; in fact, all diseases requiring
the aid oi a Diuretic. It is the greatest Tonic and
Diuretic known—perfectly sale, pleasant in taste and
odor, and immediate in its action.

HELMBOLD’S
FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
*

HIGHLY CONCENTRATED.

bottle equivalent in strength to one gallon of the
Syrup ot Decoction.
It reaches the seat of the disease immediately, expelling all HUMORS oi the BLOOD,
AND BEAUTIFYING THE COMPLEXION.
These artcles, being of such strength, the dose is
exceedingly small. From this fact, it is used in the
United States Army Hospitals and public Sanitary
Institutions throughout the land.
ty-Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
Ask for Helmbold’s. Take no other!
|yCut out the advertisement and send for it, and
this
means avoid Counterfeit.
by
Dec 30—eod.f
One

“There It

snch Word as Fail.”

bo

R~A

TAR

1ST T’S

PE.xru.uNlA, capt. W. W,
-nxnwooD, will an til farther no;

Joe,

Cubebs and

.ml

18

SATURDAY,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!
THE STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and

P0RTLAND&PENOBSCOT RIVER
SPRING

On and after Friday, Mar. 2d,
the new an, fast-going Steamer
‘•REGULATORS’ Capt. Wn.
R Roix.will leave Railroad Wliarf,
foot ofsiate Street, Portland, every
Tobsdat and FniDAT Evening,at 10
o'clock, connecting with the 2J r n train from Boston.
-Returning will leave Winterport every Mondat and
Tbvksdat Morning a 6 o’clock, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Buoksport, aed
Winterpori, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on theBoston AMaine.
and Eastern Rai road at the Depots In Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage a^ply to
A. SOME11KY, Agent,
At Office on the Wharf.
Portland, Feb 28th, 1866.—dtf

Esustport,

this way.
The Dividends o< the Charter Oak are
equal in
value to those of any Lift Co.
Dividends witkont interest payable in four or Jive
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

PROMPTNESS

PPLKTINfl

distinguishing feature

IT 1 EVER BAVIBO LITIGATED A CLAIM!
CARE
Also In the selection of risks, its lotset (hr the lest
six years having been from 30 to TO pr. ct. less
than wf any ether Co. of ms lea. standing.
As the losses of
its

profits

so are

a

Co. are

so

are Its

Its dividends.

profits, *n£

as

The moral is readily

understood.
A few competent men wanted

solicitors.

as

Jr* Office Bo. 25 Exchange Street,
8. H. McALPINE,
State Agent for Maine.
Not. 15.

aug26'65dlj

CHEAP INSURANCE!
ALL

TRAVELLERS,

steamboats, sailing
\ E8SKLS, STAGE
COACHES, or other public
eoureyanMotaftyinsuro against low ol lift, or serious bocffly injury, for *3000 In cass ol
death,

and JSIG weekly benetlts in
or the email sum of

CENTS

case

of

TER

bodily lnlurv.

RAT!

Thus, JO cts. will insure to Boston or Now York;
30 ct>, bo Chicago or Milwaukee;
SO cts. to St. Louis or Cairo;

Copaiba,

perieot cure in the short space of three or lorn
days, and always in less time than any other prepaIn the

-ation.

use

of

Tarrantt Compound Extract of Cubebt and

Copaibt

therels no need of oenttnement or change of diet.In its approved form or a paste', It 1= entirely tasteless, and oanses he nnpleasant sensation to the paIt is now acknowledged by
tient. and no txpsisre
the most learned In the profession that in the above
slass ofdiseases, Cubebs and Copaiba are the only
two remedies known that oan be relied upon with
aoyoertalnty or success.

Tarrant! Compound Extract of Cubebt and

ftEVER FAILS,
Manufactured only by

Copaiba

Orleans, and so on to any part
of the country, and for any number of days desired.
Beforo entering a Bail Oar, Steamboat, or other
convo'Twice, aecure wursclf and family or friends.
Three i'honanud Dollars in case of death, or
wec^ *n case of injury, whereby you may be

OUaJifr

Policies issued tor anv sum, covering accidents of
°f any
kind, such as Falling oi Ice and Snow from
buildings, or Falling on th- Ice Skating, or Broken
„“*}?*> B™!* a, Sprains, Cuts, Burns and Scalds, AsBurglars, Explosions of Lamps, Falls,
hicks and Blteo of Horses
or other animals, upsetting of or falls from
Carriages, Ac., Ac.
liable
to
aocidents of some kind,
•Twi .*?ry W52A
tbWefore insure without
“1™
Policies issued and Tickou sold atdelay.
the

General

Railway Ticket fc Inin ranee Office,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.

W.

R.

LITTLE,

St. Jobs.

On and after Monday .March 5th,
the,Steamer NEW BRUN.- WICK,
Ospt. E. H* Winchester, will until
further notice leave Railroad
1
Wharf, foot ofState St, every MONDAY, at So’cloek l', Me for Eaatport and St. John.
Returning will leave st. John ever TH ESDAY,
at 8 o’clock A. M. ter kastport, Portland, and Boston.
t JT Freight received on days of aailing until (our
o’clock P, M.
;!
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Feb

36,1865._ie27d.tr

UutiA
COMPANY.

BOSTON AND

STEAMSHIP

FOR HAVANA.

Carrying the United States Mails. The
STEAMER "TONAWANDA,”
John Bebby, Commander,
from the end ot

Long Wharf.on ThursWZELreai]
day, February 15th, 1866, at 3 P. 11., to be tallowed
the Steamer
by
CORTEZ,” sailing Thursday, March 1st, 1866, at 3 P. M.
These steamers are first class, and will sail semimonthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual ioolUtles for those wishing
to visit the Island of Cuba.
Price of passage, $6 > in currercy.
For freight or passage, apply to
WM.H. KINSMAN & CO.,
209 State Street,
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD A- CO.,
C India Street.
Boston, Feb. 3d, 1S66.
feb7dtf

Boston

and

State Agent,

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
W5w**^aR»exoepted) for Bath, Lewiston via Androscoggin K. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s
Mills, Skowhegau, anu intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. >1.
Portland for Bath daily (Sundays executed)
at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowliegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A. M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is tho only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
win change cars at the Jlrtl depot they arrive at In
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a Jlrst ckiss e& ting house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.
Fare as Low by this Route as ajty other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon. Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegau,
and for China, East and North Vassal boro’ at Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill's.
Traiu Manager.
Dec. 11,1865—dtf
:SEK££isn

GRAND TRUNK

Philadelphia

Ot

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
LJUiLwrffn On and after Monday, Nov. 6ft, 1865,
ns

will run

Canadian and U. S. Moils.
Passengers Booked to

Londonderry

and

Liverpool.

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates
The Steamship NORTH AMERICAN, Capt. Kerr,
will sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY,
March 10th, 1866, immediately after the arrival ol the
train of ihe previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the Nova Scotian, Maroh 17th.
Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
(70 to $80

(28
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or its equivaleu t.
For freight or passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN,
8 G. T. R. Passenger Depot.
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1S68.mhSdtd

Auburn at 7 35 A u.
Mail Train for YVatorville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Montreal and Quebecafcl 10 p m
This train connects with Exp-ess train for Toronto,
etroitand Chicago. Sleeping Cars attaohed from
land Pond to Quebec and Montreal. *
No Baggage can be received or oheoked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From 8o. Paris. Lewiston and Aubnrn,
810 a m
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
1 45 p, m.

BRADLEY'S

MAINE CENTRAL R.

Manufactured

PORTLAND

On and after Nov. 6, 1865, Frssenger

LLlfeatrtayfll Trains leave as follows

Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45 a. X. and 226 r.

x.
x

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 a. x. and 2 30 r.
1

Freight trains leave Portlaud and Boston dally.
FRANCIS

MRS. MANCHESTER,

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

CLAIRVOYANT!

APRIL

1,

in the most

best

W.

D.

1

rTlHESE Troches are made from a Recipe obtained
J. from Charles Morse, M. D., ol Portland, Maine.
They are of the highest efficiency In allaying irritation ol the throat, a property due Lo their demulcent
ingredients. They also relieve bronchial Irritation,
by loosening and soltening the tenacious secretions
upon the lining of the tubes, so that it can be readily

expectorated.

Many persons are subject to a dryness and tickling
ol the throat, while attending church, which often
all that
a warm

room

and H. H. HAY.

Great

fel4d3m

Inducements

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
rTIHE subscriber, offer for salo a
quantity oi
X desirable building lots in thelarge
West End of the

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thoms*,
West, Emery Cushman, Lewis, Brkmhail, Monumont, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets
They will sell on a credit of from one to'ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses or satiK&ctory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth oj the cost of building, on
completion qf the house. From parties who build im-

metfifttfb-

VO CASH

A. M., at the
may be seen,

PAYMENTS

omce oi me

RF.Oirmvn

suoscnDers, where

plan

and fall particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SON8.

Portland, May J, 1*65.

Implements,

Seeds,

Ware. <to.,

cess.

Every intelligent and thinking

Portlantl Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, lap stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, A Rent.
Passage Tickets for California, hr the Old Line
Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured

by early application at this offloe.
March

80.1846.

marSOdScwtf

THROUGH TICKETS!

All who have committed an excess ei any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,

accommodation.
Dr. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue In regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is epecific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob
at ructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain.
It is
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be takes
at all times.
with perfect
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DK. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (comer of
Portland.

purely
safety

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theb
A lady of experience in constant attend
|an1.l865d&w

own sex.
ance.

CHEROKEE
Cures all

•elf-abuse,

nance. Insanity, Consumption, and all diseases that follow as a sequence of youthful indiscretions.
The Cherokee Cure will restore health and visor,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent cure
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
paze pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, free to any

address.
*p
Price $2 per bottle, or three bottles for fe. Sold
by all drussists; or will be sent by express to any
portion or the workl, on receipt of price, by the
sole proprietor,
Dr. W. &. MEBWDT, 37 Walker St., N. T.

Cherokee Remedy.
Cares *11 Urinary Complaint*, viz: Gravel, Inflam-

mation of Vie Bladder
{Kidneys, Retention,

through Bos-

P. & F. A. RAILROAD STATION,
Opposite Preble House, Congress St, Portland.
WM. FLOWERS.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Art.
279 Broadway, Newrork.
Eastern A gt.,Bangor.
BLAKCHABB & CO., Agents,
Maxell 1—dim
PORTLAND, Mb.

inayltf

of New Y

FARM-

and all disease* that require
a diuretic, and when used in
conjunction with the

60

30
second best experiment on Grass, do.
do.
do.
20
third
For the best experiment on Tobacco with BradPatent Tobacco Fertilizer,
GO
ley’a
«
40
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st day oi December, 1866, to Willi *m L. Bradley, Boston, containing description ot soil, mode ofcultivation, quanol Lime used, ef whom purtity of Super-Phosphate
chased, and whether with or without barnyard manure ; every report to be certified to by some citizen
of Integrity fn the town where made: these reports
when In, will be referred to a Committee of three
competent, disinterested gsntlemen, whose duty tit
shall he to award said premiums after examining the
reports; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day of
January. 1867.
To avoid any possTtlc chemical error in the manufocture of my Fertilizers, 1 have made arrangements
with the highest chemical talem, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it has been sampled and passed inspection by actusl anysis.
The above-named Fertilizers can be purchased from reliable dealers throughout New England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for using Super-Phosphate oi Lime can he had, free
ot charge, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers : also Bradley’s Manual lor growing Tobacco wfll
be sent free to any gron er of the weed, by asking for
mail.

WM.

L.

BRADLEY,

Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley’s Patent Snper-Phosphate ol Linte; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilize: Fine and Extra Fine Ground Bone;
Powdered Raw Bone, &e.
24 Broad Street, Boston.
Jan 27—d4m

Not a Hotel.
Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
hoard at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
gen! eel place. Also permanent board tor families and
gentlemen.
^“Remember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
corner

ol

does pot fail to cure
cone Dischargee In Male

SCROFULA,

And
-BY-

INHALATION

case*

in from

one

to three

and in those

cases

Middle and Willow Sts.felOdtf

iy Job work of ©Tory description neatly executed at the Press Office.

.ED

Red

Glass-nu ers’

$5.
$2, Three Bottles,
Price,
Remedy, One
Bottle,
44
u
44
*
$5.
$2, 14
Injection,
The Cherokee Cure? 44 Remedy? and 44 Injec44

found in all weH regulated drug
recommended by physicians and
over
all
the world, for their Intrinsic worth
druggists
and merit. Some unprincipled dealers, however,
to
deceive
their
customers, by selling cheap aud
try
worthless compounds,—in order to make money—
in place of these. Be not deceived. If the druggists will not buy them for you, write to us, and we
will send them to you by express, securely packed
tion are V> be
stores, and ore

Lungs.

For sale

Lead,

by Druggists.

50 cent* per bottle.
& CO„ 37 Hanover

GEQ C. GOODWIN
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

etc.

V\

Jj

^

r*

For sale

genu>4ily,

by Druggists

and

*

&

Syphilis, or Venereal Disoase, and lor MercuDisease, which is sometimes complicated with It,
the SARSAPARILLA should be taken freely and
constantly until the disorder is expelled from the sys-

Air !

Oxygenized

tem.

•j£—fv>«
V ||.
n!
L .;'l
The Oxygen, by Inhalation Is carried directly Into

reaching all parts

tbo circulation
soon as

the system

ol

as

Blood will carry it, burning up and de-

tbo

composing the carbonized matter in the syetaui, and
expelalt through the pores.
Coughs. Colds, and Lung Affections,

well

as

the Blood, (unless heroditary)

Humors of

are

as

gen-

ally caused by breathing impure air; Impure air ie
caused from

a

lack of Oxygen.

The immediate effects produced by this treatment
are

uxmderfUt almost miraculous,

as

demon-

will be

strated to all those who witness its application to patients.

DR. ROCKINGHAM
Would take this occasion to state that he

cures

with

this remedy seventy-five per cent, of diseases enumerated

above, where medieines would POSITIVELY

FAIL.

He makes these assertions without fear of

?

Dealers

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

and has had
not

For sale

patient

no

by all Druggists.

DR.

HARTWELL,

has

who

five patients daily, and in the

an

course

seventy-

some

of his long expe-

improvement.

an

The following is
Traveller of

an

article that appeared in the Hus-

the 21st of

February,

in reference to

‘‘The system of treating diseases by inhalation of

Oxygenized Air, (as practiced by Dr.

Hartwell at 119

is

treating

average about 75 patients daily.

on an

medicine is administered, the patient being eared

tirely by Inhalation.

Some

directly

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

luxuriant growth is the result. Radies and Children

tvill

appreciate

the

delightful fragrance and rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most

elegant head-dress.
a«MI by all

Druggists.

Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St N.

Y.

W. F. PHILLIPS * CO., General Agents Jlor
Maine

Sept 27,1SG5—dfcvtim

the palate,

require

The best

preparation ever made
complaints:

tor

the following

have been performed. A gentleman who had

been

afflicted ior several years with paralysis, called

at the Dr.’s Office
cations of

A

ever.

on

crutches, and after

ease

icatiun.

of Lock Jaw
He

has

scores

the above, all of which
is truly
we

an

age

march Is

can

of progress.

appli-

three

Oxygen could apparently walk

wpll

as

ity, and the various Throat Affeo tions, aud

ss

of cases

as

marvelous

OONBDItPTION.
This remedy Is too well known and too highly esteemed to require commendation here. It Is regarded
a necessity In every household, and is heartily on <
domed by the medical (acuity, clergymen of every denomination, authors, editors, members of Congress,
and many of our moat distinguished men in public
nd private life.
Price *1.00 Per Bottle.

as

E. B. KNIGHT3,

DB.

This

substantiated.

Proprietor,

MELROSE, MASS.

The banner under which

of light.”

one

,

Hoarseness to which Public Speakers
aud Singers, are liable, and all
other Complaints tending to

cured with owe ap-

was

be

Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Spitting Blood, Pain in tha
Bids, Bight Sweats, Honors, General Debil-

en-

of the most remarkable

enres

DR.

KNIGHTS’

DR.

C.

BLOOD,

L

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

Tha Inrantor of this Bemedy low given it in upward*

25,000 Extreme Cases!
And has cured ffty ptr tent, of thoee patient* who
had been

Hopelessly Abandoned!
PHYSICIANS.

BY
■'

HK

tj

a

**

ROCKINGHAM

DR.

4

,8.

-A

»

cause

After a long series ol experiments, this article, a
It ts now offered to the public, Is believed to bo tho
most perfect of Its kind which science has ever deNo pains have been spared to produce what
long been demanded by thousands, who, from
sickness or other causes, have become prematurely
of
gray; and others, who In the sere ard yellow leal
llfc, would retain, so Ikr as possible, the semblance of
youth.
Such an article Is now made available to the pub-

vised.

hiu so

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER, which, after a low applications, restores
gr ty or lhded hair to its original color, and Is the only
preparation of the kind upon which the public can
place any reliance. It has never been known to fkfl
in a single tnetance, and is totany unlike .the thousand and one so-called Hair Restorers, by which so
many have boon egregious! y deceived.
It Is delightfully perfumed, gives the hslr a rich
lic In DE.

glossy appearance, promotes its luxuriant growth
and will not toil the skin, scalp or any article of ap-

and

parel.

Would especially Invite thoee patient* who have been

From tha results obtained from

experience

mr

with

a

long

varied

and

the

this

^

After the use of one bottle, In daily applications, or
after the natural colorof the hair Is restored, Its occasional use should be continued. In eonjnnoUon with
Dn. KNIGHT’S HAIR DRESSING, which, as a preIn
server and beautlfler of the hair, Is withoui a rival
estimation of the public.

no

Increase ot

pain, aet

dose,

do not

elderly persons, females and child-

Two taken at night movren, are just the thing.
Warranted
the bowels taice the next morning.
in all cases ot Tiles and Falllug of the Rectum. We
all
of
the
(or
a
cure
symptoms
Dyspbpsia,
promise
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spit-

looa, Palpitations; also, Headache, Diixinesa,
ting
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness o( the Skin
Biliousand Eves, Sick Headache, Coated
ness, Liver Complnlnt, Loss of
Debility,

!

Wonderful Bemedy
can

confidently

assure

rurxus

RESTORE THEM TO HEALTH!
Unites the seal ol death is already upon them.
V

are

LADIES

suffering with diseases peculiar te them, the

Dr. would my hit treatment.reaches their trouNu at

Jjj. s

--4;

r

Jc

et.-i

n

,itr

fhr baelc In the country.

Write out

a

fell

de-

scription of your case, and treatment with J\iU directiont will be sent by express.
ty Charges

are

such that treatment eomee within

the reach of all.

CONSULTATION, FOR THE
PRESENT, FREE!

they need, as they are en compact and inodorous
that they may fce earned in the vest pocket. Price #0
what

box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON A CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Will be mailed to
Boston.
Temple,
any address on
enclosing 80 cants.
Julyidly
cent* per

Vegetable Pulmonary Balaam!
For Coughs, Colds sad Consumption I
In 1832, and etill the beet hunt*
remedy for all affectime iff the Lunge, Throat ana
Cheet. Be carelul to get the genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors
Small, 50 cents.
Large Bottles, *1.00.

ESTABLISHED

Pure Cod Liver Oil
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED,
CUTLER &tO., who hare tacllitlee for obtaining oil
ot the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, *1,M.
Not 10—djtwOm

Melrose,Mass.

his patients that he can

DR.

TO

by

Dr. E. B. OIGHT8, Chemist,

ot

Tongue,
Appetite,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
the
Travelers find
Lmenget just
Faintness, Ac.

Bottle,

Price 75 Cents Per

side

to

Dr. Larookalxs
Indian Vegetable Pulmonic Syrup!

Ho

He Dr. has special treatment for patients who re-

never

Consumptive Remedy!

He

Harrlzon Avenue) Is attracting much attention.

|

ana tor

GREAT

the success of this mode of treatment

Who
WMKjgjJPi .V—tfC*BBC^MMWPW8>IOHnMM——

F,EA8ANT
promptly,
exhaust,

KNIGHTS, Chemist,

R.

office at No. 119

rience he has had hut one patient in whom ho has

50 eta. per bottle.

Mrs. S. A. Allen*8 World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

upon the roots

BY

MELROSE. MASS.

he has not benefited if

that

once.

act

DR. E.

speedily

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They

Price $100 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $5

this Remedy,

with

long experience

a

Harrison Avenue, Beaton, is treating

GFO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Aeenta tor New England.
novlOdto

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

ginal disease.

cured.

Street.

tmmmm
cure.

General Agents,

the constitutional health, and are mnch relieved and
often cured by this powerful remedy.
Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, or Salt Rheum, Tfrcers,
Sores Ac. Moderate doses three tunes a day will
usually effect, the cure of the above complaints, but
often requires considerable time.
For Purifying the Blood, there is nothing now belore the public which can excel Larookah’s Sarsapailla Compound. By using this Compound, multitudes are saved from the endurance ol feul eruptions through which the system strives to purity it
self. Nature should be assisted to do this through
its own channels by this great alterative medicine.
The theory ol its operations Is, that II cleanses the
system of all foul distemper which breeds and festers
in it; penetrating Into every part ol the body, it expels all diseases that inha it it; commonly speaking
it part Acs the Hood, driving out all the corruption
that Scrq/ista breeds In it. Purifying, it renovates
the blood, giving it a renewed vitality and tot ce as In
youth again. Hence those cured by this great alterative medicine, will teal younger and stronger, ss
well as freer from the infirmities ol sge.
Being composed entirely of vegetable products,
this Sarsaparilla Compound 1s perfectly harmless as
well as very effectual—a tact of vast importance to all
those who have occasion te use it; for many of the
alteratives in tbe market have mercury or arsenic as
their bases—although they may sometimes effect
cures, still they are very liable to entail a vast tram
of evils upon their victims, often worse than the ori-

PREP ABED

He hsihad

DB. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY lias cured
thousands of the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a
permanent cure.. Try it
directly. It is warranted to

by

Neuralgia, Headache, and various disorders of the
sytern frequently arise from a low state of

nervous

contradiction.

Ho

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled
and Refined.

checked and in the majority o» casas cured. Dropsy
and Dropsical swellings are frequently cured by this
For

where other medicine#

have been used without success.

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is warauted to cure Couchs,Colds. Hoarsened*, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and

LEAD,’

until the third generation,”—end should be attended
to in season; and we honestly believe by the timely
use of DR. LAROOKAH’S SARSAPARILLA COMPOUND that this most loathsome disease can be

rial

of

Female* curing recent
day\ and is especially

recommended in those cases of Fluor Albue or
White* in Female*. The two medicines used in
conjunction will pot fail to remove this disagreeable

complaint,

are more than any other subjected to diseases, and
have less power to withstand or recover from them.
The Scrofula taint or infection is heriditary in the
constitution, “descending from parents to children,

great alterative medicine.

Gleet and all Mu*
or

fe#(§fart

Manufacturers of PU '.E WHITE

LITHARGE,

one acre of land each.
the best experiment on Indian Com with my
$60
Super Phosphite of Lime,
30
For the second best experiment on Com, do.,
do.
do.
20
third
do.,
60
For the best experiment on Potatoes,
«
30
second best experiment on Potatoes,
«•
do.
do.
20
third
on
30
Turnips,
For the best experiment
do.
20
second best
on
30
Oats,
.For the best experiment
do.
20
second best
Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture

not less than

For

by

PARALYSIS,

given up by Physicians at incurable.

k/'

on

Meadow,

sin.

»

LEAD, Dry and in Oil,

or

Scrofula is a taint or inlection in the human organActing like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality
Constitutions affected with Scrofhla
of the blood.

NEURALGIA,

of

,t

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
And Bradley's Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Com, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,

»

cure.

Strell-

Dr. W. B. XEBWIB. 37 Write St.. 5. T.

and Linseed Oil Co.,

Five Hundred Dollars!
in Premiums, oftered to NEW ENGLAND
ERS for the best experiments with my

LUNGS,

RHEUMATISM,

the Blood.

Nervous Affections, and Palsy arising
from the use of Mercury or Lead. It is a tonic
as well as an altejative, restoring the tone oithe system. thus curing Dropsy and General Debility, tending to Consumption. It is a great protection from attacks that originate in change of climate, season and
life.
Liver Complaints and their combined symptoms
such as Lumbaso. Jaundice, Rheumatism, Bilious
Eruptions, &c. When caused by Scrofula taint, this
Compound is a most effectual remedy.
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is olten caused by Scrofula, which deranges the stomach, and renders it unhealthy. Indigestion is not always caused by Scrofula, when it is, this Sarsaparilla Compound ha ready
cure

Strictures of the

and froe from observation, we treat all diseases to
which the hnman system Is subject, and will be
pleased to receive tall and explicit statements from
those who have foiled to receive relief heretofore.
Ladies or gentlemen can address us in perfect confidence. we desire to send onr thirty-two page
pamphlet free to every lady and gentleman in the
land. Address all letters for pamphlets, medioinee,
or advice, to the sole proprietor,

Lead.

v-

AT MANUFACTURERS PRICES.

and,

CHEROKEE INJECTION,

Office, at the

i

THROAT, and

\ Urethra, Dropsical
HnQSy Brick Dust Deposits,

Through Tickets can be procured at all the principal Ticket Offices in New England, and at the Union

Whit

of

9

Less than by any other Route!

Ticket

to call.

NOSE,

vlz;rr»

Loss

arising from Impurities

of

He treats especially Disease* of the

diseases caused bjr

Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dlm;»/m of Vision, Premature
I Old Age, Weak Nerves, Difficult Breathing, Pale Counts-

Complaint, Dyspepsia
Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, £rysipelas, Boils, Tumors, £a/f Rheum, Ulcers and Sores,
Rheumatism, Pain
in the Stomach, Side and Bowels,
Debility, and all Complaints

House,

Whan he respectfully Inv tea all who may be suffer-

ton

MEDICINE,

Memory,

[ Urine,

routes

(

GBEAT

Sarsaparilla Compound!
For the Cure of Liver

It will

CURE,

INDIAN

—OS THE—

New York

International

HATE CONFIDENCE.

Regions, Canada,

ana

Under the

pi

—TO THE—

Oil

At Ho. 151 Exchange Street,

{mrsues

RATES OF FARE,

needful information cheerfully furnished.
T2AVKLLKRR will And it greatly to their advantage
to prooure Through Tleketa at the
And all

Mail

land and vicinity, that he ha* flablitkrd himself

person must know

that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
regularly educated phvsieian, whose
studies fits him for all the duties he must
preparatorythe
fulfill; yet
country is Hooded with poor nostrnnnand cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useless, but always injurieus.
The un
fortunate should be particular in selecting his
as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertphysician,
abfe feet, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
lor it is a point
generally conceded by the beat syplii.ograpbers, that the study and management of these
should
complaints
engross the whole time ot those
who would be competentand successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
him sell acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one
system of treatment, in most cases makng an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Ualeua, Oshkosh, 8t. Paul, LaCrosie, Green Bay,
Quincy, bt, Louis, Louisville, Irdiaaapolis, Cairo,
fco., and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland te al. the principal Cities and Towns
In the laval States and the Canadas, at the
LOWEST

Ha* the honor to announce to the citiaens of Port-

ing

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

for all

Atlantic Vlite Lead

PORTLAND, MI.,

it

CHARLES W. FOSS. Proprietor.
Also, by NATHAN WOOD, O. P. SHEPHERD

CO.,

Agricultural

City Hall Building, Market Square,

DR. CHAS. MORSE’S

trouble and prevent taking cold on going from
out into the cold air.
For sale wholesale and retail by

recently contracted, entirely removing

dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention ot the afflicted to the
act ot his long
standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of hi** skill and suc-

the great Leading Rentes toTThieaIS Agent
go, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

Physician l

remove

or

the

LITTLE

IU

Wooden

Prom 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can bs consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp’s block.
A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam:—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last January in a very singular manner. We called
In si* of the best Physicians in the dty; they said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not teM
what the disease was. Some triends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could roly on, we wrote to Mrs.
m
ANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately exaiqjned her case and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and from the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved,
that all may eee for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never could be
repaid for her
■kill.
MARY KAY,
GEORGE W. RAY.
Providence. B. I.. Nov. 10,1866.
dc!2tf

&

any

used it speak of it in the highest terms ol praise: and
the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on ita merit alone.
SOLD BY

a

these troches will

standing

TUB

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

THE INDEPENDENT

cough;

the utmost confidence by the afiiicted,
hours Gaily, and iroin 8 A. M. to 0 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those wliofere suffering under the
affliction oi private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical proiession. he leels warranted in (Juaueasteekg a Cure ik all Cases, whether of long

uimnitii,

felled to mako

FromPortland to the West, North & So. West.
1862.

with
privately, and at
ail

Middle),

CHASE, Supt.

Important to Travelers

ton

Warranted Genuine.

Street,

be consulted

especial

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Also, Tickets by all the principal

by Wm, L Bradley,

PATENTED

causes

Temple

Infirmary,

$6

BOSTON.

TP !

TROCHES

can

▼IJl THE

-AXD-

Electric

WHERE

he

R.

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME, Grand Trunk Railway.

The Eye, Ear, Catarrh

-AND-

No. 5

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.R.

maytOSdty

A

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS.

WEST I

PATENT

DR LAROOKAH'S

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fol
The Company are not responsible fer baggage to
low: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
any amount exceeding $66 in value (and that person-.
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
al) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
and Complexion.
one passenger for every $60') additional value.
C. J BRYDOES, Managing Director.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
nov2dtf
Portland, Nov. 1,1866
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some o'
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
whom arc as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed tc
On and after Monday. Oot. 30. 1865,
All such cases yield to the proper and onlj
have it.
LUUyffi Irains
will leave ufollows, until further
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 940 a. M.
and 3 40 p. n.
MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
Leave Portland for Saoo River at 800 A.M, and 2 00
There are many men at the age of thirty who art
and530p n.
with
troubled
too frequent evacuations from the bladThe 9 40 a m and 200 p m. traini will be freight
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burntrains, with passenger cars attached
arid
weakening the system in a raannei
US'"Stages connect at tiorham for West Gorham. ing sensation,
account for.
On examining the
Standisb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Seh ',To, the patient cannot
a
deposits ropy sediment will often be fonnd,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Fryebing, urinary
sometimes small D&rticles of semen or albumen
and
Jackson
Conway, Bartlett,
Limington, Cornish,Por- ■will
appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
ter Freedom, Mod son and Baton, N. li
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagfe,
There
are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorSouth Limington Limington, Limerick. Newfield,
ant of the cause, which is the
Parsonsficld and Ossipee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Bill,
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
and North Windham, daily
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and •
DAW CARPEWTER, Supt.
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Portland, Oct 26,1865—dif
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Address:
Db. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (comer of Middle
Trains leave Portland daily (Grand
Street], Portland. Me
at^^sw^Trunk Depot) Sundays excepted,tor Au1ST Send a Stamp tor Circular.
bum and Lewiston at 7 30 A. M., and for Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains from Auburn and Lewiston are dne at 8.30 A,
JE?lectio Medical
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 2 P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
TO THE LADIES.
Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.
EDWIN NOTES, Supt.
DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladles, whe
Dec 15.1SC5.
dc22tf
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 0
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theft

COS'S

t

follows

TO TO

Philadelphia,.at

the

as

Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and

Steamship Line.
The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
EYEUY FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Whart,
10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore ana Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAaQUE, SOULE & CO.,
3Tov 22—dlyr
9 T Wharf. Boston.

978 Greenwich St., New York,
Sold by Druggists all oyer the World.

THRO

RAILWAY,
Canada.

Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtl

FREIGHT FOR THE SODTH AND WEST.

TAR baht & CO..

TO eta. to New

Deoil—dtt

Calais and

a

Insure Against Accidents!

fe9eod3m
kind at

RETURN.

a

Go.

Steamship

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

perior

'if

the payment of losses Is
of thi. Company,

ARRANGEMENT!

International

Commencing: December, 11,1S05.

Slontreal,

Will, until further notice, run as
follows—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday WedncsU—
day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M : and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 6 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
Iy Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amonnt exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
oil passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
feb. 18,1863—dtf
Ang 5, 1665.

Carrying

Company,

The advantages of this system over that of dividends payable after a term qf yean without interest,
are obvious. Ho other
Company pays dividends in

In

Arrangement l

Summer

as su-

an

0\'

at 4 o'clook P. M.

the
improvmaterials,
ed manner, it is commended to the public
MADE
All who have
to
other In the market.

THE CHARTER OAR Life Insurance Company
year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by
IMMEDIATE

fellows:

These vessels are fitted op with fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most speedy,
safe and oomfortable route for travellers between
Sew York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
36.00. Cabin paw age *6.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to ana from Montreal, Qnebeo, Bangor, Bath, Aagasta, Eastport and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the tiny that they
leave Portland.
Por freight or passage apply to
EMERY A POX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street,
Now York.
May 39, 1886.dtf_

Certain, and Speedy Cure for all diseasKidney e and Urinary Or gone,
female, frequently performing

a Sure,
es of the Bladder.
either in the male or

run as

Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at4 P. M., and leave Pier
33 E:at River, New York, evory WEDNESDAY

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go,

COMPOUND KXTBACT OP

ilendall’s {VliIN.

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.

H. Sherwood,

ana

cure all diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder.—
Cures Pain or Weakness in the Back, Stricture*, &c.;
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling,
Dimness of V ision.

Is apure fluid extract, and not a weak tea or infUsion
Is the one thing needful for all complaints incident to
Females. For particulars send forC'hcuIar.

via Watervillr

Medical.

DR. J. B. HUGHES

AJENNEBEC R. R.

Skowhegan

Portland to

Medical.

Medical.

Tlie .r'emtid and fast 8 team

ships I'lItlliO, Cayt
\

Will

Helmbold’s Fluid Extract of Buchu

LINE.

uud

whom we have

known for years, gradually extend his advertising
from year to yeav until he becomes the largest advertiser in the United States, we are satisfied that the
statements in regard to his articles must be correct.”

OAK

declares Dividends each

TEN

Arc prepared to issue binding certificates 0n

No.

[Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.)
“When on a visit to the city of New York a few
days since, I was induced to call on our old friend
and townsman, Mr. H. T. Helmbold, Druggist, 5M
Broadway, New York. His store is a Model—a per-

Railroads.

New England Screw Steamship Co PORTLAND

of

large Vials, in Morocco, »ud book,
large Vials, plain case, and book,
VETERINARY

all parts of the world:

“We do not like1 to advertise worthless wares, or articles calculated to deceive our readers; and when we

$1,000,000.00

from

FAMILY

are

“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Helmbold, it affords me pleasure in slating I have been
most favorably impressed with liis energy and integrity, and gratified at his success."
WM. WEIGHTMAN,
Firm gf Powers & Weightman,
{"* f
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.

whole business experience

CAPITAL,

T

SPECIFICS,

the most ample experience. an wit ire success*,
oimnle—Prompt—Efficient, and Reliable. They’ are the only Medicines
perfectly adapted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be mane in using them; so harmless
as to be free from
danger, and so efficient as to be always reliable. They have raised the highest commendation from all, and will always render gatisffcc,
tion.
Cts.
No. I Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
25
'*
•4
2
Worm-Fever Worm-Colic.
Worms,
25
44
44
3
C.oljc cr Teething of infants, 25
Cryina
44
44
4
Dian am of children or adults,
25
44
5
25
.44
Dysentery, Griping, Billious Colic,
44
•*
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting, 25
44
44
7
25
Colds,
bronchitis,
Couy'is,
44
44
8
25
Neuraiyta Tootlmohe, Paceache,
44
44
9
IlehdachcH, Hick-Headache. Vertigo, 25
44
44
billions
10
25
Stomacn,
Dyspasia,
44
44
It
25
Suppressed or painful Periods,
44
44
12
25
Whites, too profuse Periods,
44
44
13
difficult BreatUng,
26
Croup.
Cough,
44
14
14
Salt Rheum, Ervaipelav, Erupt ons,
25
44
41
15
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
26
44
4
16
Fever and A pie. Chill Fever, Agns,
60
44 22
44
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,
60
44
44
23
Scrofula enlarged Glands, Swellings, 60
44
44
J7
Piles, blind *r Oleeutnir,'
60
44
44
18
50
Ophth'il.:iy, aud sore rr weak e3'es,
44
44
19
Catarrh acute or chronic. Influenza. 50
44
44
20
fcb
WkoopinyCovtjh, violent Coughs.
44
•*
21
Asthmt, oppressed Breath mg.
50
44
*' 31
60
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
44
44
32
1 00
Suffering* at Change of Lift,
44
44
33
Epilepsy, Spaoins, rtt. Vitus’ Dance, 1 00
44
44
21
Uuu.ral Debility Physical Weakness, 50
44
25
50
Dropsy, and scanty Secretion*
44
26
60
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
44
44
27
Disease, (jgravel,
60
Kidney
44
44
28
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,
100
involuntary Discharges,
44
44
29
50
Sere Mouth, Canker,
44
44
30
Urinrtra Incontinence, wetting bed,
60
44
**
31
even
with Hpasms, 160
Painful Periods,

PROVED,

spurious ones.

success

CHARTER

HUMPHREYS’

HOMOEOPATHIC

After 18 years' exertions, commencing in a small
w*y> the popularity ol my articles has extended to all
parts of tiie United States, and widely throughout
foreign conn tries—and this in the face of much opposition. Every means has been resorted to by unpricipled dealers since their merit and success have
been known—such as advertising larger bottles at lees
price, censuring all other preparations, and even
copying my advertisements—hut I am happy to state
that out of the many who have resorted to this, none
| have been sucessftil.
.AlY OBJECT
in this notice is to make facts known to the public
and respectable dealers, believing, after so many
years^eiertlona. that the Druggists will discountenance such proceedings, and that the reputation of
my articles may not be damaged by use of inferior or

in

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN,

own

resort to newspaper

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY dr upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to giro us a call.

General Insurance

the

coucludiug to

Knowing that many may read this article wbo

STORES, STOCKS,

celibacy

time before

unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from
those of my native city, and whose names are known

it? uj
at current rates.
send you another
Christopher;
you’d 6ee he’ll properly,
Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which never exdo just a3 well as his predecessor.” If the
theory be correct, and far be it from me to im- pire, on
pugn the justice of what emanates irom such
Dwelling Houses, Bams, Churches,
a source, wiiat a
stock of consolation does it
open to humanity, and what a real blessing
AND SCHOOL HOUSES.
to widows wiii his Holiness be i
tJT If any party holding a perpetual policy,
it
be
a
Might
not, however,
grave question should desire to cancel the
same, the company will
in the p esent embarrassed condition of the
Papal exchequer, how far liis Holiness was pay him back 90 per cent, of the amount paid.
warranted to such munificence? The ada->e
Insurance in the Country.
teaches us that generosity should follow
jus- Cheapest
tice; why not, then, utilize these martyrs?—
The Company will 1 sue perpetual policies on
Every one might not be rich enough to buy an
entire Christopher, but a humerus or a tibia
might be bought within the means of a moderate fortune.
I have no doubt that they would be
AND FURNITURE.
popular.
1 can even imagine the tuousands of
letters
FARM
PROPERTY.
that would pour in from released affliction
vouching for the comfort they had obtained’
Perpetual Policies (never expiring) will he issued
since tiiey had availed them-elves of “the
on this class of property, at such a ooat as It will be for
bones;” and I can fancy the cardinal secreta- the interest of every person wanting insurance to
call and see for themselves.
ry coming into the share-market far a loan,
on the guaranty, tint, to use the
EifFull particulars as to rates and terms given on
language
of petroleum, “promises to be uiexnatuSble’”
application to
What a mass of “Testimonials” would cover
JOHN W. HUNGER, Agent,
Antonelli’s table? Wliat shoals of letters in
the usual style ? “Since I have used the verOFFICE, 166 FORE STREET,
tebral your eminence was kind
Feb 19,18(16—codi^
enough to
_PsHlseS, Me.
send me;”—or “since the arrival of the blessed
1
have
fotmd
temora,
my rest at night considerably improved, and my appetite better;” or
“with the aid of the holy shin-bone I now
take my usual walks,” <fcc.
Talk of Peter’s
Pence, indeed! Here is a mine of more than
Californian wealth. The catacombs arc said
No. 23 Exchange St.
to contain hundreds of thousands of
saints,
only needing to be rechristeaed and distribute
MARINE COMPANIES.
ed. Even should his holiness not
yield to the
financial aspect of the ipiestiou, can he
reject Wmhin^tnn.
of New York.
the moral I Can he brh.g himself to lock
up Insurance Co. of Norik America,
this fountain of unbounded consolation ? Can
of PhUudelphia.
he see widowhood around him in
sorrow, and
not offer the solace of even a false rib?”
EIRE COMPANIES.
I don’t believe it. I bedeve he will be actuOf Hartford.
ally forced to become a comforter. If “Chris- Am,
Of Liverpool and London.
topher” he a success, the Pope will be besieged Royal,
Of New York.
Continental,
with applications which he will not be able to
Of New York.
Arctic,
resist.
Of New York.
One lesson the Incident strongly impresses
LorUlard,
upon us, which is, lust iu malting
ruie of the church, the priests do

some

advertis ng, knowing the prejudices that existed in
the minds of many against using advertised Medi-

MARINE INSURANCE.

lantry than we like, that the “ Pope leads a
happy life,” by-reason of his celibacy; wasliis
present on this occasion, thus, a sly intimation of the fact—a gent::- hint—that
maiala-o

Dollars !

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

a

sham,

organ-

Original Capital

“Professional Amenities."
The strangest instance of the professional
sentiment I have ever heard of came under
my notice a few days back. It was in a Homan
newspaper, and ran to this purport:—His Holiness the I’ope, not content with writing an
autograph letter to Madame Lamoriciere, full
of. affectionate condolence on her husband’s
death, has a'so bestowed upon her—what
think yon? You will probably say, a pension
to recompence the services of the illustrious
soldier ?—a palace at Home to reside in ?—some
priceless gem irom the Vatican? None of
these. -The sentiment of his calling was too
strong In his holiness to descend into suclr
mundane channels; his gift was infinitely more
precious and more appropriate—he sent her
the bones of a martyr from the catacombs 1—
It was, unfortunately, au unknown Bainl; but
with a tact that only the church can
inspire
apd an ompretscme.U that bespoke the courtier as well as the churchman, he
christened
the
unknown Christopher
Lamoriciere’s
name—30 that even in inomcnclature the
gap
was tilled up, and the measure of
consolation
rendered brimful.
I do not know whether ladies in
genera), or
widows in particular, will agree with his holiness, and think that a saint’s bones are equal
to a flasli-and-blood husband, and whether
the happiness of a married life can be as well
cared tor by a denizen of the catacombs as
by
a creature of this
breathing world.
concern
here
is
with
the Pope’s
My
simply
part oi this transaction. If his holiness takes

was a

orer

Inlhe year 1848, the writer embarked in the Drug
Business in the city of Philadelphia, and while thus
in
engaged, made several experiments regard to the
most desirable mode of preparing Fluid Extracts.—
My efforts being successful—the articles being approved and used by the Medical Faculty—I was desirous
of placing them before the public, but hesitated for

overcome.

AaMMl**’! 1' I®®®4

Thou,

Notice to the Public 1

cines or Nostrums, but through the advice off friends
and those who had used them this objection was

$1,204,188,40

Not lest I die eternally;
Not from tbo hope ot joys above me,
But even as Thou Thyself dl 1st lovo me,
So I jvo 1, and w ill ever love Thee,
bccau e my King art
My God forever more as now.—£

Solely'

CAFiTAL,

CASH

Steamers.

Medical.

KNIGHTS’

Dressing !

Hair

This article ha* been prepared with a view to supersede the pernicious oils and pomades so common
in the market, the use of which has been almost invariably detrimental to the growth and beauty ot the
hair. It has long been a matter of regret that no reliable preparation for dressing the hair was generally
available, mosi ol the compounds used for that purAs
pose being worthless, and many absolutely worse.
a people, it is notorious that we become prematurely
so many gray
gray or bald. In no country are there
and bald heads on young Aonlders as in this. For
this phenomenon many causes are assigned. By
mode of Hie; by others, to
some it is ettributed to onr
the restless activity ol the American mind; hut we
misfortune it is—to
trace this public misfortune—for
the inordinate use ol od as* dressing, which diseases
the scalp, end alcoholic preparation* which dry up or
the hair. DR. KNIGHTS’
burn out the roots of
HAIR DRESSING contains neither oil nor alcohol,
and is unquestionably the oaly article before the publio that deserves the name. Its use prevents the hair
them falling off or turning gray; it removes dandrufl,
cleanses the scalp, and cures nervous heads' be. Its

invigorating properties insure luxuriant locks, inclined to cnrl, and its dellghtlul fragrance, and the rich
and glossy appearance which it Imparts, render it
the favorite Hair Drosslng of the most Ihstidions.

PRICE 7B CENTS PER BOTTLE.
PSYPABKD BY

9 A. M., till 5P. M.
|y oflice hours from

Dr.

E.

R-

Knights,

Chemist,

MELROSE, MASS.

J. C.

Rockingham, M. D.,

SOLD

AT

W. F. PHILLIPa k

WHOLES AIR BY

00,
AND

151

Exchange St.,

J. W. PRF.KIH8 k CO.
Also, H. H. HAY, and GROSMAN CO ft.

Under International House,

PORTLAND,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

And at ret ill by Druggists and Merchants throughout the Country.
1
Dee SB—so J3m

March 3—dtf

